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Brief information according to forms and properties of the

ionizing radiations/emissions, which affect the radio-electronic

equipment and its elements/cells is given in the monograph.

The information on ones of the measurement of the physical

quantities of the ionizing radiations/emissions is given; these data

are represented taking into account the conventional units

measurements in the USSR in connection with the introduction/input of

international system of units the measurement of SI. The possible

conditions for the work of electronic equipment and its completing

elements/cells in the fields of the effect of the ionizing

radiations/emissions are examined. Physical representations about the

character of interaction of the charged/loaded particles and quantum

radiation/emission with the substance are presented. The forms of

radiation damages in materials and elements/cells of electronic

devices are examined. Some data on the radiation durability of radio

engineering materials, radioelements and separate electronic devices

are given.

The book is intended for the specialists, who carry out

development and operation of radio-electronic equipment, and also for

the students of the corresponding specialties.

h,? 'o .. . .- ''. .- ,- ,. -.. - -, - - -. -. , . . . ., . ). . .- .
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Introduction.

In recent years, considerable attention is paid to the study of

the character of the effect of the ionizing radiations/emissions on

the electronic equipment, the instruments and the elements/cells of

electronics and radio engineering materials.

Interest in a question of the effect of the ionizing
radiations/emissions on electronic engineering is caused by the fact

that in our time, radio-electronic equipment is the integral part of

different kind of technical devices/equipment and units, including

such, which can be operated in the fields of intense nuclear

radiation. Such fields of the ionizing radiations/emissions in the
locations of electronic equipment can arise close to nuclear power

and power plants, used on the atomic power plants, in the atomic

electric generators also on other technical objects. Upon the entry

of object into the zone of nuclear explosion the equipment can

undergo the action of the impulse/momentum/pulse of penetrating

radiation. And finally on onboard equipment of space objects will act

the ionizing radiations/emissions outer spaces.

-AZ
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The ionizing radiations/emissions of nuclear installations,

nuclear explosions and cosmic radiation are distinguished by it to

composition (neutrons, 7-quantum, electrons, protons, beta-, alpha-

and other particles), to energy spectrum, the density of flows,

duration of effect, etc.

The effect of similar radiations/emissions leads to structural

1- changes in the materials, emergence of ionization, heating,

" appearance of induced radioactivity and many other phenomena, which

disrupt physical and chemical processes in the technical

devices/equipment.

Page 004.

The studies of efficiency of radio-electronic equipment in the

conditions of the effect of different forms of radiation showed that

the ionizing radiations/emissions exert harmful effect on many

elements/cells of equipment. The reversible and irreversible changes

in the parameters of radioelements, which lead to the complete or

partial loss of efficiency of equipment, can be the results of these

*effects.

The author set as his goal to examine the series/row of the

bases nyx questions, which must be known, during construction and

C * . . . . . .".'
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operation of the electronic and electrotechnical equipment, intended

for the work under the conditions of the effect of those ionizing,

radiation/emission. This served as the reason for association in one

book of different forms of scientific-technical questions.

The set-forth materials are illustrated by the data, published

in the Soviet and foreign press.

In Chapter 1 are given the classification and the basic

properties of the corpuscular and quantum radiations/emissions,

capable of damaging elements/cells and diagrams electronic equipment.

Chapter 2 contains the material on ones of the measurement of

the physical characteristics of the fields of the ionizing

radiations/emissions and quantitative content of radioactive

materials in the materials.

The possible sources of the ionizing radiations/emissions and

the radiation fields, created by these sources in the zone of the

work of electronic equipment, are examined in Chapter 3.

QII

The processes of interaction of the charged/loaded particles,

neutrons and gamma-quanta with materials and elements/cells of

radio-electronic devices/equipment are examined in Chapter 4.

]S

4.L
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The book can be useful for the technical personnel, which works

in the field of creation and operating of radio-electronic means,

elements/cells and materials, and also to students and to the

instructors of schools of highpr education.

The author expresses large appreciation to all comrades, who

contributed to the appearance of this book.

.1l
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1. Short characteristics of ionizing radiation-'emissi, that affect

the radio-electronic equipment.

In order to understand the processes of interaction . the

4 ionizing radiations/emissions with the radio engineering ., 2rials,

* the elements/cells, the diagrams and the equipment as a whole, it is

necessary to know, first of all, the forms of radiations/emissions

*. and their property. Basic forms and characteristics of the ionizing

radiations/emissions are given in Ghapter 1; the necessary

supplementary data about them can be obtained in monographs (1-3).

1.1. Forms of the ionizing radiations/emissions.

The ionizing radiations/emissions appear as a result of natural

or artificial radioactive decay of substances, nuclear fission

reactions in the reactors, nuclear explosions and some physical

processes in space.

According to the Soviet terminology accepted by ionizing

radiation/emission is understood any radiation/emission, whose

interaction with the substance leads to the formation of the electric

5,,
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charges of different signs. Below in the text is given terminology in

accordance with the recommendations of the committee of

* scientific-technical terminology with the Academy of Sciences of the

USSR taking into account the recommendations of international board

for radiation units and to measurements [4, 5].

The ionizing radiations/emissions consist of the directly or

indirectly ionizing particles or the mixture of those, etc. To

directly (directly) the ionizing particles are carried the particles

(electrons, alpha particle, protons, etc.), which possess a

sufficient kinetic energy in order to carry out ionization of atoms

by direct collision.

Page 006.

The indirectly ionizing particles include the uncharged particles

[neutrons, the quanta (photons), etc.], which cause ionization

through the secondary effects.

The ionizing radiations/emissions are subdivided into the

corpuscular ones and the quantum ones. Corpuscular radiation are the

flows of the rapidly moving elementary particles (neutrons, protons,

beta- and of other particles), and also the atomic nuclei of chemical

elements. The quantum radiation/emission includes the electromagnetic

• . _. . . . . ,.*
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ionizing radiations/emissions (gamma- and X-radiation).

Neutron and gamma-radiation, which are formed as a result of

fission reactions during the nuclear explosions and in nuclear

reactors, is accepted to call penetrating radiation or penetrating

radiation/emission.

The ionizing radiations/emissions by their energy spectrum are

divided into the monoenergetic ones (monochromatic) and the

nonmonoenergetic ones (heterochromatic). Monoenergetic (uniform)

radiation/emission - this is the radiation/emission, which consists

S-of the particles of one form with the identical kinetic energy or of

the quanta of identical energy. Nonmonoenergetic (heterogeneous)

radiation/emission - this is the radiation/emission, which consists

of the particles of one form with the different kinetic energy or of

the quanta of different energy.

The ionizing radiation/emission, which consists of the particles

of different form or particles and quanta, is called complex

radiation.

1.2. Properties of the ionizing radiations/emissions.

The physical parameters, which characterize the basic properties

o'& .I
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of the ionizing radiations/emissions, from the point of view of their

effect to the materials are: charge, rest mass, rate of motion and

kinetic energy of particles or quanta (photons).

Particle charge in nuclear physics usually is expressed in the

units of the elementary electric charge (electron charge), equal to

1.60.10-1 k, either 4.80xi -10' cgs esu or 1.60-10 '  cgs emu.

The mass of particle is measured in the atomic units of mass

(amu).

Page 007.

One atomic unit of mass is equal to 1/16 neutral isotopes of oxygen

-" ""•" a61I 1

-- ' .,a V m. 6-.' W- " 1, 66. 10- - -- 1,66. to - -- {' ) :a

Key: (1). amu. (2). kg. (3). g.

..
where - Avogadro number, equal to 6.02.1021 kmole-1.

Kinetic energy of relativistic, i.e., moving at a velocity,

close to the speed of light, particle can be found from the formula

U-'°

-I *.•
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= ,pcs - ifl , loc

where m0 - rest mass of particle;

p=2- ratio of particle speed to the speed of light.

Kinetic energy of particle with p<<I (v<<c) is equal to E -s--

In practice, as a rule, they deal with the particle flux of different

kinetic. energy. Therefore, with the stream conditions of those

ionizing, radiation/emission must be indicated energy flow diagram.

When for the practical purposes to sufficiently know

average/mean kinetic energy of the particles of entire spectrum or

its specific range, medium energy E is determined from the

relationship/ratio

J.%~ EN (E) dE/ MN(E) dE. (1.2)

where N - the relative number of particles with the energy in the

range from E to E+dE, that fall to the single energy range of the

spectrum;

..

e..
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jM maximum energy of particles in the spectrum.

The calculated values of rates for the different values of

energy are given as examples for the protons and neutrons in Tables

1.1, for the electrons - 1.3.

Fig. 1.1-1.3 gives dependences p=- and T 1/2 on the

kinetic energy of electrons, protons and alpha particles [7].

Page 008.

The charged/loaded particles during the motion in the magnetic

I- field are deflected/diverted. In the case of particle motion in the

direction, perpendicular to magnetostatic field, it will move in a

circle; in the general case, the particle motion in the magnetic

field will occur along the helix, whose axis is parallel to the

direction of field.

4.. '. ,,," " L "v .", , ,,' - ' ,''": "'.,.; .. ,.'' , ',,,," .-.. ' '. .,.' .. -..... .- . -.- . '.' '

4_ .. ' - , % . " L. " . / . . . . " " " ". - . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . .
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Table 1.1. Rates v the wavelength W of protons and neutrons,

corresponding to different kinetic energies E.

(a) (.),}
aeM V, AIjC/e I , *. X, , MICe ,.

0-. ' 0,025.10-' 2,19.103 1,81-10-1" 1,0 1,38 107 2,86.10 - 14

1-10-' 1,38.10' '2,86.10-" 2,0 1,94.10 2,02 10-"I
1.10-' 1,38"10& 2,86-10 - 12 5,0 3,08.101 1,28.10-1"

1.10-2 1,38.10' 2,86.10-" 10 4,36-107 9,05.10-19
2.10-' 1,94-10' 2.02.10-" 20 6,13"107 6,41.10-"

5.10-' 3,08.10' 1,28.10-1" 50 9,74.10' 4,05l10-1"
0,l 4,36.104 9,05.10-" 100 1.28.10' 2,19.10-,.

0.2 6,13.10 6,41.10-14 200 1,80.10' 1,98.10-" s

0,5 9,74.10' 4,05.10-14 500 2,86.10' 1,25.10-1"

- Key: (1). MeV. (2). m/s.

5. 0

goo

gm-

10 102 164 t .Im (1)

Fig. 1.1. Dependence / and 7.on kinetic energy of electrons.

Key: (1). keV.

Page 009.
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The divergence of the charged/loaded particles in the magnetic

field is calculated from the following relationship/ratio:

.,r=K (t.3)

.4'

where B - magnetic induction G;

r - radius of curvature;

K - coefficient, equal: for the electrons k=1.705.10 3 G-cm; for

the protons k=3.13x10' G-cm; for the a-particles k=6.218.10' G-cm

::::::[6).

Quantum radiations/emissions in many processes exhibit
.?

corpuscular nature. The particles of quantum radiation/emission are

called quanta or photons. The rest mass of quanta is equal to zero,

velocity of propagation is equal to the speed of light.

Quantum energy of electromagnetic radiation is equal to Planck's

constant h, multiplied by the frequency v, namely:

EP - (1.4)

-'4

' .,

_-- .: . ,*-*%** 4%"' ',- - " -'' " '- :'r * " '*4 '...- .... " " . .. . . . - . ." . . . . .*
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I12

!, 10 to ' 10 10 f,'NS ) 10 102 03 'f, MoO

Fig. 1.2. Fig. 1.3.

Fig. 1.2. Dependence /3 on kinetic energy: 1 - a-particles; 2 -

protons; 3 - mesons.

C Key: (1). MeV.

Fig. 1.3. Dependence 7 on kinetic energy: 1 - a-particles; 2 -

protons; 3 - mesons.

Key: (1). MeV.

Page 010.

The relationships/ratios between the wavelengths with the

quantum energy will be given in Table 1.5.

-,
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The impulse/momentum/pulse of quantum is equal to the ratio of

Planck's constant to the wavelength (h/X).

1.3. Atomic nuclei.

Atomic nuclei conditionally are subdivided into the lungs (with

the mass number A<25)1, average/mean (25SA<80) and heavy (A 80).

With the classification of the cosmic rays of nucleus with the

I-. close reference numbers Z 2 are united into the following groups of

nuclei: light with Z=3-5 and by average atomic number A=10,

average/mean with Z-6-9 and A=14, heavy with ZZ10 and A=31 and very

heavy with ZZ20 and A-51.

The nuclei of hydrogen (protons) and helium (a-particle) are

carried, as a rule, to the group of elementary particles. All nuclei

(except the nucleus of hydrogen) consist of protons and neutrons

(called nucleons), connected with nuclear forces. Nuclear radius in

different elements/cells is within the limits (2-8) .10-1' of m and

is calculated from the following approximation semi-empirical

formula:

R --'1I4. 10-4.'A .

The atomic radius is equal to approximately/exemplarily 10-10 m.
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A number of neutrons and in the nucleus is equal to A-Z. In the

stable atoms, the relationship/ratio between a quantity of protons

containing in them and neutrons is described by empirical formula [3]

Z A
t.98. +ooi5A,.

If this relationship/ratio is disrupted, nuclei are radioactive.

FOOTNOTE 1. The total number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus

- is called mass number and is designated by A or sometimes M.

2. Z (atomic number of substance) corresponds to nuclear charge

and is equal to number of protons in nucleus or electrons in atom

shell it coincides with reference number of element/cell in periodic

system of D. I. Mendeleyev. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 011.

In this case, the nuclei with the high content (surplus) of protons

emit positrons, nuclei with the high content of neutrons - electrons.

Depending on a change in the composition (in the content of

protons and neutrons) atomic nuclei of one and the same element/cell
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can be isotopes, isobars and isotones.

Isotopes - nucleus of one element/cell with the identical values

of a number of protons Z, but the different values of a number of

neutrons N. The majorities of chemical elements have two and more

,' than isotopes.

Isobars - atomic nuclei with the identical mass numbers A, but

the different content of protons Z.

Isotones - atomic nuclei with an identical number of neutrons N,

but different mass numbers A.

S:.

The atomic nuclei of one and the same radioactive elements with
the identical ordinal and mass numbers can be found in different

9.9 •metastable energy states, by virtue of which have different

radioactive properties (type of radioactive radiation, the half-life

period, radiant energy, etc.). Such atomic nuclei are called isomers.
V* -.

4. 1.4. Elementary particles.

%I% To a number of ionizing radiations/emissions, which call

considerable changes in the properties of radio engineering

materials, it is accepted to at present carry the following forms of

' 9-.

-,;- .
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radiations/emissions: neutron, proton, electronic, alpha particles

and gamma-quanta.

Neutrons.

Neutron - elementary particle, which does not have electric

charge'; is the component part of atomic nuclei; it is designated by

symbol n or n'.

The mass of neutron is close in the value to the nuclear mass of
hydrogen atom and composes 1838.63 electronic masses and is equal to

m'-lO896l to a.e.m.-939.55 MeV, i.e., it is

approximately/exemplarily 1.3 MeV more than the mass of proton.

FOOTNOTE 1. It follows from the experiences of Fermi and Marshal [8)

that if the neutron possesses electric charge, then its value is not

more than 10-' electron charges. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 012.

The neutron exists not long in the free form, since it is

rapidly seized by atomic nuclei or is converted by electron emission

into the proton according to the diagram

n- p + e-+V

J'4 * * 4*4 *4

**' " -. .
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Therefore neutron is occasionally referred to as the simplest

beta-active "nucleus". The period of the half-life of free neutrons

from the results of the latter determination is equal to 11.7±0.3 min

[9]. The wavelength of neutron depends on its energy E,, and it can be

determined (without taking into account relativistic corrections)

from the expression

The wave properties of neutrons become apparent when the length

of neutron is compared with the interatomic distance, i.e., with low

energy and at long wave lengths. With an increase in the energy and,

consequently, also with the decrease of wavelength the neutron

exhibits its corpuscular properties.

The wavelengths and the velocities of neutrons, which correspond

to different kinetic energy, are given in~able 1.1 [10]. The

velocity of neutron was computed according to the formula

= ,38. O 1/Es M/s (1.5)

where ikinetic neutron energy, MeV.

I.
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Neutrons are formed as a resul' of natural and artificial

radioactive decay of the atomic nuclei of substance, nuclear fission

*. reactions, which take place in nuclear reactors and during the

nuclear explosions, the thermonuclear addition reactions of the

* atomic nuclei of light elements, and also as a result of the nuclear

bombardment of the atoms of substances with the fast charged/loaded

particles and with gamma-quanta.

The character of interaction of neutrons with the atomic nuclei
*.

of substance depends on neutron energy. In accordance with this it is

accepted to class neutrons according to the ranges of their kinetic

*[ energies. These ranges are selected so that the neutrons of one group

would possess the specific prevailing form of interaction with the

substance, had the similar methods of obtaining of flow and its

recording. The selection of ranges has the certain degree of freedom.

P.

Page 013.

Usually neutrons over the ranges of kinetic energies are subdivided

into the following groups:

- cold neutrons with the energy from 0 to 0.005 ev (E,,<0,005 eV);
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h -" the thermal neutrons (neutrons, which are found in the thermal

-" equilibrium with the atoms of the substances, energy of thermal

condition of which is equal to E,,, ,=k, where k - Boltzmann constant,

T° - absolute temperature) with the energy from 0.005 to 0.5 eV

(0.005 eV <E.<0,5 eV), the medium energy (at a room temperature

T*-300* K) it is equal to 0.025 eV;

- neutrons of intermediate energy with the energy from 0.5 to

10/104 eV (0.5 eV < E,,<1-10 keV). They call also them epithermal,

epicadmium, resonance. As upper boundary of the range of energy of

this group it can be accepted as 100 keY;

- fast neutrons with the energy from (0.1-0.5)•10' to

(10-20)-10' eV (0.1-0.5 MeV< E,, (of 10-20 MeV). In the

thermal-neutron reactors this group includes neutrons with the energy

more than 10 keY;

- ultrahigh-speed or relativistic neutrons with the energy of

more 20.10' eV (E,,> MeV). Energy of these neutrons exceeds energy of

binding of nucleons in the nucleus, which can lead to the complicated

nuclear reactions.

a.°o
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During the larger/coarser division of neutrons into the groups

over the ranges of neutron energy with the energies from 0 to 1-103

eV are carried to the slow ones, from 1.10 to (0.1-0.5)xlO' eV to

intermediate, from (0.1-0.5).10" to (10-20)-10' eV - to the rapid

ones and with the energy of more 20-10' eV - to the ultrahigh-speed

ones.

The neutrons, emitted during the fission of heavy nuclei,

possess the energy spectrum characteristic for them, which is called

fission spectrum. The neutrons of this spectrum (using the method of

their obtaining) are carried to the group of fission neutrons.

During the evaluation of the radiation durability of radio

engineering materials, elements/cells of electronic engineering and

equipment, on the basis, in essence, of the physical processes of

interaction of neutrons with the semiconductor materials, the

neutrons with the energy to 14-15 MeV over the ranges of energy can

be divided into two groups:

- slow neutrons with the energy to 0.1-10' eV (E,<o,' MeV) and

- fast neutrons with the energy of more 0.1-10' eV (E, 0.I MeV)1.

U2

" i
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Protons.

Proton - stable elementary particle with the positive elementary

electric charge, equal in the absolute magnitude of the charge of

electron (1.6.10 - ' K); is designated by symbol p or 1N1. Proton is

the nucleus of the lightest hydrogen isotope (protium), therefore,

the mass of proton is equal to the mass of hydrogen atom without the

mass of electron and is 1.00759 amu, or 1.672.10 -21 kg.

- Protons together with the neutrons are included in all atomic

nuclei. Proton is carried to the stable elementary particles.

Computed values of the wavelengths and rates of motion for different

energies of protons are given in Table 1.1.

The mean free path of protons with the energy to 1000 MeV in the

substance depends, in essence, from the ionizing losses; therefore

the mean path of proton can be determined as follows (11J:

*dR r dE

. -V-

R.W (E , jE d = ( E

(I.Ro

- .a.7
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Since, for low energies of protons, the theory of ionizing

losses proves to be unsuitable, usually integration is produced not
from zero, but from some wave energy of proton i then

LIP.

/ dE \

R(Ev) =R (Ej,.I) + I E(1.6)id L
where -,-) -value of the ionizing losses of protons, MeV/g cm 1 (or

MeV/kg-m- 2).

FOOTNOTE . In the foreign, to literature sometimes to the fast

neutrons are carried the neutrons with the energy of more than

0.3-0.5 MeV. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 015.

Table 1.2 gives the landing runs of protons with the energy from

2 to 100.000 MeV in the beryllium, carbon, aluminum, copper, lead and

air, calculated by Sternheimer [12].

Protons are emitted by atomic nuclei as a result of the

bombardment with their charged/loaded particles, by neutrons,[" gamma-quanta, etc. For example, proton was for the first time

discovered by Rutherford during the nuclear disintegration of

nitrogen with the aid of the alpha particles. The protons with the

L~I 
•

• ,[v -'- ","v .",v -. -.-;.;,.; v.-..-" .- ". <' ', ' " " " ",,- .?' - """""',"", , - """ - - - " "-"* . '" " "" "" " "" " "
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energy to 101'-10' eV are included in cosmic rays.

Alpha particles.

Alpha particle is the nucleus of helium, which consists of two

protons and two neutrons, therefore, with the positive electric

charge, two times large (in the absolute value) of electron charge;

it is designated by symbol p or 2He'; atomic weight 4.003; mass

6.644.1027 kg, which corresponds to energy 3727.07 MeV.

-In contrast to other elementary particles of the a-particle they

have the smallest mean free path in the materials; therefore they

virtually do not affect the elements/cells of equipment, which are

shielded by jacket/case/housing or other screens or coatings. The

mean free path of a-particles in air is approximately/exemplarily

proportional to the cube of their rate. The dependence of the landing

run of A-particles in air (for the landing runs of more than 1 cm)

from their kinetic energy can be calculated according to following

approximation formula [13):

x. 032e'~. (1.7)

where x. - length of the mean path of A-particle in air, cm;

E.- kinetic energy of a-particle, MeV.

4. -,

S" " "" '"" "" " "" '"""" " " "". . ' ' .. " ':- . % """'" -4 ,'''
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In terms of the known value of the landing run of a-particles in

air it is possible to calculate their landing run in other substance

from the following relationship/ratio:

x= 3,2.10-' - C , (1.8)

where p - density of substance, g/cm3 .

Alpha particles are emitted upon decay of heavy radioactive

nuclei (uranium, thorium, radium, etc.). To the discovery/opening of

protons and neutrons, they were utilized as the only bombarding

,... particles for obtaining the nuclear reactions.

-. .'

s.-,

,J -.:

',

is .'

-m
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Table 1.2. Landing runs of protons in the substances.

(2)
* flpo6er (Kejmt) a:

p"( (M) (5) G) I ,7 (?)
6epa tum yr.lepoAe aiommuim MeAH cSiuUe fo3,2yxe

2 0,091 0,084 0,115 0,190 0,410 0,087

3 0,180 0,168 0,221 0,350 0,676 0,175

4 0,296 0,275 0,355 0,513 o,988 0,287

5 0,436 0,406 0,517 0,724 1,345 0,423

6 0,601 0,558 0,704 0,967 1,746 0,581
0,789 0,73, 0,917 1,240 2,190 0,761

8 0,999 0,926 1,155 1,542 2.674 0,963

9 1,232 1,141 1,416 1,874 3,198 1,185

10 1,487 1,376 1,700 2,234 3,761 1,428

20 5,175 4,759 5,742 7,276 11,38 4,920

25 7,750 7,116 8,526 10,71 16.44 7,346

30 10,79 9,891 11,79 14,72 22,29 10,20

35 14.26 13,07 15,51 19,27 28,85 13,46

40 18,17 16,63 19,67 24,34 36,14 17,12

45 22,49 20,57 24,27 29,92 44,11 21, 16

o 50 27,22 24,88 29,28 35,99 52,75 25,57

55 32,34 29,54 34,69 42,53 62,02 30,35

60 37,84 34,56 40,51 49,54 71,92 35,49

66 43,71 39,91 46,70 56.99 82,43 40,97

70 49.95 45,59 53,27 64,88 93,52 46,78

75 .56.55 51,60 60.21 73,21 105,2 52.93

80 63.49 57,92 67.50 81,95 117,4 59,40

90 78,40 71,48 83,13 100,6 143,5 73,27

100 94,61 86,23 100,1 120,9 171,7 88,3

110 112.1 102,1 118,4 142,7 201,9 104,6

120 130,8 119,1 137,9 165,8 234,0 122,0
ro.:,, 130 150,6 137,2 158,6 190,4 268,0 140,4

140 171,6 156.2 180.4 216,3 303,7 159,9

150 193,7 176,3 203,4 243,5 341,1 180,3
200 319,1 290,2 333,4 397,1 551,4 296,4

250 466,7 424,2 486,1 576,6 796,1 432,9

300 633,3 575,3 657,9 778,2 1070 586,8
350 816.4 741,2 846,2 998.5 1367 755,6
400 1014 919,9 1049 1235 1686 937,3

450 1223 1110 1264 1486 2023 1130
50 1444 1310 1 489 1 749 2376 1333
600 1913 1734 1967 2305 3 120 1763
700 2413 2186 2476 2895 3905 2 220

800 2937 2659 3007 3509 4722 2698

900 3481 3149 3556 4 144 5563 3 192
1000 4040 3653 4 120 4794 6422 3700

1 500 6988 6307 7 077 8 187 10880 6357

2000 10070 9073 10140 11680 15430 9 103
2500 13190 11880 13240 15200 19960 11870
3000 16330 14690 16 340 18710 24450 14630

-71 4000 22590 20290 22500 25660 33260 20 080

5000 28790 25840 28570 32480 41850 25 430

6000 34930 31330 34 560 39190 50240 30670
7000 41000 36750 40460 45800 58470 35830
8 0o 47020 42120 46290 52320 66550 40890

9000 52980 47430 52060 58760 74500 45890

10 o 58890 52700 57 770 65 120 82340 50810

25000 143700 128200 439010 155250 191840 119500
D- 0000 277110 246770 265500 294910 358 830 223360

S100000 531580 472780 505090 558630 670070 415190

....... o-..... ........-................... ... tV12.. , !*
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note. The thickness of the layer of substance in the grams to

the square centimeter is equal to the product of mean free path to

density (x-p); 1 g/cm=10 kg/m 2 .

Key: (1). MeV. (2). Landing run (kg/m2) in. (3). beryllium. (4).

carbon. (5). aluminum. (6). copper. (7). lead. (8). air.

Page 018.

Alpha particles are emitted in the presence of the nuclear reactions

in nuclear reactors and during the nuclear explosions and enter into

the composition of cosmic rays, and also they can be obtained on the

accelerator facilities by accelerating the ionized atoms of helium.

Electrons and positrons.
-o..

An electron-stable elementary particle with a mass of

9.108.10-31 kg, the rest energy 0.511 MeV and the negative elementary

electric charge, equal to 4.8029-10 -10 cgs esu, or 1.6-10 - 1' k. It is

designated by symbols e, e- or j3.

Positron is the antiparticle of electron. In contrast to the

electron, the positron has positive elementary electric charge and it
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is considered as the short-lived particle. Positron is designated by

symbols e- or

The wavelengths and rate of electrons and positrons for

different energies are given in Table 1.3.

A< The penetrating power of -radiation (electrons and positrons)

many times more than a-particles and the protons of the same energy.

-:.4

Fig. 1.4 shows the relative decrease of a quantity of electrons

of different energy in proportion to their passage through the layer

" of substance [13]. In this case, the landing runs of electrons in

different substances, represented in the kilograms to the square

meter, are accepted (with a sufficient accuracy for practical

purposes) identical. Table 1.4 gives the maximum landing runs of

A-particles with different energy in aluminum, water and air.

VV

U-

a-.,
;".5,a
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Table 1.3. Rates v the wavelengths X, which correspond to different

kinetic energies E of electrons and positrons.

0 0 10' 1,88.10 .3,88. it)

I 5,93"10' I.23- 10-S 10' 5,85.40' 1,22 10-"
10 1,88.10' 3,83. 0-" 10' 1,64-10' 3,70"10-1s
10' 5,93-10' 1,23.1 0- " 10' 2,84. 10' 8,72, 10-'"

Key: (1). eV. (2). m/s.

Page 019.

During the estimation of the penetrating power of 1-radiation,

the practical length of their landing run in the substance, equal to

the value of the thickness of screen, obtained during the

intersection of the continuation of the straight/direct section of

the curve of beam attenuation of electrons (dotted line in Fig. 1.4)

with the axis of abscissas is determined.

The practical mean free path of A-particles with the energy from

15 keV to 100 MeV in the substance can be calculated according to the

approximation formula of Gloker [15):

R=xp= 4,9. 10- . E.2 (1.9)

where X is expressed in cm, p - in g/cm3 and E - in keV.

J
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£f20,o0o ,Msc)

(1dOf~i 3~WI a/

(3),7 MeV

Table 1.4. Meaimum ldingas run ofcto d3prtest depending onthi

thicnes ofa~u Screen.

(3)c. Me.

.0,01 0,0006 0,002 0,13

0,05 0.0144 0,046 2,91

0,1 0,0-50 1,58 10'1

0,5 0,593 1.87 199

1 1,52 4,80 306

2 3,51 iL'I 710

3 5,5 17,4 1100

5 9.4 29.8 1900
10 19.2 60,8 3900

Key: (1). maximum energy of A-particles, MeV. (2). maximum landing
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. particles are emitted during the nuclear explosions and in the [

i" presence of the reactions in nuclear reactors. The electrons of high

t'.4
• .|

energy can be obtained with the aid of the charged particle.
acceleraors. Beta particles also are formed a result of thej

course of Compton effects, effects of the formation of vapors, Auger

effect. Electrons are the component part of the cosmic radiation.

Free electrons can be isolated from the substance with the aid of the

heating (the thermionic emission), the irradiation by light/world

(photoelectric effect) and with the aid of the electric field (the

autoelectric emission). Energy of the f-particles, emitted by

radioactive nuclei and in the space artificial and natural radiation

belts, reaches several ones million electronvolt. Recently electrons

with the energy of more than 300 MeV are discovered in outer space

(beyond the limits of the atmosphere).

1.5. Quantum radiation/emission.

Quantum radiation/emission is one of the forms of the

manifestation of electromagnetic radiation and is the flows of the
- (
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quanta (photons) of different energy. Depending on quantum energy

distinguish: the gamma-, X-ray, ultraviolet, visible, infrared rays

and radio emissions 1. The relationship/ratio between the quantum

energy and the wavelength is determined by the equation of Planck

- (1.4).

The broad band of electromagnetic waves from very short waves on

the order of 10-1' m to waves on the order of 104 m is well studied.

The scale of electromagnetic waves is represented in Fig. 1.5.

Electromagnetic waves in the specific ranges possess different

properties.

FOOTNOTE '. Subsequently in the text for the purpose of reduction we

will apply the terms: 7-rays, 7-quanta and 7-radiation, understanding

under them any quantum radiation/emission. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 021.

Therefore for the characteristic of the processes, which take place

*Q during the generation, propagation and the absorption of

electromagnetic waves, besides the general/common/total parameters,

which relate to any wave of the electromagnetic scale, are special

parameters, which relate to any range and characteristic specific

'2 -.
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special features/peculiarities of this range. To the electromagnetic

ionizing radiations/emissions it is accepted to carry gamma- and

X-radiation.

Gamma-radiation is the quantum radiation/emission of atomic

nuclei. Energy of these quanta corresponds to the wavelength of

* shorter than 0.06 A.

Quantum radiation/emission with wavelengths of from 0.06 to 20 A

-. is carried to the X-radiation.

The relationships/ratios between the energy of electromagnetic

waves and their length for the photons of space, gamma-, X-ray and

ultraviolet rays, calculated by formula (1.4), are given in table

1.5. The spectrum of 7-quanta beyond the limits of the atmosphere is

at present measured in the region of energies to 10'-10' eV.

The energy absorption of 7-radiation in the layer of substance

by thickness dx is determined from the equality

dE- - Ep.dX, (1.1 0)

where - density of the flow of quanta;

E- energy of the falling/incident quanta;

- linear coefficient of absorption of 7 -radiation/emission.

.

" .
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.,CB,'3.1O 3.0' J-.10' 3.10
10 3-70" 3-10"* J-I0* 3-0" 3l/ . J" i.

A,M 10 fOl 10 ' 10- 10"' i0"' i0-1 'o- I0" 1 0O

Fig. 1.5. Scale of electromagnetic waves (Y - frequency, X -

wavelength).

Key: (1). s- 1. (2). Radio waves. (3). Long. (4). Average/mean. (5).

Intermediate. (6). Short. (7). Meter. (8). Decimeter. (9).
4" Centimeter. (10). Millimeter. (11). Ultraradio waves. (12). Infrared

rays. (13). Visible rays/beams. (14). Ultraviolet rays. (15).

X-radiation. (16). Gamma-radiation.

.. .- Q

4,:.:

" ', .
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Table 1.5. Wavelength and the corresponding to it quantum energy

(rounded values).

A (1 ape ( a@

"OTOHbI KCM~qeCKIX 0,00001 2. 10- 210-  4,8.10-" 1240. 10'

raMma-ay' 0,0001 2.10 20 -  4,8.10-12 124.1 0'
0,001 2. 0- '2 2.10-' 4,8.10-13 12,410'
0,005 4. 10- 4.10-' 9,6. 0-'" 2.48. 10'
0,01 2.10-" 2-10-' 4,8.10-1 4  1,24-10'
0,05 4.10-, 4. 10-' 9,6. 10- 248- 10'

PewTrenomxhe ,ytm 0,1 2-10- ,4 2. 10' 4,8.10-" 124-10'
1,0 2.10-"5 2-10-' 4,8.10-1" 124.10'
5 4.10-"* 4-10-0 9,6.10-17 2,4810'

10 2.10-"6 2.10-s 4,8-10-17 1,24-10.

YAbPaIo e~oe 50 4.10-" 4-0-1' 9,6.10-" 248

1Iyqfl 100 2.10-"1 2.10-"6 4,3.10-" 124
1000 2-10-" 2-10-" 4,8.10-" 12.4

10000 2-10-1" 2-10-"2 4,8.10-" 1,24

Key: (1). Radiation/emission. (2). Wavelength. (3). Quantum energy.

(4). J. (5). erg. (6). cal. (7). eV. (8). Photons of cosmic rays.

(9). Gamma-rays. (10). X-rays. (11). Ultraviolet rays.

Page 023.

The sources of gamma-radiation are "energetically excited" of

- atomic nucleus, i.e., the atomic nuclei, which have energy excess in

* ' , ZW- .. . .. -
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comparison with their normal state. Contemporary nuclear physics

established/installed, that the nucleus cannot prolongedly exist in

the excited state and after only the time interval, equal to

approximately 10-1 s, it is freed/released from the excess energy

most frequently by emitting the quanta of electromagnetic radiation.

With the work of nuclear reactors, gamma- and X-radiation appear as a

result of division, and also due to the "luminescence" (radioactive

radiation) of the activated elements of structures and heat-transfer

agent.

During the nuclear explosions, their formation/education occurs

also in the process of nuclear fission reaction, but by the basic

sources of electromagnetic radiation during the nuclear explosion are

radioactive fission fragments, which are located in the zone of

explosion and which occupy during the first several seconds a

comparatively small volume of approximately/exemplarily spherical

form, and capture reaction of neutrons the atomic nuclei of air.

Furthermore, X-ray and gamma-rays appear as a result of braking

the charged/loaded particles with their passage through the substance

(bremsstrahlung) and as a result of the annihilation of positrons and

electrons (annihilation radiation/emission).

Gamma-rays are encountered also in the composition of cosmic
rays.

.- ...... .._ .. .... .. ... .-. ... .. .... ... .... . .. -,, .. ... , .., .. ... ... ... .. . .. ... ... .. .. ... , , , ..,, . ., , , - . .. ....
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2. Physical quantities of ionizing emissions.

The fields of the ionizing radiations/emissions ', in which can

prove to be radio-electronic equipment, are characterized by physical

quantities. The possible conditions for work and the radiation

durability of equipment and its completing elements/cells and

materials are estimated with the aid of these physical quantities.

The physical characteristics of the ionizing

radiations/emissions quantitatively are expressed in ones the

measurement of radioactivity and ionizing radiations/emissions.

For the first time the need for the quantitative estimation of

the effect of the ionizing radiations/emissions arose after

discovery/opening in 1895 of X-rays and det-ection of their harmful

effect on the man. In 1925 was carried out the first international

congress for radiology, at which for the purpose of the establishment

of the necessary physical units in the region of radiology and mining

the recommendations regarding the standards was created international
oil
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board for radiological units and to measurements. At the second

international congress of radiologists (1928) as the unit of the dose

of X-radiation was accepted one by the name "roentgen". This unit was

applied also in the USSR. But in 1934 in the USSR they were developed

.--. they were put into operation OST VKS 7623 [1], which legalized

units of X-radiation, and OST VKS 7159 [2] on the units of

radioactivity.

In 1942 of first nuclear reactor together with the works on

radiation safety of man the works in the area of nuclear technology

were begun after launching/starting and arose the need for the

creation of ones measurement, that characterize neutron

radiations/emissions.

FOOTNOTE '. By radiation field is understood the space-time

distribution of the ionizing radiation/emission in the volume in

question. With the characteristic of the distribution of radiation

dosage in some space it is accepted to speak about the field of

radiation dosages. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 25.

Mastery/adoption by man of outer space in turn posed the problem

about level measurement of cosmic radiation and determination of ones

62

. .

4..*i~
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for these measurements.

On the basis of works in the region of dosimetry and radiometry

of the Soviet and foreign scientists of K. K. AAglintsev, N. T.

Gusev, V. I. Ivanov, I. 0. Leypun'skiy, R. T. Yeger and many other

scientists and practitioners continuously were improved the methods

of dosimetry, and together with them n of one the measurement of the

ionizing radiations/emissions.

In GOST [rOCT - All-Union State Standard] 8848-58 [3) together

with the units of the dose of the ionizing radiation/emission and the

units of the activity of radioisotopes were introduced ones the

* measurement of absorbed energy in the materials and of the unit of

the intensity of the ionizing radiations/emissions.

In 1962 by international board for radiological units and to

measurements were comprised the recommendations regarding the values

and the units of ionizing radiations/emissions [4, 5). The new

designations of some values are proposed in them; for measuring the

radiation/emission is introduced the system MKSA, which is the part

of the international system of the units of SI, used for measuring
S.

the electrical values; it is more precisely formulated the series/row

of determinations.

0.--"-" -. ." . * .. '- . "-. . -.
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-In accordance with t.he introduction of the international system

of the units of SI [6-15) and the recommendations of international

board for the radiological units and to measurements (MKRE) in the

USSR was refined the system of units the measurement of radioactivity

and ionizing radiations/emissions. This system of units is legalized

by GOST 8848-63, put into operation from 1 July, 1964, (16]. The

terminology of physical quantities, used below, is given taking into

account the recommendations, given in [4, 5, 11, 17-23].

In present chapter, together with units of measurement of the

radioactivity and ionizing radiation/emission, established/installed

- GOST 8848-63 anl recommended MKRE, are examined also units, which are

encountered in the literature and in practice. The

relationships/ratios between ones of the ionizing

radiations/emissions of separate measuring systems are given at the

end of the chapter (Tables2.11 and 2.12).

In the examination of the units of the measurements of the

ionizing radiations/emissions they subdivide them into two groups

[20].

Page 26.

The values of the first group are intended for the

.4
.,.
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characteristic of the field of the ionizing radiations/emissions and

its effect on the substance. This group includes the following units

the measurement: flow and particle flux density (quanta), energy

spectrum and the energy flow of radiation/emission, the intensity of

the ionizing radiations/emissions, the absorbed dose and the power of

the absorbed dose, exposure dose and the power of exposure dose.

The second group of values serves for evaluating the

quantitative content of radioactive materials in the materials. These

values include the activity and the concentration of radioactive

isotope in the materials or in the medium.

2.1. Flow and kinetic energy of the ionizing radiations/emissions.

Particle flux or quanta.

The flow of the ionizing particles or quanta is a number of

particles or quanta, which penetrate through this surface. Flow 4 is

defined as quotient during division of N on AS, where N - number of

particles, which is located in the region of section of surface AS,

A ' 
(2.1)

The flow value of particles (quanta) according to the system of

SI is expressed numerically of particles, which fall to the square

meter (part./m2), i.e., a-part./m l, beta-part./m l, neutron/m2,

'
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proton/m, meson/m 2 and the like. In the abbreviation of the units of

the flow of those ionizing radiation/emission is allowed/assumed the

use of letters of Greek and Latin alphabets, and in accordance with

this and the abbreviations: a-part./m 2 (a/m2), -part./m 2 (1/m2),

n/m2, p/m2 , 7-quant./m 2 (7/ma) [16].

In the practice the most frequently met unit measurement is one

particle to square centimeter (part./cma).

Page 27.

(" Thus, for instance, in neutron physics the very propagated

*" quantitative estimation of neutron radiation/emission is the total

(integral) flow of irradiation, expressed by a number of neutrons,

per square centimeter (n/cM 2 )' or in nvt, where n - neutron density

(number of neutrons in 1 cm'), v - the average speed of neutrons

(cm/s) and t - exposure time (s). For the isotopic

radiations/emissions the neutron flux, expressed in nvt, covers the

neutrons, which move in any direction and they intersect area/site

into one square centimeter.
•r

Sometimes one Mwd (megawatt-day of the energy, produced to the

E.i ton of uranium) is used for measuring the neutron fluxes in the

o7 reactors. One Mwd in the graphite-moderated reactor at a temperature,

.;
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close to the room, corresponds approximately/exemplarily 10'' nvt

epithermal neutrons or 6.5-1017 nvt predominantly thermal neutrons.

With the stream conditions of the ionizing radiations/emissions

kinetic energy of particles (quanta) usually is indicated. For

example, neutron flux with the energy of more than one tenth of

.' .. ,

mega-electron-volt is written/recorded in following

* .abbrev iated/ reduced form (D. with E>0.1 MeV or rt,,(E>O.I MeV) , and is

sometimes simple (o(>O.m MeV).

Particle flux density or quanta.

Particle flux density or quanta this designed per unit of

the cross-sectional area of elementary sphere number of particles

(quanta), which penetrate per unit time into the volume of this

* sphere:

4p= - (2.2)

The particle flux density (quanta), which proceeds from point

-N: sou ega (wietou-t taing intoenaccondte effectsof catriggn

V absorption), can be determined on the output of particles (quanta)

from this source, namely:

(P=-- 4(2.3)

where n output of particles or quanta from the source of the

LOA

~ ( ionizing radiation/emission (see S2.4);

.I

.*- Patcefuxdniyo qat ti eind e nt
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R - distance from the source.

FOOTNOTE 1. Symbol "H" is not recommended to apply with the

designation of neutron flux, since according to GOST 9867-61 by this

symbol it is accepted to designate one - newton. Instead of the

symbol "H" GOST 8848-63 established/installed the abbreviation of

neutron "n". ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 28.

(C One density measurement of flow is particle per second to the

square meter, namely:

4/ 2  j2 H a/s -m2,
* 'ICc A12 Hi; nISsM 2 ,- /-' " '

Y'I C Ad , H -yI . , "

A42 HI pl 2

V... Key: (1). s2 -m2 . (2). or.

In nuclear physics the particle flux density (quanta) most

frequently is measured in the particles per second to the square

centimeter or n-v [15).

Spectral density of flow.

Lis

%e. 'P-N.%°

'U%

'N... - " "**"v '," - " " : -' " "-.-, '-" -'""- . - -,. -", ,- -. ' - " - -" - "" " - " - " . . ."- .

I * I8. - • I i.l I * + . .-. , I. . . ... '.. .t Ir ' * '
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The spectral particle flux density (quanta) is their density,

designed per unit of spectral interval.

The most widely used unit the measurement of the spectral

density of flow is a number of particles (alpha, beta, neutrons,

-"' protons, etc.) or quanta per second to the square meter and to the

specific given energy of data of particles in the

mega-electron-volts. For example: a/s-m2 -MeV, 13/s-m 2-MeV, n/s-m2.MeV.

Kinetic energ - of the ionizing radiations/emissions.

Ones the measurement of kinetic energy of the ionizing

radiations/emissions as any energy, are in the international system

of the units measurement (GOST 9867-61) joule (J), in other systems -

erg (erg), watt-hour (Watt-hour), calorie (cal.), kilogrammeter

(kgfm).

1 J=10' erg=2.78.10 W. Dimensionality of joule - m2 -kg-s -2.

Most frequently the measurements of kinetic energy of the

ionizing radiation/emission in radiation electronics and nuclear

physics are made in the electron volts (eV).

4 4.p 1° .q-.:. *c.>-:x..:x.w .>c
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Page 29.

The calculation of kinetic energy b electron volts is conducted

- according to the formula

E=ZU, (2.4)

where E - kinetic energy, eV;

Z particle charge;

U - potential difference, V.

One electron volt is equal to kinetic energy, which acquires (or

it loses) the once charged/loaded particle, whose charge is equal to

electron charge (e=l.60-10 -'' K=4.10 "1*' CISSU with the passage of

a potential difference into one volt.

Derived units from the electron volt they are:

kiloelectronvolt (1 kfv=l-l0V eV),

mega-electron-volt (1 mv=10' eV),

*1 w

............ **.*
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gigaelectron-volt (1 gzv=l0' eV).

BeV (billion electron volt) use frequently instead of GeV, since

10' call frequently billion (6HMAHoH), but not billion (MHanHapA).

1 eV=l.602.10"l' J=1.602-10-1
2 erg.

Table 2.1 gives the values of coefficients for the

translation/conversion of energy of particles (quanta) from the

mega-electron-volts (MeV) into the joules.

Energy flow of radiation/emission.

The energy flow of particles or quanta (more precise the surface

energy flow of particles or quanta) is characterized by the energy,

transferred by particles (quanta) through the unit of area. Are

encountered also term-synonyms "quantity of radiation/emission" and

"temporary/time integral of intensity".

The energy flow of particles (quanta) F can be calculated

according to the formula

F=--a-(2.5)

or as the sum of the products of particle fluxes (quanta) to the

kinetic energy of particles in these flows

.°1

J"D 
"

* 
,
m, 

"
" - ° ' . . ""°
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F= - (2.6)

where AEF- sum of energy (with exception of rest energy) of all

particles, which enter into the sphere with a cross-sectional area of

AS;

E,- energy of the particles (quanta) of the i radiant flux.

.,

-.........
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Page 30.

Table 2.1. Conversion of the values of energies of particles from the

" mega-electron-volts into the joules. (For obtaining the energy in the

joules of the numbers, placed in the table, one should multiply by

10-3).

Merwerpouamo.'uw

Mae M940 1 2 3 4 5 i 7 89

0 0 1,602 3,204 4,806 6,408 8,010 9,612 I11,21 12,82 14,42 0

10 16,02 17,62 19,22 20,83 22,43 24,03 25, .3 27,23 28,94 30,44 10

20 32,04 33,64 35,24 36,K, 38,45 40,05 41,65 43,25 44,S6 46,46 20

30 48,06 49,66 51,26 52,17 54,47 56,07 57,67, 59,27 60,88 62,48 30

40 64,08 65,68 67,28 68,89 70,49 72,09 73,69 75,29 76,90 78,50 40

50 80,10 81,70 83,30 84,91 86,51 88,11 89,71 91,31 92,92 94,52 50

60 96,12 97,72 99.32 100,9 102,5 104,1 105,7 107.3 108,9 110,5 60

70 112,1 113,7 115,3 116,9 118,5 120,2 121.8 123,4 125, 0 126,6 70

80 128,2 129,8 131.4 133,0 134,6. 136,2 137,8 139,4 141,0 142,6 0

90 144,2 145,8 147,4 149.0 150,6 152,2 153,8 1554 157,0 158,6 90

Key: (1). MeV. (2). Mega-electron-volts..

Page 31.

For the gamma- and X-radiation

-:'
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F - 'Divi, (2.7)

where hvi - quantum energy of the i radiant flux, i.e., the radiant

flux of the i frequency.

Concept "energy flow" is useful only for describing the parallel

radiant flux in the void or distributing the radiation/emission

around point source. For example, already in the case of two point

V. radiation sources the area/site, perpendicular to the flow from one

source, can prove to be not perpendicular to the flow from another

source, passing through this area/site.

With the passage of the ionizing radiation/emission in the

absorbing medium scattered radiation with another direction of

propagation appears; therefore term "energy flow" can be used only

for the primary photons and the particles.

The energy flow of particles (quanta) is measured in the system

of SI in the joules to the square meter (J/m2). Its dimensionality

kg-s - . Energy flow also can be measured in other energy units per

units of area, among which is found the greatest use electron volt to

square centimeter (eV/cm2), mega-electron-volt to square centimeter

i (MeV/cml) and erg to the square centimeter (erg/cm2).
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Intensity of radiation/emission.

The intensity of radiation/emission (energy current density) -

this is energy of the ionizing radiations/emissions, falling per unit

time to the surface of elementary sphere and in reference to the unit

of the cross-sectional area of this sphere, it is calculated from the

formula

JT F (2.8)

where AF energy flow for the time At.

Page 32.

C

Time At must be considerably more than the period of oscillation

of electromagnetic radiation, since the calculated average/mean power

for the interval of time, compared with the oscillatory period, can

prove to be erroneous in view of the fact that in the limits of the

oscillatory period the power is changed from the zero to the maximum

value.

As one intensity measurement of the ionizing radiation/emission

is accepted the watt to square metal (W/m2).

• ,'The most widely used units are in nuclear physics: the electron

volt per second to square centimeter (eV/s-cm2) and

- . .2 .. 2 ,I
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mega-electron-volt per second to square centimeter (MeV/s.cm2).

.N .~'

2.2. Units of measurement, which characterize interaction of

S. radiations/emissions with the substance.

Absorbed energy.

The energy of the ionizing radiation/emission, converted in the

medium into other forms of energy, is implied by absorbed energy of

any ionizing radiation/emission.

The energy, transmitted by the ionizing radiation/emission to

substance in the assigned volume, is a difference between the sum of

.. energies of all directly or indirectly ionizing particles, which form

part of the given volume, and the sum of energy of the same

particles, which left the given volume, minus the energy, equivalent

to any increase of the rest mass in the volume in question as a

result of nuclear reactions, namely:

."(2.9)

where AED - energy, transmitted by the ionizing radiation/emission to

substance in the assigned volume;

- sum of energy of all ionizing particles, which entered the

volume in question;

.1.- 4 ;
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E8u 1- sum of energies of all ionizing particles, which they left the

volume in question;

m.c2 - energy, equivalent to an increase in the mass

rest.

Page 33.

The energy content, transferred to substance in the given

volume, is frequently called the integral absorbed dose in this

volume.

One the measurement of the energy, transferred to substance as

any energy, is joule (J), erg, electron volt (eV) and others. Gram

rad is considered as the special unit.

1 g rad=100 !rg=l0-' J.

The degree of ionization of substance, and also a quantity of
radiant energy absorbed by substance are the measure for interaction

of the ionizing radiations/emissions with the substance.

NV
"I

'C., ' 4, , ' ' ' ' ' ' - - - -.- , ° - ' -,-, ' . ' -. ' - ' : -.- . , ' -, , . , , ' V
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As control gauge for evaluating the effect of the ionizing

radiations/emissions on the substance it is accepted to take the

radiant energy, transmitted to substance per unit of mass. This value

is called the absorbed radiation dosage or radiation dosage. For the

brevity Irequently they speak the "absorbed dose" or simply "dose",

omitting the word of "radiation/emission". The concept of the

absorbed dose just as the concept of temperature, is applicable with

the averaging of the transmitted to medium energy by certain not too

small a volume. Otherwise it can be obtained that the absorbed dose

is exclusively great in the locations of the ionized atoms, and on

the remaining medium it is equal to zero.

Absorbed dose and power of the absorbed dose of the ionizing

radiations/emissions.

% The absorbed dose D of X-ray, gamma- and any corpuscular

radiation is defined as the quotient, obtained as a result of

division AEu on Am,

D= (2.10)

where AEL - energy, reported to the substance with a mass of Am by

the ionizing radiation/emission.

' 5,
*5,o*
-1 A
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-. The unit of the absorbed dose can be any value, which has the
-'

dimensionality of energy to the mass for any substance, in which is

absorbed the radiant energy.

'..

S-.2
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Pages 34-35.

Table 2.2. Relationships/ratios between different units of radiation

dosages (rounded values).

414)""o(') Pad OP apele a(il

6yjcsaMH 6yxtlamn

a.n Spaa rad 1 1,14 oo ,0-5 10-. 2,39.10-

..0 PeHTreH r 0,877 1 87,7 8,77.10-' 8,7710-' 2 10-'

0,9 P r 12,31.10-'( 121 3r a rpa] m m .'p z z erg 'g 0 - 11 1,14 .10- = 2 10 - 1 I0 - ' 2 ,39 .10 - -
'(*jZWloy..b ta rpam. CDa. z I g 10' 1,14-10, ,0, i 10, 0,239

(14)aRoy.Ib Ha KH'1O- 3,'KZ 1,kg 102 114 10' 10-' 1 2,39. 10-1

(,) Kaaopwm anasi na &KaA/'z cal'g 4,19.105 3,67.105 4, 19.107 4,19 4,19-10' 1
rp&LM
(r)ar-qa ma rpaMM am-.tac,'z W -,.g 3,6. 10' 3,16-10' 3,6.1010 3.6.10' 3,6-10' 8,6.102
(-Mi'3eKTpOHso8nT ( 31 2 /2 ev, g 1.6. 10-"4 1,41 10-"4 1,6- 10-1 1,6- 10- 1.6-10-'$ 3,83-10"28
Hia rpamm(V6)MeraqneKTpoH- raom e/z .A1ev, g 1,6-1I0-1 1 ,4.1I0-1 1 ,6.10-6 1,6-10-1" 1,6.10-16 3,83.1014
W'bT Ha rpam

""$ trammor e p [ CFk./z kGm, g 9,81-103 8,6.10 9,81.107 9,81 9,81.10' 2.34

OynOH aa rpamm CK/Z Cg 3,4-10' 2,98- 10' 3,4.10' 34 3.4.10' 8,1
M,,)KyaoH Ha KHAO- (AIK Ckg 3,4-103 2,98-10' 3,4- 103 3,4.10-2 34 8,1-10--
•,Coopamee

Hanvesoaue am------~ - 'wafl citl cr6je F ''~t

-a a ,d 2.78-10-- 6,25-10'" 6.2 ,0, 1.62.10-, 2.94.,0-- 2,9410-'
Ie..[... p r 2,44-10-6 5,5.10" 5,5- 10' 9-10-' 2,58-10-' 2,58.10 -

4

r a rpa pz/z erg'g 2,78.10-" 6,25.10" 6.25.10' 1,0,2.10-' 2,94.10-' 2,94-10-'
" " y.maarpauu &OmI2 1'g 2,78-10-4 6,25-10" 6,25-10, 0,10-2 2,94-10-' -94
..! ".oy.I 3Ha 1J - 6O/iz ,'kg 2,78-10-' 6.,25.10" 6,25-10' 1,0*2-10-4 2.94-10-' 2.94-10-'

(V".jopaaHx a aA/z callg 1,16-10-' 2,61-10" 2,61-1011 0.427 0,123 1,23-102

BaT-'ic a crpaum 1 .'tac/ Wh/g 1 2,25.1022 2,25.10" 3,67-10: 1,06-101 1,06.10'
{LsAeTPONSa ®3./z ev/g ,4.5-10-" 1 10-' 1,63-10-" 4.7.10-" 4.7-10-18

[X 
rpaum

r.-.era.mex"pos- &38/z .Mer/ 4,45.10- 10' 1 1,63-10-" 4.7-10-"3 A.7-10-"%"-'-'-~ m, a rp.ow
- .orp.somep iNfZ kGmg 2,7-10-' 6,1-10" 6,1.10" 1 0,268 2,88.10'

671- ;yAo0n Ha rpeu a3 ]X Cig 9,4.10-3 2,1-102* 2,.1.014 3.47 1 10,

, .. -. .R s- . O i , o - I t ? -.., z .. C , "I g 9 , 4 - 1 0 - 4 2 , 1 .1 0 1 7 2 .1 -1 0 "1 3 , 4 7 -1 0 -2 1 0 -3

;-V...

- ' -. - . ; ..%' .... % s ... - . x -
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Note. The relationships/ratios between the roentgen and other

units are given for the radiation/emission ionizing actions on 1 g of

air.
i ' 4

Key: (1). Designation. (2). Abbreviations. (3). by Russian letters.

(4). Latin. (5). rad. (6). erg/g. (7). J/g. (8). J/kg. (9). cal/g.

(10). rad. (11). Roentgen. (12). Ergs to gram. (13). Joule to gram.

(14). Joule to kilogram. (15). Calorie, small to gram. (16).

Watt-hour to gram. (17). W-h/g. (18). Electron volt to gram. (19).

eV/g. (20). Mega-electron-volts to gram. (21). MeV/g. (22).

Kilogrammeter to gram. (23). kg-m/g. (24). Coulomb to gram. (25).

C/g. (26). Coulomb to kilogram. (27). C/kg.

Page 36.

As one the measurement of the absorbed dose of the ionizing

radiation/emission is accepted the joule to the kilogram (J/kg). Is

allowed/assumed also (GOST 8448-63) in accordance with the

recommendations of international board for radiological units and to

measurements the use/application of an extrasystemic unit measurement

only for the absorbed dose - rad '.

1 rad=l.10- J/kg=l00 erg/g.

Vb::::

.
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The units of radiation dosages and scaling factors between them

are given in Iable 2.2.

FER (the roentgen physical equivalent) they refused from the

unit of radiation dosage, but it is encountered in the literary

publications of past years. Under FER the dose (absorbed energy) of

any ionizing radiation/emission, which is absorbed by one gram of

fabric during irradiation by its one roentgen of gamma- or

X-radiation, i.e., the quantity of absorbed in the fabric energy of

the ionizing radiations/emissions, equivalent to one roentgen, was

understood. For fabric 1 Aec=93 erg/g. For air 1 -=87.7 erg/g.

The power of the absorbed radiation dosage or the radiation dose

rate represents the absorbed radiation dosage per unit time

p*_AD
At , (2.11)

where AD -increase in the absorbed dose for the time At.

For the unit of power of the absorbed dose of the ionizing

radiation/emission in the system of SI (GOST 8848-63) the watt is

accepted to the kilogram (W/kg).

Rad per second and derivative of it (rad/min, rad/hour, wrad/s,

p--- ---p- . -- , ,-,- .- "-,,'--?.-- -. '-- -. -.. : .-..-...-....-. ..- ,- .
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mrad/min, mrad/h, etc.) is the special unit of power of radiation

dosage.

If time is measured by days, weeks, months and for years, then

instead of the power of the absorbed dose sometimes apply terms

. "daytime dose", "monthly dose", "annual dose". Data, given in Table

2.3, facilitate the recalculation of the power of the absorbed doses.

-. . FOOTNOTE '. Term "rad" is formed from the initial letters Radiation

absorbed dose. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 37.

Different forms and spectra of the ionizing radiations/emissions

. possess different effectiveness on the effect on the same materials

4- and on a change in their electrical and other parameters, i.e., with

the identical absorbed doses of different forms and energies of the

ionizing radiations/emissions in one and the same substance are

observed the ionizing radiations/emissions in one and the same

substance they are observed different physical, chemica. and

biological (for the living tissues) effects. Is feasible such case,

when one form of radiation/emission will produce change in the

defined parameters in the materials, the instruments and the parts of
40

electronic engineering, while another form of radiation/emission will

'I

%.-2:*
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not affect a change in these parameters.

Table 2.4 as an example gives the radiation equivalents of

destruction for different forms and different energies of the

ionizing radiations/emissions, which call identical changes of the

lifetime of minority carriers in the p-n or n-p junctions of silicon

elements/cells [241.

With the passage of the ionizing radiations/emissions through

the substance is changed their composition, energy spectrum,

intensity of radiation/emission and density of flow. These changes

occur in view of weakening falling/incident to the body of

radiation/emission, formation/education of secondary radiation,

scattering of radiation/emission, self-protection, etc. Therefore the

numerical values of the absorbed dose in the different sections of

substance usually prove to be dissimilar. During the evaluation of

radiation effect on the materials and the objects/subjects (for

example, to instruments and parts of electronic engineering) it is

necessary to consider the factor of the nonuniform distribution of

the absorbed dose on the irradiated object. In the practical targets,

,$ in view of the impossibility of the complete account of the

> nonuniform distribution of the absorbed dose, the radiation effect is

usually described by the average absorbed dose

,(2.[2)

*°*.... . 2' . *. - -. --
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where M - mass of body, or that of complete integral absorbed dosage.

"-. transmitted to body

Eo=DM=S Ddm, (2.13)

M

Pages 38-39.

A change in electrical, physical and other parameters in the

radio engineering materials, the elements/cells diagrams depends not

only on the absorbed radiation dosage,.but also on its power. Thus,

for instance conducted electrical insulating materials it increases

with the power increase of radiation dosage and does not depend

(within certain limits) on radiation dosage.

Thus, the numerical value of the absorbed dose in any place of

the field of the ionizing radiation/emission (neutron field,

gamma-field, etc.) will depend on the form of radiation/emission,

density of flow, spectral composition of radiation/emission at the

point of field, composition of substance and mass of the irradiated

object in question.

Consequently, the effectiveness of the action of this form of

the ionizing radiation/emission is determined the absorbed radiation

dosage, multiplied by the appropriate coefficients, which consider

the characteristics of radiation field, composition and the mass of

the irradiated object. Coefficients the considering energy
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* conversion, is conventionally designated as the conversion factors of

* - energy or east factors.

For example, the coefficient, which considers the linear

transformation of energy, is called qualitative factor (QF). In order

to obtain one and the same scale for measuring the dose (for all

forms of the ionizing radiations/emissions), it is necessary to

multiply the absorbed dose by the coefficient.

- ..C.P
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Table 2.3. Relationships/ratios between ones of power measurement of

*the absorbed dose.

I .! '- -°" _ _ _ _ _ .... _

l , c-, . IU
-
" I A 3,b I0

-  
I )-J

*M:i;c. ~. e cc- XbOt(p 6M 1 ,60 10-1 U,10

M2 XIA0t, u 3,.to 01 .03,., Li 6b.4 3, 15. 0'

M...AR UN- /M 17 1.7.10-1 I 60 1,7. 10" O'" G.1O- i,44 52(

8 0,2.0 1.7- 10-
t  

I 2,8.10-' 1.7.10- 110-' .4.10-' 8,76

O'. "Ay0' G.0' 3,.-101 I Go J,(. WU d.64.-' 3, 5.11'

P 'in ," ' . y T y / / 17 .10 " 17 10' 6 110 1 1 .7 .-10 - IU ' 5 .. .lo

."(". .. ,c 280 0,28 17 IV' 2,11t0-" 1.710-' 1 4 ,76. 101

P&A /c, y¢Ua 11,6 1,1810
-
4 0,696 42 1,18.10

-
- 5J6'. O

-  
4,2- IU ' I 3.0. -U

P'jA A1 e po/zW 3,1710
o'  

3.l1-10-' 1,9.10- 0,114 3,17.10-1 1,1.10-' , 14. lO- 2,74.10-' I

Note. For obtaining the amounts of the power of exposure doses

necessary to replace rad with roentgens.

Key: (.). Designation. (2). Abbreviation. (3). urad/s. (4). mrad/s.

(5). mrad/min. (6). mraa/h. (7). rad/s. (8). rad/min. (9). rad/hour.

(10). rads/day. (11). rads/yr. (12). microrad per second. (13).

millirad per second. (14). millirad per minute. (15). millirad per

hour. (16). rad per second. (17). rad per minute. (18). rad per hour.

(19). rad in a 24 hour period. (20). rad per annum.

67

]l
41
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Table 2.4. Radiation is equivalent destruction for the silicon

elements/cells (on the lifetime of minority carriers).
° . --- __ -

IIoHW"3PyioUIIIX a /*M pM' P/Ml pad (Co-60) 7/.w (Co-60)
lil/yqe wufl

nla/.w (C 011 TP 1 0,J 1,2. t'J 8.10- 1.,4'10'

"I"- 1/ t -1 08 2,5- 10-' ,.. ,10"'." ( 30 Aidl

I ,/.,2  8) 10-' 2,5.10-' 1 ;6. -10- as 1

I (Co-60) 1,2.I0' 4- 07 1,7.10" 1 1,7. 10'
I y/,u' (Co-60) 7.10-' 2,3.10-' 1.10-1 6.10-" 1

Key: (1). Parameters of the ionizing radiations/emissions. (2). rad.

(3). (fission spectrum). (4). MeV.

Page 40.

Coefficient, which considers intensity (energy density of the

ionizing radiation/emission, it is possible to name/call beam factor

(QJ).. The factor of distribution (DF) can be used for the expression

of the conversion of effect in the fabric (biological effect) or in

other substance as a result of the nonuniform energy absorption of

radiation/emission.

The product of the absorbed dose to the appropriate factors is

called dose equivalent (DE):

(DE) =D(QF) (DF) (QI). (2.14)

% .-
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By international board for radiological units and by

international board but to radiation shielding dose equivalent was

recommended as the value for the calculations of radiation protection

[4, 5]. It goes without saying, the concept of dose equivalent can be

used also for the numerical expression of radiation dosage with the

determination of the radiation durability of radio engineering

materials, radioelements and electronic circuits. In this case only

will have to consider, together with above noted factors, the effect

of design features, modes of operation (factor of

construction/design, the factor of mode/conditions), etc.

In the radiobiology for the evaluation of the biological effect

o. different forms and spectra of the ionizing radiations/emissions

the radiobiological effectiveness (OBE) is recommended the applying

of term.

OBE depends on the form, the density of flow, radiation

spectrum, degree of biological damage/defeat, and also on the special

features/peculiarities of the irradiated organism or tissue. OBE of

one form of radiation/emission with respect to another is defined as

the inverse relation of the absorbed doses, which call identical

*biological effect. At present as the "specimen radiation/emission",

as a rule, they accept the ionizing radiation/emission with the

average/mean linear loss of energy 3 key in the layer of the water
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with a thickness of 1 wm [17].

As an example Table 2.5 gives coefficients OBE for some types of

irradiation, which call identical (on the average) changes in the

status of the health of man.

Page 41.

As the criterion is undertaken the maximum permissible biological

A radiation dose', obtained during 40 hour in the working week.

REM (rem) is the unit of dose equivalent. Dose in rems is

numerically equal to the dose in rad, multiplied by the appropriate

factors. The term rem (63p) more frequently is applied in the USSR

instead of the term of rem (pem).

Biological dose in rems (rems) is equal to the dose in rad,

multiplied by the value of coefficient OBE (

Dose in rems (rems) and absorbed dose in rad are characterized

by only dimensionless coefficient; therefore they have identical

dimensionality. The conversion factors of some units measurement into

"" others are given in lable 2.6.

S-p

0-

€......... . . . . **
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On the strength of the fact that the numerical value of the

absorbed dose depends on the. composition of the irradiated substance,

it cannot without further concrete definition serve as the measure of

a quantity of ionizing radiation/emission. Therefore as the

single-valued characteristics of a quantity of ionizing

radiation/emission are accepted the units of absorbed energy by the

specially selected standard either specimen substances or by model

media. These units are called exposure doses.

This substance for the X-ray and gamma-radiation in the USSR

selected dry standard air, in the USA - carbon.

FOOTNOTE '. Maximum value of biological radiation dose,

established/installed by the appropriate rules of radiation safety.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

9.,.

.5 °. •

h94e'
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Table 2.5. Coefficient OBE for chronic irradiation [25].

(I) .l~te norep.l Ko li-
BRA flAdyWHUN smeprHI4. 8L IH rX3./MMM, 083

-(Pe.lTreHoOcKoe H ra.%Ma-Hi3jyqemi. 0,2-5 1

(%5eTa-qacTTHU H 3j1eTpo0Hb 0,5-5

%1Ternoswe lKeATPOHbW 5-20 3

(al 5 CTpUe ueHTPOHb, 20-60 t0

('VllpooHb1 H aji4w-4aCTHUk 20--200 tO

()MHoromapuie HOHU i HAIPa OT- 150-6000 20

Key: (1). Form of radiation/emission. (2). Ionizing losses of energy,

keV/um, tissue. (3). Coefficient. (4). X-ray and gamma-radiation.

(5). Beta particles and electrons. (6). Thermal neutrons. (7). Fast

neutrons. (8). Protons and alpha particle. (9). Polyvalent ions and

recoil nucleus.
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For the neutron radiation/emission one should determine dose on the

ionization of tissue-equivalent gas. The absorbed dose of cosmic

radiation is determined with the aid of the crystal of the sodium

iodide, activated by thallium.

=.4.
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Table 2.6. Conversion factors for the calculations of doses in

different media.

Or (A,L MlIUWHTCJ, b

• ",' OT I IHI I K V IHte ll[ IIu IC~

10-0

6,25. 10"

o PHlTrHl & VKZ 1I 031ay.)(4) 87,7-10-'

.)pZ/ (AAR 8o3.xa)S 87,7
, (LIAi 0o3.lyxa 5,5.10"

(j pad (aim Do3ayxa)5) 1,14

mICCKI
7 ~UIS~hI ( ) dyc/ (.iux Tai) (M) 93. 10-'

.eT peuTreHa (Q3p) 3pZ/z ( AJI TKaIIH) 'j 93
pad (,A,.A TKaH) a" 1,075

(' meuimpo/lct 2 (E> I0 Ka ) 2.8.10'"" 0 lI ¢mpoNic.A= (Tewioisbe) 9-106

TKaHH) &)Wi
7 ,IT a:FI o3yxa) 87,7410-'

*" &3pzlz (,Laa B3,yxa). 87,7
HeuImpoNtc.A' (E > 10 "a) 3-10'

-eimpoN/cMu (-enaowbe) 10'

P9",1(63p) i tImpoH/cAL1 (E > 10 X.36) 3. 107

.e impoH/ICM (Tenoahe) 3,109

K2atT Ma KelaaI)THWA (m30p

CaHTHMeTp .411

E IV,3,

-- alT 113 a Kaa/ l lTHhill @ pqp 5,1* -I0
MeTp AARu

Key: (1). From one. (2). To one. (3). Factor. (4). rad. (5). J/kg.

(6). erg/g. (7). eV/g. (8). Roentgen. (9). (for air). (10). Roentgen

physical equivalent (FER). (11). (for tissue). (12). neutrons/cm1

(E>10 keV). (13). neutrons/cm1 . (14). rad (for tissue). (15). Rem

(rem). (16). Quantum to square centimeter for. (17). FER. (18). MeV

.'*

/
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FOOTNOTE 1. For tha X-ray ones and the gamma-rays there is a

following approximate linear relationship/ratio 1 p=l.9-10'/E

'7-quant./cm2 , which is correct with the accuracy

approximately/exemplarily ±15% in the range of energy of 7-quanta

from 0.02 to 2 MeV. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(19). Quantum to square meter for.

Page 43.

2.3. Physical quantities of the exposure doses, used for the

evaluation of the radiation durability of radio-electronic equipment

and its elements/cells.

Exposure dose is absorbed energy in the specimen substance or

the model medium, determined from the concrete/specific/actual

reaction, which occurs in this substance under the influence of the

ionizing radiation/emission.

As the measured reaction, in essence, is applied the ionization

(energy, transferred tu electrons and positrons). Therefore exposure

doses are called sometimes ionic doses.

At present exposure doses are determined for the X-ray and

:-.- -i- [.-:.2[~:~---:-KK:. K-K:.-K~~2----
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gamma-, neutron and space (proton and electronic)

radiations/emissions.

Exposure dose of X-ray and gamma-radiation.

The exposure dose of X-ray and gamma-radiation is

. established/installed for the quantitative estimation of X-ray and

*gamma-radiation. This term differs from that recommended by

international board for radiological units and to the measurements

(MKRE) of the term "exposure", which eliminates the word "dose",

which is used for the designation only of one value - the "absorbed

dose".

.

Air is selected as the specimen substance during the

-j establishment of the unit of exposure dose, while as the measured

reaction - ionization. This selection gives the possibility to

determine the amount of exposure dose and its power in one and the

same units, regardless of the energy spectrum of radiation/emission.

The energy, transferred by gamma-quanta serves as this measure

to electrons and positrons. They consider that the average/mean

ionization potential of gamma-quanta in air is constant in the range

of energies from 20 keV to 3 MeV and is equal to 34 eV.

S-2
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The exposure dose of X-ray and gamma-radiation in the general

case is not equal to the absorbed dose of these radiations/emissions,

since exposure dose determines the energy, transmitted to the

charged/loaded particles, but the absorbed dose - absorbed energy of

radiation/emission. Exposure dose the equal absorbed dose on the

effect of ionization under the conditions of electronic equilibrium

becomes. Therefore the measurement of the absorbed dose in air is

carried out under the conditions of electromagnetic equilibrium,

i.e., in free airspace at a distance from other bodies, greater than

the landing run of secondary electrons. Absorbed dose measured under

these conditions in air is called exposure dose [22).

-- The exposure dose of X-ray and gamma-radiation X is calculated

from the formula
_';.'.AQ

. =(2.15)

where Am - mass of the element of volume of air;

AQ - sum of electrical ion charges, which have identical sign

S4 and which appear in air, when all electrons (negative electrons and

positrons), freed with the aid of the quanta of X-ray and

gamma-radiation in the element of volume of air, completely are

braked.

-
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In AQ are not connected electrical ion charges, which appear as

a result of ionization caused by the bremsstrahlung of secondary

electrons.

The exposure dose of X-ray and gamma-radiation is measured in

quantities of electrical ion charge of one sign per unit of the mass

of air. One measurement established/installed coulomb to the kilogram

(C/kg), the dimensionality kg-'s-A.

It is allowed/assumed to-also measure the exposure dose in

widespread in the practice and the theories the units of roentgens

(r) and respectively in the multiple or lobate units. The unit of the

exposure dose of X-ray and gamma-radiation coulomb per kilogram, and

also extrasystem unit of roentgens it is possible to apply for the

measurements of radiations/emissions with thequantum energy, not

exceeding 0.5 p-joules (-3 MeV).

The conversion of the values of the exposure dose of X-ray and

" gamma-radiation from the Roentgens into the coulombs for the kilogram

is given in Table 2.7.

'qS

QS
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Table 2.7. Conversion of the values of exposure radiation dosage from

the Roentgens into the coulombs for the kilogram (1 p=2.57976-10 4

C/kg). (For obtaining the exposure radiation dosage into C/kg of the

numbers, placed in the table, one should multiply by 10 -).

P eC)T re z

0 2 3 4 5 9

0 0 2.57976 5,15952 7,73928 10,3190 12,8988 15,4786 18, %83 I3& 23,2178 0

10 25,7976 28.3'774 30,9571 33,5369 36,1166 38,6964 41,2762 43,9559 4,4337 49,0154 10

20 51,5952 54,17-0 56,7547 59,3345 61,9142 64,4940 67 0738 69,6533 72,.333 74,8130 20

30 77,3928 79,9726 82,5523 85,1321 87,7118 90,.2916 9,8714 96,4z11 98,0309 100,611 30

40 103,190 105.770 108,350 110,930 113,509 116.089 118,669 121,249 123,828 126,408 40

50 128,988 131,568 134,148 136,727 139,307 141,887 144,467 147,046 149,6N6 152.206 50

60 154, 786 157,365 159,945 162,525 165.105 167,684 170,264 172,844 175,424 178,003 60)

70 180,583 183,163 185,743 188,322 190,902 193,482 196,062 198.642 20! .22! 20 3,801 70

80 206, 381 208,961 211,540 214,120 216,700 219,280 221,859 224.439 2'7.019 229,!99 80

90 232,118 234,758 237,338 239,918 242,497 245.077 247,657 250.237 52.815 55,396 90

Note. Table can also serve for the conversion of the power

coefficients of exposure dose of the W/s in A/kg, there as 1

P/s=2.57976.10- A/kg.

Key: (1). Roentgen.

<- .
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From the comparison of the units of roentgen and rad it follows

that for air with electronic equilibrium and exposure dose 1 the

absorbed dose is equal to 0.877 rad.

The relationships/ratios between the energy units, absorbed in

the unit of the mass of air, and roentgen are given in Table 2.2.
Sometimes is encountered one measurement, called gram roentgen. Gram

roentgen - these are the value of absorbed energy of

radiat:on/emission in one gram of the irradiated substance under the

conditions of electronic equilibrium in the exposure dose is one

roentgen. Large use/application finds gram roentgen in the

measurement of tissue doses of organism; its numerical value proves

to be different for the different coupling effects.

On the average for the soft tissues with an accuracy to 10% gram

roentgen it is possible to take as equal to 93 ergs [22].

This value is occasionally referred to as cloth roentgen.

, o

%'S"
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Power of the exposure dose of X-ray and gamma-radiation.

The power of the exposure dose of X-ray and gamma-radiation

(according to recommendation MKRE - "power of exposure") is

determined from the expression
_ ,v',.16)IPT 41V -

where P,- power of exposure dose;

AX - increase in the exposure dose for the time At.

The power of exposure dose can be also determined through the

intensity of radiation/emission according to the formula

1 = S .Ih-- jd T, (2.17)

where ;W,,Jp- mass conversion factor of energy for the gamma-quanta

with energy E, in air;

IdE - intensity of the region of the spectrum of that falling

from the torching with the energies of gamma-quanta from E, to dE

or

* P
I- p

where -. /P average mass conversion factor of energy for air;

J - the total intensity of radiation/emission.
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One power measurement of exposure dose is ampere per kilogram

(A/kg) or coulomb per second to the kilogram (C/s.kg = A-s/s-kg).

Roentgen per unit time (Q/s, W/min, R/h, etc.) is the special unit of

power of exposure dose. The conversion factors between different

amounts of the power of exposure doses, expressed in the lobate

values of roentgen and referred to different units of time, are given

in'tabie 2.3.

The conversion of the Dower coefficients of the exposure dose of

ones of measurements .R/s in units A/kg can be produced with the aid

of the coefficients, given in-table 2.7.

Exposure dose of neutrcn radiation/emission [20, 23, 261.

The neutron sources and field of neutron radiation/emission are

*characterized by the neutron flux density and by their energy

spectrum, which undoubtedly is very complicated with the use in the

practic. Therefore it is expedient to introduce the concept of the

exposure dose of neutron radiation/emission (analogous to concept

-xosure(dose of X-ray and gamma-radiation), intended for the

............................................................
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characteristic of neutron fields, and also the concept of the

characteristic of neutron yield from different radiation sources.

As the model medium for the neutrons is recommended the

accepting of "tissue-equivalent gas", i.e., such mixture of gases,

which in percentage (weight) content of hydrogen and nitrogen is

analogous to their content in the soft tissue of man. The composition

of tissue-equivalent gas in the percentages of partial pressures is

the following: methane - 64.4%, carbon dioxide - 32.5%, nitrogen -

.[. 3.1%.

In accordance with the international measuring system one should

as the unit of the exposure dose of neutron radiation/emission apply

unit ned (neutron unit of dose) [23].

Page 048.

Ned - exposure dose of neutron radiation/emission, in which to the

kilogram of tissue-equivalent gas are formed in this gas the ions,

which carry charge into one coulomb of the electricity of each sign:
0.<

1 ned = 1 C/kg.

* Unit ned can be used in the measurement of the doses of neutron
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radiation/emission, created by neutrons with the energies from 0.2 to

20 MeV, where by the basic process of interaction of neutrons with

the atoms of tissue-equivalent substance are elastic collisions, and

also to a certain extent in the measurement of the doses of thermal

neutrons.

Power of the exposure dose of neutron radiation/emission.

The power of the exposure dose of neutron radiation/emission is

defined as the exposure dose of neutron radiation/emission per unit

time. One power measurement is weeks per second or ampere per the

kilogram:

1 ned/s = 1 A/kg.

Exposure dose of cosmic radiation.

The characteristic of outer space on the radiation field (or

dose field) it is accepted to produce according to the exposure dose

and the power of the exposure dose of proton and electronic

radiation/emission.

The crystal of sodium iodide, activated by thallium (NaJ, Tl),

is selected as the specimen substance for determining the exposure

................................ ,.
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dose of protons and electrons. In the process of action of protons

and electrons in crystal NAJ, with the diameter of 20 mm and by the

height/altitude of 20 mm, arranged/located under the protection 1

g/cm2 (10 kg/ma) of aluminum, is measured the luminescence

efficiency.

The determination of absorbed energy is conducted via comparison

* reading/indication on the luminescence efficiency under the influence

on the standard crystal NaJ of the space ionizing radiation/emission

*, with the data, obtained under laboratory conditions (graphic

dependences), on the luminescence efficiency depending on absorbed

energy of the calibrated flows of protons and electrons.

Page 049.

This method gives the possibility to measure the exposure dose

of proton and electronic radiations/emissions with an accuracy to

several percentages over a wide range of energy for the protons from

20 to 800 MeV, for the electrons from several kiloelectronvolts to

several mega-electron-volts.

In the measurement of the exposure radiation dosage of electrons

with energy less than 0.1 MeV, the disagreements can be to the side

of overestimate 2-5 times. The latter is explained by the fact that

0]
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- the isotropy of the angular separation of electrons increases in

proportion to the decrease of energy.

Unit of the measurement of the exposure dose of cosmic radiation

is rad, equal to absorbed energy 1-10-5 J (or 100 ergs) in 1 g

(1-10-3 kg) of the crystal of the sodium iodide, activated by

thallium.

Power of the exposure dose of cosmic radiation.

4.I

Power of the exposure dose of cosmic radiation -exposure dose

per unit time. As the units of power of exposure doses for practical

* purposes rad are accepted in hour (rad/hour), rad in a 24 hour period

(rads/day) and rad per annum. (rads/yr.). The units of power rad in a

.1.i

24 hour period and rad per annum are called also respectively daily

dose and annual dose.

- Kerma and power of kerma.

These units the measurement of the ionizing radiations/emissions

-are recommended by international board for the radiological units and

to measurements (lMilRE) into 1962 and are intended for the

characteristic of indirect ionizing radiation/emission [4, 51. The

proposed designation "kerma" (kerma) is composed of the initial

- i
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letters of the words Kinetic energy released in material (kinetic

energy, freed in the material).

Terms "kerma" and "power of kerma" in the USSR are not accepted.

Kerma K indicates kinetic energy of the directly ionizing particles,

created in the material with the indirectly ionizing particles, and

can be calculated according to the formula
K -i aE,, (2.18)

where NE,,-- sum of initial kinetic energies with all of the

charged/loaded particles, created with the indirectly ionizing

particles in certain element of volume of special (specimen) material

(medium);

Am - mass of the volume of material (medium) in question.

Page 050.

On the basis of the definition, the kerma is proportional to the

energy flow of particles (F) and to the mass conversion factor of

energy (Pjp), and consequently:

K F

In formula (2.18) value Am must be, on one hand, so small that its

introduction would not introduce noticeable disturbaice/breakdown to

*1"
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the region of radiation/emission; on the other hand, volume must be

sufficient so that the necessary number of interactions would occur

in it.

In contrast to the exposure dose of X-ray and gamma-radiation

the kerma encompasses the ionization, caused by the braking electron

emission and positrons.

The bremsstrahlung in air can be disregarded/neglected for the

energies of gamma-quanta to 10 MeV. Then kerma in the steady

equilibrium of the charged/loaded particles is equal to the absorbed

dose of gamma-radiation in air.

The determination of the value of kerma for the neutron fluxes

on the basis of ionizing measurements (at equilibrium of the

charged/loaded particles) in tissue-equivalent gas will coincide with

the absorbed neutron dose. In the absence of the equilibrium of the

charged/loaded particles the kerma will always be less than the

absorbed dose.

To the flows of gamma-quanta and neutrons, whose energy is more

than examined, can occur the transient equilibrium of the

charged/loaded particles. In this case the kerma is considerably less

than the absorbed dose.

4
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For example, during interaction of gamma-quanta with the energy

25-100 MeV with air the electrons formed in air have this high

initial kinetic energy, that the created by them bremsstrahlung

partially exceeds the limits of the volume, e which is made its

measurement. Consequently, the measured values of ionizing current

and the measured value of kerma will be understated. As one the

measurement of kerma is proposed the joule to the kilogram (J/kg) or

in the system CGS of ergs to the gram (erg/g).

The power of kerma ratio AK/At, where AK increase in the

kerma for the time At.

By one power measurement of kerma is proposed joule per second

to kilogram (J/s-kg) or watt to the kilogram (W/kg); in the system

CGS - erg per second to gram (erg/s-g).

2.4. Induced radioactivity in the materials and the elements/cells

and the units of radioactivity.

Radioactivity of substance.

* .[.'- .. I ... .... ... .... C -J .C C .
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Radioactivity is the ability of some atomic nuclei spontaneously

to decompose with the emission of a-particles, positrons, electrons

and atomic nuclei.

There are following types of radioactivity: beta-radioactivity,

electronic capture, alpha-radioactivity, spontaneous fission and

nuclear isomerism.

Beta- radioactivity is determined by escape from the atomic

*. nucleus of electrons or positrons. Electron capture by nucleus can

* occur in beta-unstable atoms, i.e., occurs the so-called process of

electronic capture, also, therefore the conversion of atom into

isobars with the charge less by one. Beta-radioactivity and

electronic capture are frequently accompanied by the emission of

7-quanta or internal conversion electrons. The energy, which is

freed/released during the radioactive conversions of -isotopes,

reaches several mega-electron-volts.

Alpha-radioactivity is accompanied by the emission of the nuclei

of helium (a-particles) with the energy from 4 to 7 MeV.

Page 052.
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During the spontaneous fission the nuclear decomposition of atom to

two fragments with the average mass number occurs; this

decomposition/decay is accompanied by the emission of two-three

neutrons, electrons, and also it can be accompanied by the emission

of a-particles. The fragments, which appear during the division,

contain neutron excess and are subjected to train of electronic (j3)

decomposition/decays. The elements/cells, which are formed as a

result of these (g-) decomposing, can emit neutrons

approximately/exemplarily during 1 min after division. The energy,

* - isolated during the spontaneous fission, can reach order 160 MeV.

With the nuclear isomerism occur the nuclear conversions, as a

result of which the atomic nucleus, which is found in the excited

metas'able state, converts/transfers to another, intermediate or

basis, level. The emission of quantum or internal conversion electron

occurs as a result of this process, and nucleus converts/transfers

into another energy state, but in this case the numerical values of

the magnitude of the charge and mass number of atomic nucleus do not

-'-" change.

The radioactivity of substance can be natural and artificial

(induced).

* .-. . . . . . . . ..
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In the practice of the operation of radio-electronic equipment

they usually deal concerning induced radioactivity, besides the

cases, when in the construction/design of radioelements and diagrams

are used the radioisotopes of natural or obtained artificially

elements/cells.

Induced radioactivity arises from; radioactive contamination or

as a result of the emergence of radioactive isotopes during

irradiation of the materials of radio-electronic equipment and its

completing elements/cells by the ionizing radiations/emissions.

Radioactive contamination occurs during the nuclear explosions

and during the operation of equipment near the radioactive radiation

sources (near nuclear reactors and with the works with the

radioactive isotopes)vDuring the nuclear explosions the radioactive

contamination occurs as a result of precipitation of the fission

products and unreacting part of nuclear fuel, and also as a result of

precipitation of the radioactive isotopes, which appear during

irradiation by the neutron fluxes of the materials of the

construction/design of A-bomb, soil and other substances of different

objects, which are located in the zone of action of nuclear

explosion. The contamination of equipment can be, also, in the area

"-4
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of the motion of radioactive cloud.

Page 053.

With the work near the radioactive sources the contamination of

equipment occurs due to the isolation/liberation by these sources of

gaseous ones, etc. of radioactive products. For the preservation from

the radioactive contamination, which is formed as a result of

precipitation on the equipment of radioactive products, the

decontamination (deactivation/decontamination) is produced by the

mechanical removal of radioactive materials from the infected

objects.

Induced radioactivity in the materials of equipment and its

structural elemelts/cells appears as a result of changing the atomic

nuclei of these materials under the influence on them, in essence,

the neutron fluxes, and also other forms of the ionizing

radiations/emissions. Especially large induced radioactivity is

characteristic for the electro-radio parts, which consist of the

elements/cells of the second part of the Mendel v Periodic Table.

Thus, for instance, cermet lamps two weeks after removal/distance

from the reactor, where they were irradiated by neutron flux 1023

n/m 2 , possessed residual/remanent radioactivity with a power of the

exposure dose of gamma-radiation of more than 100 r/h (27).

*-I
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By the basic forms of the artificial ionizing

radiations/emissions, emitted by materials and elements/cells, used

in the radio-electronic equipment, after their irradiation are beta-,

gamma- and alpha radiation.

As ones, which characterize radioactive decay of the nuclei of
substance, are accepted: the activity of isotope in the radioactive

source, radioactive decay constant, half-life period, specific

activity of radioactive material and concentration of radioactive

.* materials in certain medium (air, water, etc.). The output of

particles (quanta) and t., source power of radiation/emission are the

basic physical values, w,aich characterize the sources of the ionizing

radiations/emissions.

The activity of isotope in the radioactive source (activity of

nuclide) is the GOST-standardized unit (according to GOST 8848-63),

which characterizes radioactive decay.

Activity of isotope in a radioactive source.

Page 054.
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The activity of isotope in the radioactive source (or is simple

activity - the expression most frequently used in the practice)

characterizes the general/common/total property of radioactive

materials (natural and artificial) - the ability spontaneously to

decompose.

The activity (A) of a quantity of radioactive isotopes exists

quotient, obtained during the division AN on At:

ANA=-- (2.19)

where AN - number of nuclear conversions, which occurs in this

quantity of substance for the delay time At.

As the unit of activity GOST 8848-63 is established/installed

the unit of the system of SI - one decomposition/decay in one second

(decay/s). Dimensionality of the unit of activity s-1 (1/s). The

use/application of an extrasystemic unit (curie) is allowed/assumed

also. Curie - this is the activity of the preparation of this

isotope, in which in one second it occurs 3.700.1010 the

reports/events of decomposition/decay.

. Furthermore, is encountered tne unit of activity - rutherford,

which was not acknowledged international;

1 rutherford of 10' s-.
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The relationship/ratio between the units of the activity of

isotope in the radioactive source is given in Table 2.8. The

conversions of the values of activity from the curie into the

decomposition/decay per second are given in Table 2.9.

Radium gamma-equivalent.

For the comparison of the radioactive preparations, which give

gamma-radiation, the value, called the radium gamma-equivalent of

"[ preparation, is applied.N

The comparison of radioactive preparations is conducted

according to the dose rate, which they can create under one and the

same conditions. For the standard, on which are estimated all

remaining preparations, is accepted one milligram of the element/cell

of radium. With its aid is established/installed the unit of radium

gamma-equivalent. This unit is called the milliequivalent of radium

and is designated by mg-equiv. of radium or mg-eg Ra.

The milliequivalent of radium exists "... gamma-equivalent of

the radioactive preparation, whose gamma-radiation during this

filtration, under the identical conditions for measurement creates
'p

.%.
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the same dose rate, as gamma-radiation of one milligram of radium of

the state standard of radium of the USSR with the platinum filter

*" with a thickness of 0.5 mm" [3].

4.:.

",_,

,,S
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Page 55.

Table 2.8. Relationship/ratio between the units of activity.

P= -''- IP (5 1 ((, 1 (4~.u) M(9)

-- - -u aLe- lC-  1 10- 0.27-10-Is 0,27-10-16 0,27.10-1 0,27-10-4 0.27-10 - '
KYNXY

& (1) "
P-ep4lop pstp' oPqJ 10 1 0.27.10-' 0,27.10-' 0,27-10-1 27 2.7-104

Kztamop wpu 3,7. 10" 3,7- t0' 1 10' lo' 10 10"

E£PU 3.7-l 0's 3,7-104 10-k 1 jo

AMinamomx .mao 3,710' 37 I0-' 10-1 1 10' 104

Mm-- . .. xxmpu 3.7-10' 3.7-10-2 10 " ' 10-' 10-' too

".OO XROAMp 37 3.7-1" s  10- 0 to-* 10' 10- 3

S', Key: (1). Designation. (2). Abbreviation. (3). Decomposition/decay

per second. (4). Rutherfords. (5). Kilocuries. (6). Curie. (7).

Millicurie. (8). Microcurie. (9). Nano-Curie. (10). s-1. (11).

rutherford. (12). kcurie. (13). mCi. (14). microcurie. (15). ncurie.

S.
"4

5%

nA

t~ :, . ,."-.,., :-".7 ;"""" """" '" "" """"'"""" "" "" -""'1 : ""
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Table 2.9. Conversion of the values of the activity of radioactive

preparations from ones curie in the units of SI (decomposition/decay

per second) of 1 curie - 3.700-10" s 1. (For obtaining the activity

in the decomposition/decays per second of the numbers, placed in the

table, one should multiply by I0").("1) I _____ __ __
KID" 0 2 3 4 5 6 7o16

0 0 3,7 7,4 11,1 14,8 18,5 22.2 25,9 29,6 33,3 0

-0 37.0 40,7 44,4 48,1 51,8 55,5 59.2 62.9 66.6 70,3 to

* 20 74.0 77,7 81.4 85,1 88,8 92.5 96,2 99,9 103,6 107,3 20

30 1110. 114,7 118,4 122.1 125,8 129,5 133,2 136,9 140,6 144.3 30

40 148,0 151,7 155,4 159.1 162,8 166,5 170,2 173,9 177,6 181,3 40

50 185,0 188.7 192,4 196.1 199,8 203,5 207,2 210,9 214,6 218,3 50

40 222.0 225.7 229.4 233,1 236.8 240,5 244,2 247.9 251,6 255.3 60

70 259,0 262,7 266,4 270,1 273,8 277,5 281,2 284,9 288,6 292,3 70

M.8 296,0 299,7 303.4 307,1 310,8 314.5 318,2 321.9 325.6 329,3 80

go 333.0 336,7 340.4 344,1 347,8 351,5 355,9 358.9 362,6 366,3 90
p..

$ Key: (1). Curie.

Page 057.

Usually they accept, that 1 mg of radium with the platinum

filter with a thickness of 0.5 mm creates the power of the exposure

dose of 8.4 R/h at a distance of 1 cm from the source, which is

I" -
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*. assumed to be point.

Consequently, transition from the activity of preparation A

(mCi) to activity Ana (mg-equiv. of radin) can be realized according

to the formula
A R=A,- (2.20)8,4

where K, - power of the exposure dose of X-ray and

gamma-radiations/emissions of this isotope (A/h) at distance 1 cm

from point source by activity 1 mCi (under the condition of the

absence of radiation absorption).

K..' Value K, is called the complete gamma-constant (ionine constant)

of radioactive isotope and is the sum of differential gamma-constants

(relating to the specific monoenergetic lines of the gamma-spectrum

of isotope).

For measuring the radioactivity of the element/cell, which

*radiates simultaneously gamma-rays, alpha- and beta particle, is

accepted the unit of the activity of radon (or radon), which is the

radioactivity of radon, which is found in the radioactive equilibrium

with one gram of radium.

Radioactive decay constant.

S . * .,.
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The value, equal to the portion of the radioactive atoms, which

decompose I s (more precise - the disintegration probability of atom

for the unit of time) is called radioactive decay constant

(disintegration constant). If N0 - a number of atoms of certain

radioactive material into zero time, and bt - a number of atoms, which

remained up to the moment/torque of time t, then

N - e ' .  (2.21)

" Pages 058 and 059.

Differentiating equation (2.21) on the time, we obtain

d1V
=dt -- N,

or A=-XN and -X-A/N i.e. disintegration constant X is equal to the

activity A, divided into a number of radioactive atoms.

Half-life period.

The period of half-life T is called the time, during which on

the average decomposes half of all atoms of this radioactive

material.

Substituting the value 2N=N 0 in the equation of

" decomposition/decay (2.21), we obtain

T In2 0,693 (2.22)"" " -F - = -T -" 2 .22

" 9 ;: .', : ' ', , ,: -, ' ' : ' ' : -. . ': '/ . -" -: '', -.- 'k ' - ' .'. .; -. . -' - - - -: < -
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The periods of the half-lives of different known isotopes are

within the limits from 10'7 s to 1011 years.

Concentration of radioactive materials.

The activity of the medium, which contains radioactive
materials, is measured by the units of the concentration of

radioactive materials in this medium. The units of activity, in

reference to the unit volumes of medium, are the units of

concentration. Such units they can be: curie to the cubic meter

(curie/m3), the curie to a liter (Curie/i), a number of

decomposition/decays to a cubic meter (m'), a number of

decomposition/decays to the cubic centimeter (cm- 3 ), etc.

As the concentration of radon (radon) are applied .special units

eman and by Mache (Mache's.unit).

1 eman-l-10-1 0 Curie/l-1-10-' Curie/m3-3.67x10 3 decay/s-m 3=3.67

decay/s 1.

One unit of Mache is the thousandth part of the ionizing

current, measured in the units of csjs esu., which is created in 1

U:,

*' % * * '*. . . -4 * * , / .: . . ,
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liter by the alpha-radiation of emanium with poly-ohm the use of a

landing run of the alpha particles:

., 1 Mache = 3.64 eman = 3.64"10-' curie/m 3 .

'-P.

Strictly speaking, the unit of Mache is not quantitative unit,

although as the same it frequently is utilized.

Concentration also is measured in units stat per unit volume. 1

stat - quantity of emanium, which with the complete expenditure of

energy of radiation/emission for the ionization of air creates

'-/saturation current in 1 unit cgs esu per second.

1 cgs esu=1/3-10' A, means 1 stat will create the current, equal

to approximately/exemplarily 3.3.10-10 A.

'p.'

i• , . . ,.,4 .:,. -. 'p 'p P-,.y ,. - ,
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Table 2.10. Relationships/ratios between the units of concentrations

(rounded values).

C"6 r3 Copi,.m Ad (S I) Al(2 ~ (-" I am In t
P1 ...... sola

s
. " - "... '..d ... ( a A ads ('" I A

Kom , ,,yu Um3 ,ip , pu/- 10 S 3,7 .01, 3,7.101 2.75-10 275.10' 1o 2.75-10'

-M K,5,p,/A 10, i M.10"9 3.7o10,, 2.7510' 2,75-.10' 1 , 2.75.2,

F;& P a s y64awi "l Opoen./.m'.cc 2,7.10-"1 2,7. 10-16 1 10-' 7.4-10" 7.4.104 2.7-10- 1,410-m

PmcMA m3 wp Pw2./A-Cdw 2.7.10' 2,7.10-36 10' 1 7.4.10-1 7,4.1O~0 ,2-,4*-

COO xyduqscAm wM~ e~ mamlm 3,64.10-'- 3.64.210-"A 1. 35. 10 W 23.5 1 10"6 3.64 1

Ci, m rmip (M) crWun/n A 3,64-10-- 3,64. 0-' 1.36.10' 1,36106 10' 2 3,6
4 "l 08 IV

147)0,7
3i (a I mtp.) (if) JA 10-' 20-" 13.7.10A 3.7 0.275 2 31' 1.7

t&. . A. ") o.2 . 3.64-10-' 3.64-10--. 2.3610' 13.5 1 1 0-

Key: (1). Designation. (2). Abbreviation. (3). curie/m3 . (4).

Curie/I. (5). decay/m'.s. (6). decay/t s. (7). stat/M 3 . (8). stat/i.

(9). eman (in 1 ). (10). Mache (in 1 1). (11). Curie to cubic meter.

(12). Curie to liter. (13). Decomposition/decay to cubic meter. (14).

-: -' Decomposition/decay to liter. (15). stat to cubic meter. (16). stat

to liter. (17). Eman (in 1 liter). (18). eman. (19). Unit of Mache

(in 1 liter). (20). Mache.

ii
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Pages 60-63.

* Table 2.11. Units of the ionizing radiations/emissions and

radioactivity in the international system of the units of SI.

(lOTa Siinmpysmcit aicr.t a 0 (17) q4mCnlt& (*ailT)' 1Wc. /i (I 4AiCMUA) '
somwa StaaTiM"h NOW AS I 5

fnuacm wona "a pro"I", T 4cn (KNOuT) I 943cm. 4/a.,Us' 11,31141.11-

-~~Pr MCIMA" ai(iaC~M ija caapi (I ca)(I A')

pr MI can= a~maprha muy B f)A o/ 0,~ Ch ( Ois) (1 01) ' 5'.401a-1

IMAMA so,"

itmraami -p- (maVp- I an aaaus43 din/as

ri;Z A1W MA"'D"by ft ~ (31)_~w~rRe /S;rd (I dav) go a); As.. CONf

(lAm O"aaaammagru (ahurja& E0  cjIuoy i j ()(I) p*.as)a

0wZ WM AGhM muuTm'GOa Xay PT Mx/-." MiiS I/ ; )nd (I K)h :(I KS __( ____aos

(Mmo a maywNm) paumr0P pu

M aM SSariOM WaeAp' sr A; Ia/- /4; 0sa) A a
da (mac mayaamua IDA M (SO Caxy: (I gag) pa s

am~w~u -r~ Taaaa~(CAMg (I IL) :(I ASi) Lju CS4 aI

M-- -M WM- AQ Ps IIna4 CA"M ia/Smm;(aig)(I usd", I son); Midedo%
mi ~ m y a(amnep t a qr=t (W~) (I .i g o~) .,-.4 '

L . mialapmn) _ _ _ _ _ ___ _

AM ROGU Ui ONVQeC&a X,. (DO) (44) P& (4 p ad 'ad Q p) Q a

Z 142 *hamaca x Kiiii Mii@ ADAM P. P&A 5 C*ILYmII 'aces;d/ss (I pue) (I COm) pad-cus-'

- (~) 4TV4'1) (73
%Asimaeail's m 3 6 "AMO- A PacmL a coamymy; i/am. I'M (I uns)(IrN rM wp

nap" r? M,- w

nuo5 (
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Note. The extrasystemic units the measurement of rad, rad per

second, roentgen per second and curie are allowed/assumed to the

-* use/application in the USSR (GOST 8848-63); unit ned, ned per second,

* rad and rad per second of cosmic radiation in the recommendations

..s MKRE and GOST 8848-63 are absent.

Key: (1). Designation of value. (2). Designations. ( One

measurement. (4). Abbreviations. (5). by Russian let . (6). by

Latin letters. (7). Dimensions of units. (8). Dimensik.,ality of

units. (9). Flow of ionizing particles or quanta. (10). Particle

(quantum) ' to square meter.

FOOTNOTE . They include: the a-particle, p-particle, neutron,

V, proton, the 7-quanta of X-ray and gamma-radiation. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(11). part./m2. (12). (1 particle)/(l ml). (13). Density of flow of

ionizing particles or quanta. (14). Particle (quantum) per second to

square meter. (15). part./s-m2. (16). (1 particle)/(l s)•(l m2 ).

(17). m--s"'. (18). Kinetic energy of ionizing particles or quanta.

(19). Joule. (20). J. (21). (1 n)-*(l m). (22). ml-kg.s -2 . (23).

Energy flow of particles (quanta). (24). Joule to square meter. (25).

J/m2. (26). (1 J):(l ma). (27). kg-s'2 . (28). Intensity of

radiation/emission (energy current density). (29). Watts to square

.. -'

'I

-4 % - . " . . " " - . - . .- " - " - " . " - . . . " - -. . - - - . - . - ' . " - . . . - • . - . - - - . . - . - .
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meter. (30). W/m 2 . (31). (1 W):( 1 M 2 ). (32). Transmitted energy

(integral absorbed dose). (33). Absorbed radiation dosage (radiation

dosage). (34). Joule to kilogram; rad. (35). J/kg; rad. (36). (1

J):(l kg); rad. (37). m 2 -s -; rad. (38). Power of absorbed radiation

dosage (radiation dose rate). (39). Watts to kilogram; rad per

second. (40). W/kg; rad/s. (41). (. W):(l kg); (I rad):(1 s). (42).

m 2 -s-:; rad-s - . (42). Exposure dose of X-ray and gamma-radiation 2.

FOOTNOTE Z. The unit of the exposure dose of X-ray and

gamma-radiation coulon. per kilogram, and also extrasystemic unit of

roentgens can be applied for the measurements of radiations/emissions

with the quantum energy, which does not exceed 0.5 nJ (0.5-10 -12 J or

approximately 3 MeV). ENDFOOTNOTE.

(44). Coulomb to kilogram of air, roentgens. (45). C/kg; r. (46). (1

k):(l kg); (1 r). (47). kg-1 s•A; r. (48). Power of exposure dose of

X-ray and gamma-radiation 2 (49). Amperes per kilogram of air,

roentgens per second. (50). A/kg; Q/s. (51). (1 A):(I kg); (1 F):(l

s). (52). kg',-A; R-s-1. (53). Exposure dose of neutron

radiation/emission 1.

FOOTNOTE 3 Ned (neutron unit of dose) it is recommended to apply for

the measurements of radiations/emissions with the neutron energy from

0.2 to 20 MeV and the thermal neutrons (GOST 8848-63 unit is not

_- 1,
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determined). ENDFOOTNOTE.

(54). Weeks (coulomb to kilogram of tissue-equivalent material. (55).

ned; (C/kg). (56). (ned); (1 k):(l kg). (57). ned; kg-' s.A. (58).

Power of exposure dose of neutron radiation/emission 1. (59). Weeks

per second (ampere per kilogram of tissue-equivalent material). (60).

ned/s; (A/kg). (61). (1 w ):(l s); (1 A):(l kg). (62). ned-s-1;

kg-*-A. (63). Exposure dose of cosmic radiation '.

FOOTNOTE '. Rad of cosmic radiation (rad) - the exposure dose of

cosmic radiation (electrons and protons), which is equal to absorbed

energy 1-10-' J (or 100 ergs) in 1 gram (1-10 - 3 kg) of the crystal of

the sodium iodide, activated by thallium. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(64). rad. (65). Power of exposure dose of cosmic radiation. (66).

rad per second. (67). rad/s. (68). (1 rad): (l s). (69). rad-s-1.

(70). Activity of isotope in radioactive source. (71).

* Decomposition/decay per second; curie. (72). l/s; curie. (73). (1

decomposition/decay):(l s); (3.7.1010 decomposition/decay):(l s).

(74). s-1; curie.

1 stat=3.64-10 -7 curie, while to I Mache =3.64-10-' curie/mI,

therefore, 1 unit of Mache is solution/opening concentration, with

which in each cubic meter of liquid or gas is located unit stat of

LI.

* * -*. .-" " "*"."-"-"."."*.- ".*.*** * *. .. *'* "*" "
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the emanium:

1 Mache - stat/m3.

Table 2.10 gives the relationships/ratios between the units of

concentrations.

Output of particles (quanta) and the source power of

radiation/emission.

For the quantitative characteristic of the sources of the

ionizing radiations/emissions frequently is applied value - output of

elementary particles or quanta. Sometimes they call also it the

velocity of the emission of the elementary particles (quanta) or

source intensity.

Page 063.

This value designates a number of elementary particles or quanta of

this form, emitted by source beyond its limits per unit time, and can

be determined from the expression
Ni

n = I-, (2.23)

where n - output of elementary particles or quanta;

-4
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i - number of particles of this form, emitted by source for the

time At.

As one output measurement of particles or quanta is accepted a

number of particles per unit time, namely: neutron per second (n/s),

proton per second (p/s), electron per second (e/s), gamma-quantum per

second (y/s), or neutron per minute (n/min), neutron per hour (n/h),

etc. If these values fall per unit of solid angle, then unit of

measurement will be a number of particles per unit time to the

steradian, for example, gamma-quantum per second to steradian

(-y/s-sr).

The sources of the ionizing radiations/emissions are also

characterized sometimes by the specific output of particles (quanta),

by which is understood the ratio of a number of this type of the

particles (quanta), emitted by source, to the activity of isotope in

the radioactive source (for the radioactive sources) or to the

current of the charged/loaded particles, emitted to the target (for

the accelerators).

V.

*. . . * * .* *,
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* Pages 64-65.

Table 2.12. Units of the ionizing radiations/emissions (in the system

CGS, extrasystemic or special).

lu ad* '9a.MA.t~ I.7111 -. 11000_
Ca (I'll * In10a

-. a m w ( - ft =6 -- a-rm

n flmm.b s-ss an- ICW -40 IVAS& &A.l me I - ~
WON uf - A- aw" I."

K.06-16 ~ a#, Al -a
MM I

vir 33mem"- m1

MRm a#1. C3461mvEI~ na mma my.-.~~.Sy 'a- SMftVPM.m'v cc. .,-C as a- , MAinlin

Ibpani &"RPM on. ire

amam

*tgIMY .0 P08,

mA mm e.m~ m m C C)S Ca- 3 1= 2

Is.~a PAM

-*Key: (1). n'ation of value. (2). In system CGS. (3). One

measureme% . Abbreviations. (5). by Russian letters. (6). by

Latin letters. (7). Relationships/ratios with SI units. (8). No key.

(9). Extrasystemic or special. (10). Flow of ionizing particles or
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quanta. (11). Particle (quantum) to square centimeter. (12).

part./cm2 . (13). (only for neutron flux). (14). Density of flow of

ionizing particles or quanta. (15). Particle (quantum) per second to

square-centimeter. (16). part./s.cm2 . (17). 1 cm 2*s'-=l.10 4 m-.s "1 .

(18). (only for neutron flux density). (18a). 1 nv=l-11o m-2s'.

(19). Kinetic energy of ionizing particles or quanta. (20). Ergs.

(21). 1 3rg=l.10 "' J. (22). Electron volt. (23). eV. (24). 1 eV

J. (25). Energy flow of particles or quanta. (26). Ergs to

square centimeter. (27). erg/cm2 . (28). 1 erg-cm'=1l-10- 3 J-m-2.

(29). Electron volt to square centimeter. (30). eV/cm2 . (31). 1

eV-cm- 2=l.6-10 -1' J-m-2 . (32). Intensity of radiation/emission

(energy current density). (33). Ergs per second to square centimeter.

(34). erg/s-cm2 . (35). 1 erg-cm-2_S-=l.10 -3 W-m- 2 . (36). Electron

volt per second to square centimeter. (37). eV/s-cm2 . (38). 1

eV-cm'2 =1.6-10-1' J-m-2 . (39). No key. (40). Transmitted energy
(integral absorbed dose). (41). Gram rad. (42). g-rad. (43). 1

g-rad=10-' J. (44). Absorbed radiation dosage (radiation dosage).

(45). Ergs to gram. (46). erg/g. (47). 1 erg.g- =1.10 -4 J-kg -1. (48).

rad. (49). 1 rad=l.10-2 J-kg -2 . (50). Power of absorbed radiation

dosage (radiation dose rate). (51). Ergs per second to gram. (52).

erg/sag. (53). 1 ergg-*.s-1-l.10 -' W.kg -1. (54). rad per second.
/

(55). rad/s. (56). 1 rad-s-1=1.10 "1 W-kg -1 . (57). Exposure dose of

X-ray and gamma-radiation. (58). Unit charge cgs esu to gram. (59).

g. (60). -g-'-1/3.10-1 C.kg-1 . (61). Roentgen. (62). r. (63). 1

4..]

-1
L'o

'
. ... .. . . *. . . . . . -
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R=2.58"10-' C-kg'-. (64). Power of exposure dose of X-ray and

gamma-radiation. (65). Unit charge cgs esu per second to gram

(abstatampere to gram). (66) . -/~ e /g). (67).t cg

•g'X-s-1=l/3-10-3 A-kg - . (68). Roentgen per second. (69). p/s. (70).

1 R.s-s=2.58-10 "4 A.kg-1. (71). Dose equivalent. (72). Rem

(biological equivalent of rad). (73). rem(rem). (74). Dose in rad,

multiplied by appropriate factors.
V

Page 66.

- The intensity of the emitted by source energy via elementary
particles (quanta), i.e., the energy content, emitted by source per

unit time, is called the source power of radiation/emission.

The source power of radiation/emission is equal to the product

of the output of the elementary particles (quanta) of sources to

their energy and is measured in the energy units per unit of the

time: joule per second (J/s, W), mega-electron-volt per second

(MeV/s), calorie per second (cal/s), etc. For example, the power of

nuclear reactor is measured in the watts, the kilowatts and the

megawatts.

2.5. Relationship/ratio between the physical quantities of those

ionizing radiations/emissions.

- - . . - . ....- .. . .
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During the determination of physical quantities are applied, in

fact, all basic and supplementary units the measurement of the

international system of SI, and also derivatives of these units.

In the practice at present it should be used only ones the

"\ measurement of the international system of SI, established/installed

by appropriate state standards (6, 16, 28].

In this paragraph (Table 2.11-2.12) gives some

relationships/ratios between the units of the international system of

SI and other measuring systems, most frequently used during the

determination of ones the measurement of the ionizing

radiations/emissions.

.4".

j,, =

. '. ... '1~4'
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Page 67.

.-o POSSIBLE CONDITIONS OF OPERATION OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AND ITS

COMPLETING ARTICLES IN FIELDS OF THE EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION.

Radiation operating conditions are determined by the forms of

radiations/emissions and by the physical parameters of the fields of

these forms of the ionizing radiations/emissions (by intensities of

radioactivity).

* .~ The knowledge of the possible intensities of radioactivity

(flows and the densities of flows, doses and the radiation dose

rates), which can act on equipment, is made it possible for engineer

correct to select the completing articles, materials, circuit

solutions and design concept, to establish/install the location of

equipment on the object and if necessary to take measures for the

protection of equipment or its separate elements/cells.

The possible sources of the ionizing radiations/emissions and

the radiation fields, created by these sources in the zone of the

work of radio-electronic equipment, are examined in this chapter.

Ui

:' '. ". " "- ", ,. ,t'*.. . . ".-,-... ..- , . .. . .. - .*. . -.. '.. . -... .' .-
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3.1. Sources of the ionizing radiations/emissions.

The sources of the ionizing radiations/emissions can be natural

and artificial.

They are the natural sources of the ionizing

radiations/emissions:

- natural radioactive materials, which are located in the

" -~ minerals, to water and to the Earth's atmosphere;

- natural (internal and external) Earth radiation belts;

- rays/beams of galactic origin;

- solar rays/beams and radiation/emission during the solar

flares.

Page 68.

Furthermore, to the natural sources of the ionizing

radiations/emissions should be related the flows of corpuscular and

.-

- ",S ',' " "'.''".'," ".- ' ', , ',£, ., ','% '',,''',""',, ', ,'-'-""' ". .'.'-'- . . - -"v -". , . '. . . .,
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quantum radiations/emissions, which appear as a result of interaction

of the rays/beams of galactic and solar origin with the atoms of the

atmosphere.

As the sources of artificial radiation it is accepted to

consider:

- nuclear (atomic) and thermonuclear explosions;

- sections of radioactive contamination of locality/terrain,

which appear during the ground-based (above-water) and air (surface)

nuclear explosions;

- artificial space Earth radiation belts, which are formed

during the high-altitude (beyond the limits of the atmosphere)

nuclear explosions;

- nuclear reactors, used in different energy and power plants;

- different sources of artificial and natural radioisotopes.

The sources of the artificial radiation, in the radiation field

of which can prove to be radio-electronic equipment and its

( --. completing articles, are also different kind the accelerators of the

.4i
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charged/loaded elementary particles and nuclei of chemical elements

and pulse nuclear reactors.

Radio-electronic equipment can undergo the action of one or

several forms of natural or artificial radiations/emissions. Thus, to

the equipment of space objects can act the space ionizing

radiations/emissions of all forms. Radio-electronic equipment of

rockets and space satellites can undergo the effect of the pulse

radiation of nuclear or thermonuclear explosion in space or at the

high altitudes in the atmosphere. Equipment of flying units, space

vehicles, atomic ships and other types of technology with the nuclear

power and power plants is exposed to irradiation by the continuous

prolonged radiation of installations. The radiation/emission of the

artificial radiation fields, created by high-altitude nuclear

explosions, also can act on the equipment of rockets and different

kind of space objects.
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The ionizing radiations/emissions of natural and artificial

Earth radiation belts, solar flares, nuclear and thermonuclear

explosions and nuclear energy and power plants (2] present the

greatest danger to the radio-electronic equipment.

*4 (
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To the radio-electronic equipment, arranged/located on the

surface of the Earth, virtually exert influence the ionizing

radiations/emissions with the low density of flow (with dose rate),

which consist of the cosmic ray particles and radiation/emission

naturally of those distributed of soil and atmosphere of natural

radioactive materials (rhodon, the decay products of uranium,

A. actinium, thorium, radium, substances, which contain potassium,

etc.). The intensity of radioactivity (natural radiation background)

created by them does not exceed 100 mrad per annum (Table 3.1), i.e.,
"4

it is considerably lower than the radiation dosages (on the order of

104 rad), during irradiation by which are observed noticeable changes

in the electrical parameters of radioelements.

During the determination of the conditions for the work of

radio-electronic equipment in outer space, as a rule, do not consider

those forms of the radiations/emissions, which do not create

essential intensities of radioactivity within the space object or

after the available protective coating. To these forms of

radiations/emissions is carried solar low-energy corpuscular

radiation (the corpuscular fluxes and the solar wind, the containing

protons with the energy less than 10 keY and electrons with the

energy to 10 eV) and constant solar radiation (protons with the

energy to 1 keY and electrons - to 1 eV).

.
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-Table 3.1. Power of the exposure doses of natural radiation on the

surface of the Earth [1).

HIIy~eHlMU ou LOaN d., MPGJ/SOd

(70 KoC m4ecie .iyqm (Ha 23

o8Ke MOPR Y KaaTOpH)

ayacaHHitecKoro np0mc- 66
XOX(neHHR

rmiHcTbiA cakmeI 63
necqaHIK 28
H3BeCTUH K I1

Key: (1). Radiation sources. (2). Power of exposure dose, mrad/year.

(3). Cosmic rays (at the level of sea in equator). (4). Soils. (5).

volcanic origin. (6). clay shale. (7). sandstone. (8). limestone.
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Also are not considered the emitted by the Sun X-rays, the neutrons,

given birth to by cosmic rays, and the diffuse reflected protons, the

% densities of flows of which are small in comparison with the flows of

- protons and electrons [2-4].

The sources of the ionizing radiations/emissions examined can be

characterized by a number of radioactive decay per unit time (by

units of activity) or by an output of the ionizing particles. As the

units of measurements, which characterize intensities of

radioactivity, during the estimation of the conditions for the work

..
'p.-,'
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of radio-electronic equipment and its completing elements/cells it

should be applied:

- for the neutron radiation/emission - flow and neutron flux

density with the energy are more than 0.1 MeV; in certain cases are

considered the slow neutrons;

- for the quantum radiation/emission - exposure dose and the

power of the exposure dose of X-ray and gamma-radiation;

-for the cosmic radiation -exposure dose and the power of the

exposure dose of the space ionizing radiation/emission.

The determinations of the enumerated forms of physical

quantities, one their measurements, established/installed in

accordance with the international system of the units of SI, and

scaling factors between ones in different measuring systems are given

in Chapter 2.

3.2. Penet -ting radiation of nuclear explosion.

Characteristic of the damaging factors.

Nuclear weapons of explosive action is based on the use of

" %
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intranuclear energy, which is freed/released in the presence of the

nuclear reaction of explosive character. The basic damaging factors

of the airburst of nuclear and thermonuclear weapons, which affect

the radio-electronic equipment, are shock wave, luminous radiation

and penetrating radiation.

The parameters of the damaging factors of nuclear explosion and

their effectiveness depend on the following properties of the

environment: temperature, pressure, density and composition. For the

airburst the effectiveness of action, first of all, is determined by

the density of air medium, i.e., it depends on the height/altitude of

C point of impact.
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Shock wave (50% of entire energy of nuclear explosion) is the

main damaging factor during the air (surface) and surface bursts. Its

destructive effect is determined by overpressure in the shock wave

front, whose effectiveness from the decrease of atmospheric pressure

(with an increase in the height/altitude of point of impact) falls

also in effect it will be absent under the space conditions.

Radio-electronic equipment can go out of order at the

overpressures in the shock wave front from 0.15 to 1 kg/cm2

* '..'.. 2- .* .
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(l.103-1.l04 kg/m 2 ) [5). On the average it is accepted to count

overpressure 0.35 kg/cm by dangerous for unprotected

radio-electronic equipment (6, 7].

The luminous radiation of explosion, which is the flow of the

ultraviolet, visible and infrared rays, during interaction with the p.

materials of the elements/cells of equipment can substantially change

their physical properties. Such materials, as organic glass,

polyethylene, teflon, cellulose, bakelite, insulating coatings of P

cables, and other materials and articles made of the organic matter

under the effect of luminous flux on the order of 60-70 cal/cm 2 will

K be fused and grow dark, and with the large flows some of them can be P

* ignited [5, 6). It should be noted that the majority of materials and

radioelements of equipment, as a rule, are sheltered from the direct

effect of the luminous radiation of explosion by different screens P

(jackets/cases/housings of the units of equipment, the housing of

object, etc.), and damaging effect of luminous radiation

significantly is weakened/attenuated. They consider that under the

influence of light impulse/momentum/pulse 100 cal/cm 2 the failures of

radio-electronic equipment can occur. This impulse/momentum/pulse is

observed at the distances of the order of several kilometers during

the high-altitude nuclear explosions of large power.

The ionizing radiation/emission of nuclear explosion is the flow

S. . . . . . . . .
, .. .- .-
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of 7-quanta, neutrons, -particles and small quantity of a-particles.

Almost all neutrons and part of 7-quanta are emitted in the process

* of division. The neutrons, which are formed in the process of

division, interact partially with the atomic nuclei of different

materials, which are the component parts of the construction/design

of ammunition. These processes are accompanied by the

radiation/emission of 7-quanta.
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Furthermore, the part of the neutrons, which flew out from the zone

of fission reaction or synthesis, interacts with the nuclei of the.

substances of the environment, forming 7-radiation.

Gamma-quanta and A-particles are emitted during certain period

of time as a result of radioactive decay of fission products. In the

process of radioactive decay of the nuclear fuel (uranium,

plutonium), which was not subjected to division during the explosion,

occurs the radiation/emission of 7-quanta. Usually in view of a small

mean free path a- and A-particles they disregard their action on the

equipment, and so-called, penetrating radiation consider that the

basic damaging ionizing radiations/emissions of nuclear explosion are

the gamma- and neutron radiation/emission.

~~~~~.....................-.....;...................-._....................................................'..--.--. -,-,-.°,,g--,
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During the air (surface) and ground-based nuclear explosions the

densities of the flows of penetrating radiation at those distances,

where the shock wave renders inoperable the unprotected

radio-electronic equipment, in essence, are safe. But with an

increase in altitude of explosion penetrating radiation acquires

increasing importance in the damage/defeat of equipment. During the

* explosions at the high altitudes and in space the basic damaging

factor becomes the impulse/momentum/pulse of penetrating radiation.

(See Chapter 4) it follows from the data on the durability of

the elements/cells A of radio-electronic devices/equipment under the

conditions of the effect of the gamma- and neutron radiation/emission

that equipment can give failures with the neutron fluxes 10''-1017

n/M2, the power of the exposure dose of 7-radiation 10' rad/s and to

the exposure dose of 10 rad and more. A change in the parameters of

elements/cells and equipment can occur, also, at the smaller values

of the flows of penetrating radiation. For determining the radii of

the lethal areas of radio-electronic equipment as the criterial

values of radiation fluxes are accepted the following (6-81:

101, n/m2 - from the neutron flux;

10' rad - on the exposure dose of 7-radiation;

S.
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10' rad/s - according to the power of the exposure dose of

7-radiation.

Fig. 3.1 shows radii of the zones of action of the damaging

factors of nuclear air burst (at the level of sea) in the dependence

on the TNT equivalent.
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The expected power coefficients of exposure dose, neutron flux, heat

flux and exposure dose at different distances from the burst center
/

of megaton nuclear charge are given in Fig. 3.2. Horizontal dotted

line indicates, at what values of the parameters of the damaging

factors the equipment will malfunction.

-< 4
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• ,.'.Fig. 3.1. Radii of the lethal areas of radio-electronic equipment

"--:-,depending on the TNT equivalent of nuclear charge for the criterial

E. ] values: 7-radiation with the power of 10' r/s (2, 3); the luminous

flux in 100 cal/cm 2 (1, 4) and shock wave with the overpressure in

"'" C; the front 0.35 kg/cm2 (5).

Key: (1). The TNT equivalent, kt. (2). At the level of sea (in air).

/.. (3). Radius of zone, km.
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Fig. 3.2. Change in parameters of damaging factors of nuclear

explosion with power of 1 Mt. in dependence from distance to burst

center.

Key: (1). r/s. (2). n/m2. (3). cal/cm2 . (4). Power of exposure dose.

(5). Neutron flux. (6). Heat flux. (7). Exposure dose. (8). Threshold

values. (9). Distance, km.
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It is evident from given in the figures data that the greatest

danger to the radio-electronic equipment they present the radiated

power of 7-quanta and neutron flux. The quanta of 7-radiation are

spread with the speed of light, reaching the differently distant

points of the surrounding space almost simultaneously. The neutrons,

which are isolated simultaneously with 7-quanta, have lower speed;

therefore first of all the point of space in question will achieve

7-quantum, and then neutrons. Among the neutrons more rapidly pass

the assigned distance the neutrons with the topmost energy and lastly

slow neutrons. The qualitative picture of a change in the neutron

flux density and 7-quanta in the fixed point of space is represented

in Fig. 3.3.

Consequently, in proportion to the propagation of the
4

4. -. .. .
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penetrating radiation/emission of nuclear explosion in the space the

separation of gamma- and neutron radiations/emissions in the time

occurs. Therefore, taking into account also different character of

interaction of gamma-quanta and neutrons with the materials, during

the determination of the radiation durability of radio-electronic

equipment one should examine separately effect on the equipment of

* gamma- and neutron impulses/momenta/pulses.
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Fig. 3.3. Change in the neutron flux density and 7-quanta (or the

rate of the dose of 7-radiation) at certain removal/distance from the

* center of nuclear explosion.

* - Key: (1). Density of flow. (2). Gamma-quanta. (3). Neutrons. (4).

Time.
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Characteristic of the impulse/momentum/pulse of 7-radiation.

During the nuclear explosion are formed three forms of the

7-radiation: instantaneous, trapping and fragmentation.

Directly during the nuclear explosion during the tenths of

microsecond the emission of instantaneous 7-quanta occurs. To one

'I
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• -fission is emitted about 77-quanta wi.th the general/common/total

-[ energy of approximately/exemplarily 7.8 MeV. Medium energy y-quantum

is equal to approximately 1.1 MeV [9, 10]. The spectrum of

7-radiation at the moment of division is represented in Table 3.2.

Instantaneous 7-radiation is the main source of the high rate of

the dose of 7-radiation, but its role in the formation/education of

dose is small.

Trapping 7-radiation appears due to capture reactions of fission

neutrons. It includes the 7-radiation, which is formed during the

inelastic scattering and neutron capture by the nuclei of the

environment, and the 7-radiation of the radioactive nuclei, which

appear in the presence of the reaction with the neutrons. Capture

reaction of neutrons by nitrogen of air is one of the basic sources

of the 7-radiation of airburst.

.4.
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S-" Table 3.2. Spectrum of instantaneous 7-radiation.

.lWuanLU g *Neprauy NO oANNu 4Xt Aeae- Ajtanawos aueou.u M OAUld ad? Ad-
M Hon 5 ANuiucu Mae meUV% 9 AANOM

KIYpeUSam mepram Numepa"aa amerun

0,25-0,75 3,1 3,75-,4,25 0,065
0.75-1,25 1.9 4,25-4,75 0,024

1,25-1,75 0,84 4,75-4 5 2 5 0,019

1,75-2,25 0,55 5,25-,75 0.017

2.25-2.75 0,29 5,75--6,25 0,007

2,75-3,25 0.15 6,25-6,75 0,004

3,25-3,75 0,062 - -

Key: (1). Range of energy, MeV. (2). Number of 7-quanta to one

fission in this energy range.
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To one absorbed in to air neutron it is 0.64 MeV of energy of

7-radiation. The medium energy of trapping 7-radiation is equal to 6

-." MeV. The hard/rigid part of the energy spectrum of the 7-radiation of

capture reaction of neutrons by nitrogen of air is given in Table 3-3

[9J.

The time of action of trapping 7-radiation is determined by the

lifetime of neutrons, which in air comprises fractions of a second.
N.

Intensity and density of the flow of trapping 7-radiation, in

essence, depends on it is density air (quantity of nitrogen),

b* ' . ' . . .
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quantity of neutrons, which are freed/released during the explosion,

and the composition of structural materials.

During several seconds (10-15 s), beginning from the

moment/torque of explosion, in the volume about the burst center the

fission products, which give fragmentation 7-radiation, are formed.

Radioactive fission fragments have half-life periods of up to several

years. The medium energy of the quanta of fragmentation 7-radiation

in the first seconds after explosion is equal to

approximately/exemplarily 2 MeV. The radiant density of fission

fragments decreases sufficiently rapidly in the first seconds after

- explosion due to the decomposition/decay of the short-lived

(low-lived) isotopes, subsequently density change occurs more slowly.

The dose rate, created by fragmentation 7-radiation, are considerably

lower than the dose rate, created by trapping and, all the more, by

the instantaneous 7-radiation of nuclear explosion [9-11].

VS.

The general/common/total flow of 7-quanta in outer space depends

on energy (power) and design features of nuclear charge and can be

calculated according to the formula
0 (3.1)

where N - total number of 7-quanta, which left beyond the limits of

the shell of nuclear charge in the process of explosion.

5%"* "% " "" "" '" ' " ' """"""*" """"" ' ' ' "
% - "
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% Table 3.3. Radiation spectrum N'4 (n, 7) N'5 (hard/rigid part of the

spectrum).

.Nepruu xnamTa, 4,46 5, 5,55 6.32 7.19 7,36 8.-8 9,16 I0,82

A.101c H T enbHam 18,3 30,5 2,44 12,2 0,6 4,9 2,4 0,6 6,1
IOTtiom~ [IoTo-
,Ka -KBaHTO8, 0/.

Notes.

1. 45% of energy of hard/rigid part of spectrum are connected

with quanta, which have energy 5.3-6.3 MeV.

2. 15% of energy are connected with quanta, which have energy of

more than 7 MeV.

Key: (1). Quantum energy, MeV. (2). Relative density of flow of

7-quanta, %.
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Using formula (3.1), let us calculate the possible power of the

exposure dose of instantaneous 7-radiation at a distance of 10 km

during the explosion of charge 9 kt. During the nuclear explosion by

energy 1 kt occurs the division 1.45x1023 of nuclei [5]. To one

nuclear fission approximately 1.1 MeV (general/common/total energy of

." "-'.' < - . , - .- - - -; -- - - ---- -
"
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7-quanta is equal to 7.8 MeV) are emitted on the average of 7 quanta

of instantaneous 7-radiation with the energy. Consequently, in all

during the explosion 1 kt of ammunition it will be isolated

approximately/exemplarily 1.1024 quanta and general/common/total

energy of instantaneous y-radiation will be equal to approximately

i.1x1011 MeV.

Assuming that only 1% of instantaneous 7-quanta exceeds the

limits of the shell of nuclear weapon, then for explosion of 1 kt the

energy flow of radiation/emission at a distance from the burst center

R will compose

F .10" MeV/cm2 .
4nR'I

The dependence of exposure dose on the energy flow of 7-quanta

is determined by the expression

D7 1,46. 0-'%F, p, (3.2)

where L,=8.10 -  c5-' - linear coefficient of absorption of 7-quanta in

air.

After substituting into formula (3.2) value of F, we will obtain

OD7 (3.3)

where D- in the roentgens, and R - in the meters.

1.
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The power of exposure dose for the duration of pulse 10-' s and

1 kt of charge will be respectively equal to

but for charge q kt

4. I. IOUj"P, r/s. (3.4)
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It is easy to be convinced, after producing the appropriate

calculations that the power of the exposure doses of trapping and

fragmentation 7-radiations will be considerably less.

During the explosion of atomic ammunition in air the power of

exposure dose and exposure dose will be less because of the presence

of the effects of absorption and scattering. General formula for

calculating the exposure dose of 7-radiation takes the form
R

where K - factor, which considers energy (power) of explosion and

shock-wave effect;

- effective absorption path of energy of 7-radiation, i.e., the

distance, at which the dose of 7-radiation is weakened/attenuated

e=2.718 times.

Io

4* 
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' - The effective absorption path of energy of 7-radiation with the

decrease of air density increases, namely:

H ?H'

;":.:- -where X. and X, - effective absorption paths of radiant energy in air

with a density of p. and Pm (at height/altitude H) respectively.

For fragmentation 7-radiation 1",0=30 m, and value K=1.4.10'

q(1+0.20',), where 1+0.2047K ' - coefficient, which considers the

factor of cavity 1. Consequently, the exposure dose of fragmentation

7-radiation can be calculated according to formula [9]

Rp

Doe-= 1,4IO'q (+0,2q*.") - " (3.6)

where q - in the kilotons, R - in the meters, p - air density in the

kilograms to the cubic meter.

FOOTNOTE 1. The factor, which shows, in how often the dose rate in

the presence of shock wave of more than dose rate at the same moment

"- . of time, but in the absence of shock wave, it is called the factor of

the cavity of dose rate. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 79.
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For trapping 7-radiation x.,-410 m, and value K=5•I0', since

this radiation/emission has the harder/more rigid spectrum and acts

during 0.2-0.3 s, when shock wave cannot virtually affect the

propagation of 7-quanta. Consequently, for the trapping 7-radiation

the calculation of exposure dose can be obtained from the formula

5. IO'q 410.
Do e .7)

Instantaneous 7-radiation has softer energy spectrum in

comparison with the trapping and fragmentation radiations/emissions,

" and therefore the value of value 4so will be less than 300. A number

of 7-quanta of instantaneous radiation/emission during the explosion

of nuclear weapon is considerably lower than the total number of

trapping and fragmentation radiation/emission. Thus, for instance,

during the first minute after air or surface burst a quantity of

delaying and -rapping 7-quanta proves to be 100 times more than a

quantity of instantaneous 7-quanta, which form part of the nuclear

radiation, observed at the same distance from the burst center (5].

However, the density of the flow of instantaneous 7-quanta, in

connection with the short time of their radiation/emission (10-1 s),

will be, apparently, several orders '. .,ier.

Thus, during the explosion of charge the rate of the dose of

7-radiation will be determined by instantaneous ones, and total dose

- by trapping and fragmentation 7-quanta.

* . .o .o'.. . . ..--
' ' ' *9o°.* *
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Neutrons are the second component of penetrating radiation of

nuclear explosion. The characteristic of the impulse/momentum/pulse

of the neutron flux of nuclear explosion is given below.

Characteristic of the impulse/momentum/pulse of neutron flux.

The neutrons, which are formed during the nuclear explosion, are

subdivided into the instantaneous ones and delaying.

Furthermore, certain part of the neutrons is freed/released as a

result of the effect of 7-quanta, which possess high energy, on the

nuclei of the substances, which form part of nuclear weapon. These

neutrons compose the negligible part of their total number and

therefore their contribution and general/common/total neutron flux

can be disregarded/neglected.

Page 80.

Prompt neutrons are formed directly during the nuclear explosion

as a result of the course of the nuclear chain reactions of division

and synthesis. In their portion fall more than 99% entire number of

forming during the explosion neutrons. The time, necessary for the

, .. course of fission reaction, comprises the tenths of microsecond [10].
914
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Prompt fission neutrons have energy in the range from the

thermal (0.025 eV) to 14 MeV, average/mean value of energy equally

approximately/exemplarily to 2 MeV. The differential energy spectrum

of prompt neutrons during the division of uranium-235 by slow

neutrons in general form is determined by following expression [101:

N (E)dE [sh (2E) 21 e-  dE, (3.8)

where N(E)dE - number of neutrons with the energy E in the energy

range from E to E+dE;

E - neutron energy, MeV.

In energy range from 4 to 12 MeV differential neutron spectrum

can be calculated of the following simpler correlation:

N(E)dE - 1,4e- - ' E dE.

Graphically the fission spectrum of uranium-235 and plutonium-

239 is represented in Fig. 3.4 [12]. Basic part of the spectrum

compose fission neutrons with the energy several mega-electron-volts.

The portion of neutrons with the energy 10 MeV and is more

insignificant (in the figure not shown).

Besides the prompt neutrons are formed the delayed neutrons,

which are emitted as a result of the process of decomposing/decaying

fission fragments with the half-life period from 0.4 to 55.6 s. The

medium energy of delayed neutrons is equal to

"I
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approximately/exemplarily 0.4-0.6 MeV. The portion of delayed

neutrons in the general/common/total neutron flux of nuclear

explosion during the division of uranium-235 composes 0.73%, and

plutonium-239 composes 0.36% [10, 11].

As already mentioned above, the velocity of propagation of

neutrons depends on their kinetic energy; therefore an increase in

the duration of neutron pulse occurs with the removal/distance from

the burst center.
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In the simplest case, when the absorbing medium is absent, the shape

of neutron pulse depends from the distance to the burst center and

initial impulse/momentum/pulse of neutron radiation/emission and can

be described by following expression [13]:

2, 2. 106, 2 3

R& N (E), (3.9)

where i - neutron flux density at the moment of time t, n/s.mz;

N(E) - the spectral density of emitted neutrons during the explosion;

E - neutron energy, eV.

6 .The time, in which the neutrons will achieve the point of space

N:

a S

. **.
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indicated, and their kinetic energy at this point can be determined

- from the relationship/ratio

t=R [1,38.104E '11 -1 s, (3.10)

- where R - in the meters, E - in the electron volts.

J.%

- -
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where E~a,,,,- maximum energy of the emitted neutrons;

c - speed of light.

In the presence of the environment the duration of neutron pulse

and time lag will grow/rise.

In spite of the elongation of neutron impulse/momentum/pulse,

, during the practical calculations of the effectiveness of the action

of neutron flux on the radio-electronic equipment one should examine

neutrons as common group with the specific energy distribution,

" ... independent of distance of the burst center.

The flow construction of neutrons depending on the explosive

energy, distance and atmospheric density can be produced from the

following relationship/ratio: R

R e- "  (3.12)

where K - coefficient depending on the explosive force and effect of

wave;

A - effective attenuation length of neutron flux, i.e., the

distance, at which $,, is weakened/attenuated in e=2.718 times; for

air with the density, which composes 0.9 its density at the level of

sea, x.-190 m [5).

.4'
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Assuming that the neutron flux is directly proportional to

explosive energy and does not depend on shock-wave effect (distance

from the burst center), then it is possible to calculate it (for the

atmosphere p/p0 =0.9) from the formula

eO i neutron/m,

where q -trotyl equivalent of charge, kt.

O Page 83.

At other heights/altitudes

7 7, 5.1O'q e neutron/ma.

Neutron fluxes at different distances from the burst center of

ammunition 1 Mt. in space are shown in Fig. 3.2.

Thus, the levels of penetrating radiation of nuclear explosion,

which can act on radio-electronic technology, will depend from the

*1 explosive energy, height/altitude of explosion (ambient density),

distance to the point of impact and vulnerability of equipment.

'p ;
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According to the recommendations, expressed in work [6], on the

basis of a comparative evaluation of the effect of the damaging

factors of nuclear explosions at the level of sea and in space,

radio-electronic equipment can undergo the effect of the following

levels of the impulse/momentum/pulse of penetrating radiation: the

exposure dose of 7-radiation 10"-i0' r for the duration of pulse

10"'-lO-' s, the power of the exposure dose of 7-radiation i0a-1OI 3

r/s; neutron flux 1013-1020 n/m2 for the duration of pulse 10-1-10 -'

s, the neutron flux density 1012-1022 n/s-m 2.

-.- ' 3.3. Radiation conditions, created by nuclear installations, in the

places of the arrangement/position of radio-electronic equipment on

the technical objects.

Development of contemporary technology is closely related to the

use/application of a nuclear fuel. Nuclear installations in essence

are utilized as the power and energy engines. Thus, use of rocket

nuclear engines on the space objects gives the possibility to obtain

operating characteristics by an order of better than the

characteristics of widely used at present chemical engines [14].

Atomic power plants on the vessels of different designation/purpose

have indisputable advantage with respect to the savings of the space,

.'I , _. . ,. . . . ..., . , - . .. . , . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . - . ., . . . ._. - . . _ <
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occupied by fuel/propellant.

Page 84.

Use/application of nuclear reactors as the power systems on the

space objects instead of the chemical and solar cells and the systems

gives gain in the weight at the power of these installations 20 and

more kilowatts. But at the power of power systems from 100 to several

thousand kilowatts, when questions of overall sizes and weight have

vital importance, electric power is most economically can be obtained

only with the aid of the nuclear sources (Fig. 3.5) [153. Thus,

radio-electronic equipment can undergo the effect of the ionizing

radiations/emissions from the nuclear power and power plants. From a

number of these installations greatest use find nuclear reactors. The

use of radioisotope energy sources is limited, since with the aid of

them can be obtained power to 1 kW.

%-

.1*
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Fig. 3.5. Curves of the dependence of the weight of power systems of

space objects on their power: A - solar cells, B - the nuclear

unprotected system with the closed cycle, B - solar system with the

*. closed cycle.

Key: (1). Weight, kg. (2). Source power, kW.
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Nuclear reactors, used as the power and power plants, are

subdivided into three forms: reactors on the fast, thermal and

intermediate neutrons. These groups of reactors differ from each

other in terms of the relationship/ratio of the containing in them

% .
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heavy nuclei of fuel/propellant and light nuclei of rewarder.

In the fast-neutron reactors there is no retarder; therefore

radiation spectrum is characterized by the presence of a large number

of fast neutrons. In the thermal-neutron reactors there is a

retarder, in which fast neutrons decelerate to the thermal ones. The

relationship/ratio between a quantity of fast and slow neutrons

depends on the type of retarder. Intermediate-neutron reactors occupy

the mid-position between the reactors on the fast and thermal

neutrons.

The composition of the radiation/emission of nuclear reactors is

.. very complex: the instantaneous and delayed fission neutrons, the

--7-radiation, emitted during the division, the 7-radiation of the

radioactive fission products and materials of the elements of

construction/design, -radiation and X-rays. In the examination of

the flows of the ionizing radiations/emissions, which can act on

radio-electronic equipment, they usually disregard the action of

p-radiation and X-rays, in connection with the smallest depth of

their penetration into the material.

Prompt fission neutrons have kinetic energy from the thermal

(0.025 eV) to several mega-electron-volts. The energy fission spectra

for the majority of the fissionable isotopes are close to 7ach other

p,. . ... . , .'. : ' . . : . - ' 'I ° L 
,

' .
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(Fig. 3.4).

Delayed neutrons are emitted by some radioactive fission

products and have medium energy on the order of 0.5 MeV.

Instantaneous 7-rays have an energy from 0.5 to 6.5 MeV (see

,. Table 3.2), 7-rays of fission products - from 0.1 to several

* mega-electron-volts.
Jp

In the trapping 7-radiation, which consists, in essence, from

- 7-quanta, which are formed as a result of absorbing the thermal

neutrons, the radiation spectrum depends on the material, on which

the neutrons act, and it has maximum energy to 10 MeV. As a whole

entire flow of 7-quanta has medium energy of approximately 1 MeV

[16].
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The neutron flux densities and 7-quanta (in the reactor core)

directly depend on heat output of reactor and its overall dimensions.

It is known according to the data of work [171 that on 1 W of the

heat output of reactor it falls on the average 3.1-101 of divisions

per second. A number of the prompt neutrons, emitted to one fission

of heavy nuclei, on the average is equal to 2.5. Then 1 s it is
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emitted 7.8-10 10 neutrons. From this number of neutrons because of

the large self-absorption of radiation/emission within the reactor

about 1-2% of neutrons only reach its surface. Consequently, with the

release 1 W of energy it emerges about 7.8-10' neutrons/s. Thus, the

neutron flux density will be equal to the heat output of reactor in

the watts, multiplied by 7.8-10' and that divided into the area,

through which they pass. Reactors according to their heat output

usually are subdivided into the powerful/thick ones and the low-power

ones.

Some data on penetrating radiation from powerful/thick and

low-power nuclear reactors are given in Tabae 3.4 [14, 18].

Depending on the location of radio-electronic equipment on the

object with the nuclear installation it is possible to subdivide it

into three categories.

1. Equipment, which is located in reactor core (sensors,

thermocouple, etc.).

2. Equipment, located in reactor compartment (separate units of

television and other equipment).

*~6
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Table 3.4. Characteristics of reactors.

(aMMH3eHe 8 dITMHOHA 3oue

BaA pearapa Tenroass w=u- IA01O!KCTb ilO~l MO T16 c nb5CosII-
BH NOKOP CTb. MornI lie ArTP0 Ho.7 LmUHH,,f AO3, I-

PI/Ce.Ai' Ma41ywerne, P/eCo

Moiuile peaic~pt 10-5000 i04_0I L'106
(0-10) 11- 0Maii~oouie pearc- 10 -10 0- ' 10-0

Key: (1). Type of reactor. (2). H~eat output, MW. (3).

Radiation/emission in active region/core. (4). neutron flux density,

n/s-m2 . (5). power of exposure dose of yf-radiation, r/s. (6).

Powerful/thick reactors. (7). Low-power reactors.
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3. Equipment, placed in uninhabited and crew compartments of

ships, atomic aircraft, artificial Earth satellites, etc.

The neutron flux densities and power of the exposure doses,

which can act on the equipment, located in the reactor, inhabited and

uninhabited sections of the objects of different designation/purpose,

depend on the vulnerability and distance from the active region/core

to the place of the arrangement/position of radio-electronic

equipment. The exemplary/approximate boundaries of the identical

levels of gamma- and neutron radiations/emissions in different

locations of radio-electronic equipment are given in Fig. 3.6-3.8

(14, 18].
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Fig. 3.6. the exemplary/approximate boundaries of the identical

levels of gamma- and neutron radiations/emissions on the nuclear

powered submarine of the type "Nautilus": I - density of flow

P=101'-10' n/s-m2 , t-,o',i r/s; 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 - line of identical

intensities of radioactivity at different distances from the reactor.

Fig. 3.7. Exemplary/approximate boundaries of identical levels of

gamma- and neutron radiations/emissions on atomic aircraft: 1 -

density of flow p=10''-10"' n/s-m 2 , PT r/s, 2, 3, 4 - line of

identical intensities of radioactivity at different distances fr-m

reactor.

Page 88.

In these figures continuous filling designated reactor core, by

dual shading - locations of the protection of screens, by single

V shading - places of the possible arrangement/position of

,'*

t::
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radio-electronic equipment on the nuclear powered submarine, the

atomic aircraft and the artificial satellite with the nuclear power

plant aboard, the curved lines and the numerals are indicated equal

- radiation levels at different distances from nuclear reactor.

- On the basis of data of work [19] Fig. 3.9 gives the neutron

flux densities and power of exposure doses at different distances

from the unshielded nuclear oscillator with a power of 30 kW,

established/installed on the space object.

i- w

1i

~ ~ - -

4 4 ...* a- -. '
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Fig. 3.8. The exemplary/approximate boundaries of the identical

levels of gamma- and neutron radiations/emissions on the artificial

satellite with the nuclear power plant aboard: 1 - density of flow

-=10'0-10' n/s-m 2 , PT-,+io- r/s; 2, 3 - line of identical intensities

of radioactivity at different distances from the reactor.

;.No

, J. t .o j.,9

Fig. 3.9. Neutron flux densities and power of exposure doses of

7-radiations, created by nuclear reactor with power of 30 kW.

Key: (1). r/s. (2). n/cm 2 -s.

*' " ," . *,," " , , " ", k4 U , ,' , .- . .~ *. :- ,'-€." ", .'.. . - , ._.*•-.." -, -'. . " * ".. '-." * .- ..-. • - ".
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Total neutron flux and exposure dose of the 7-radiations,

obtained by equipment for the operating time of reactor, are

determined by the duration of the work of nuclear reactor and by its

power (i.e. with the neutron flux density and 7-quanta). In the

period of the disconnection of reactor to the equipment can act the

secondary 7-radiation of the activated constructions/designs of

reactor, reflector and especially - the delaying 7-radiation of

fission products, and also secondary radiation of screens and other

elements of the construction/design of the object, on which is

arranged/located nuclear installation. The background noise level of

nuclear reactor and elements of the construction/design of object

depends on the duration of operation and composition of the
p.

materials, from which the reactor and unit are prepared, and it can

reach the significant magnitude. The definition of the power of the

*exposure doses of 7-radiation, obtained by equipment from secondary
I,

radiation, is conducted just as from the radioisotope sources.

Among the radioisotope sources of the ionizing

radiations/emissions the greatest danger to the radio-electronic

. equipment present the sources of 7-quanta (for example, the sources,

which contain plutonium-239, uranium-235, uranium-233, cobalt-60,

. / , etc.).
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A The power of exposure dose from these sources is found depending

on activity and spectrum of the 7-radiation of source, distance from

the source and from the ambient density.

During the determination of the exposure dose of 7-radiation or

-"':. its power, created at the specific distance from the radiation source

of this form and weight, accept the usually following assumptions,

which simplify the calculations:

- self-absorption of 7-radiation in the very isotope (substance)

of source is absent;

- source of 7-radiation is point.

The first assumption leads to somewhat high values of exposure

doses of 7-radiation. The second assumption can be substantiated, if

the sizes/dimensions of source are small in comparison with the

distance from the source to the irradiated object.

Page 90.

The power of the exposure dose of 7-radiation from point source

% J. ,

',N

*5%.',
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is calculated from the formula
rA (3.14)

In formula (3.14) A - activity of the radioactive isotope of

point source, determined from expression (2.19), R - distance from

point source, r - specific gamma-constant the gamma-emitting

-, radioactive isotopes or in abbreviated form - the specific gamma-

constant of radiation/emission.

The specific gamma-constant of radiation/emission - this is the

power of exposure dose, created by the 7-radiation of point source

with the unit of activity at a distance from it in the unit of the

length (it is assumed that by weakening in the source and along the

propagation of 7-quanta it is possible to disregard).

From expression (3.14)
R* P

Value r can be used for the characteristic of the output of

7-radiation from the real sources under the conditions for their

practical use/application. If value r is utilized for the

characteristic of the 7-radiation of separate isotopes, then it will

coincide with the value by complete gamma-constant, represented by

itself the sum of the differential gamma-constants of this

4i radioactive isotope. The values of values differential gamma-constant

(K,), designed for the specific monochromatic lines of the energy
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spectrum of isotope, can be obtained from the dependence, shown in

Fig. 3.10 (183.

During the calculation of the intensities of radioactivity,

created by radioactive sources in different media and after different

barriers/obstacles, it is necessary to consider the effects of

absorption and scattering of 7-quanta in the substance.

Page 91.

General formula for the calculation of power of exposure dose from

point source takes the form
. .. 0 :,=r'A "-r .(3.15)

where u - linear coefficient of absorption of 7-radiation in the

substance;

B - buildup factor of the scattered 7-rays.

-71I

Numerical values A and B for different values of energy of

7-quanta are given in the application/appendix.

- . 3.4. Cosmic radiation.

The evaluation of the radiological situation in the near-earth

-- V

,-,.
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4outer space is very complex problem. This is explained by the fact

that the portion of radiation, introduced by the components of space

radiation sources, is different in different regions of outer space.

At the same time, during the estimation of the conditions for the

." work of radio-electronic equipment of space objects it is necessary

to consider the dynamics of motion and the concrete/specific/actual

mode of orbit or trajectory, along which moves the spacecraft.

Therefore initial data for evaluating the levels of the space

ionizing radiations/emissions, which affect the equipment of the

space object, which moves along the specific trajectory, are the

spatial distribution of these characteristics and the equation of

motion of space object.

1

. -

-/i
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Fig. 3.10. Values of the quantity of gamma-constant depending on

kinetic energy of 7-quanta. K7 is given in units R/cm 2 -h/mcurie.

Key: (1). MeV.
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Page 92.

The following present the greatest danger to the onboard

radioelectronic equipment:

- primary (galactic) space radiation;

- solar cosmic radiation, appearing during the intense

chromospheric solar bursts;

- proton and electronic radiations/emissions of internally Earth

radiation belt;

- electronic radiation/emission of the external radiation

belt/zone of the Earth;

- electronic radiation/emission of artificial Earth radiation

belts.

The possible forms of the ionizing radiations/emissions and

their physical parameters in different regions of outer space are
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examined below.

Primary space and solar radiations.

The ionizing galactic rays/beams, which enter and galactic

spaces, are in the main flows of protons and a-particles. The content

of the nuclei of other chemical elements does not exceed 2%.

Composition of primary cosmic radiation yes in Table 3.5 [141.

CI

b-V

"S.-.. 
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Table 3.5. Content of the nuclei of chemical elements in the primary

cosmic radiation and their relative abundance on the universe.

3apRAAAPa
fpynn bi MememT pHh x (a eAi.H4 1 .ax Cpen K 0ifl Pacnpo rpn Be. -

qUCTKLL H *Aep XHMIIqecJHx MCMeHTaNOO OTOMHLIA / 10Cm fO 8cc.
waeMeNros 9A-KTpIIPCKorp ) mep Mjep. % ,CIKOA,

l-poToII( 1 I I 100 1000

£-IaCTMUW(b') 2 4 15,5 7,7

JlerKHe ,npa() 3-5 10 0.24 10-1
CpealHHe Rapa(ql 6-9 14 1,20 0,20

T%* jilae RA q() >I0 31 0,4 0,03

O'e b TE4eimie napa 20 51 0,1 0,003

Key: (1). Groups of elementary particles and nuclei of chemical

elements. (2). Nuclear charge (in units of elementary electric

charge). (3). Average atomic number. (4). Quantity of nuclei, %. (5).

Abundance on universe, *. (6). Protons. (7). a-particle. (8). Light

nuclei. (9). Medium nucleuies. (10). Heavy nuclei. (11). Very heavy

nuclei.

FOOTNOTE '. 100%, since protons are contained in all nuclei of the

elements of cosmic radiation and nuclei of natural elements.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 93.
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It follows from given data that the relative content of the

nuclei of different chemical elements approximately/exemplarily

corresponds to their abundance in the universe.

The particles of galactic rays/beams possess medium energy in

ones and tens of gigaelectron-volts, but they can have an energy,

also, to 101' eV, and for heavy nuclei and 10' eV. The particles

with the energy of less than 100 MeV virtually are absent. The

differential energy spectrum of galactic rays/beams with the energy

of more than 1 GeV/nucleon takes form £14):

,(E) dE = CE- 2,4dE. (3.16)

In equation (3.16) E - useful energy of particle, which falls to

one nucleon and equal to -E,+mc 2; E,, - kinetic energy of particle;

mpc2 - rest energy; C - dimensionless coefficient.

As an example Fig. 3.11 gives some computed values of

differential energy spectra, to the corresponding period of high

solar activity, for the nuclei of galactic rays/beams. The spectrum

of nuclei with the energy 10'' eV and no longer is given, since the

density of the flows of these nuclei is insignificant. According to

the measurement data, carried out at the scientific space stations

"Proton-i "and "Proton-2", the integral energy spectrum of primary

- . .
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cosmic-rays in the range 4.1010--2.1014 eV can be described by the law

*(; E) E",

with the value 7=1.73 [20].

The density of the flow of galactic cosmic rays vary with time.

For the periods, which correspond to the maximum activity of the Sun,

the density of flow is equal to approximately/exemplarily 1-101

part./m 2 -s. In the years of minimum solar activity the density of

flow increases to (2.3-2.5) 104 part./m 2-s, moreover the created

ionization increases 1.5-2 times.

Page 94.

It is necessary to note that the available at present data on

the effect of primary cosmic radiation on the substances and on the

measurement of radiation dosages are given without taking into

account the degree of the effect of multicharged nuclei with the high

energy (high energy nuclei) which they can have *its special

features/peculiarities during interaction with the substances. For

example, the probability of inelastic collisions of protons with

carbon atoms increases with the increase of kinetic energy of protons

from 1010 to 1012 eV approximately/exemplarily one and a half times

[20).

. .. . .

* . . . . .
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Fig. 3.11. The differential energy spectra of the components of the

galactic cosmic rays: 1 -heavy nuclei; 2 - light nuclei; 3-

a-particles x1O; 4 -protons; medium nucleuies x101.

Key: (1). The spectral density of flow, part./m2*s*MeV. (2).

MeV/nucleon.
N1
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The shielding from them of radio-electronic equipment is in

practice little effective as a result of the high hardness of cosmic

rays.

To the solar cosmic radiation it is accepted to carry the

ionizing radiation/emission, which appears as a result of solar burst

and observed during the short time interval. It consists, in essence,

from the protons, and also of a-particles and nuclei of

.. elements/cells with the charges from 6 to 18 elementary charges. The

nuclei of elements/cells are approximately 0.15-0.25%, a- particles -

from 3 to 15%.

Furthermore, in the composition of solar cosmic rays were

observed electrons, and also X-ray and gamma-radiation of

insignificant intensity. Their formation/education can be explained

by generation during the flashes/bursts of braking and radio

emissions. Solar flares significantly affect the composition of

natural Earth radiation belts [21, 22, 31].

In comparison with the primary cosmic radiation solar cosmic

rays have considerably smaller energies of the emitted particles, but

the densities of their flow many times (to 10') exceed the densities

of the flow of galactic particles.

%-'.(
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Maximum energy of the protons of solar cosmic rays of

approximately 1010 eV.

They at present consider that the average annual effectiveness

of production of high-energy particles in the solar bursts

approximately composes 103' per annum (with the energy of more than

20 MeV), and average flux density 2.1013 part./m2-year [243. The

densities of the flows of protons during the solar flares in outer

space can change (to oscillate) in the limits to seven orders.

The density of the flow of protons for the large flashes/bursts

is equal to approximately/exemplarily. 10 * protons/m2-s; for the time

• ,solar p of the flash/burst, whose average duration is 24 hrs, the

flow of protons with the energy of more than 30 MeV reaches the

values of 101' proto-N/m2, with the energy of more than 5 MeV -

values of 10'3 protons/m.

The radiation/emission of protons during the solar flare

continues usually days, but can continue for the separate

flashes/bursts to 100 hour.

Page 96.
as e,

Was especially in detail investigated the characteristic of

-"-I
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solar rays/beams during the flash/burst on 12 November, 1960. The

differential energy spectrum of the components of this solar flare is

shown in Fig. 3.12; flows and integral doses of the protons of

different energy are given in table 3.6 (14, 251.

Electrons and bremsstrahlung of solar flares have insignificant

densities and therefore their dose of the ionization, which affects

the equipment, can be disregarded/neglected. Thus, the power of

exposure dose on the boundary of the atmosphere for the

bremsstrahlung comprises not more than 10' R/s [14, 21, 26).

The degree of the irradiation of equipment of space object by

the solar ionizing radiations depends on the probability of its entry

into the zone of the radiation of solar flare.

a.o'
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Fig. 3.12. Differential energy spectrum of protons, -particles and

I medium nucleuies (6-M9) during the solar flare on 12 November, 1960.

Key: (1). The spectral density of flow, part./m-sr-s.MeV. (2).

protons. (3). nucleus of helium. (4). medium nucleuies. Ne ) v.
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The example to the probabilities of the appearance of

flashes/bursts with the assigned flow value of radiation/emission for !

the period of the maximum of solar activity is represented in Fig.

3.13 [27]. The probability of the appearance of flashes/bursts with

the given number of particles is considerably lower in the period of"
the minimum of solar activity.

ei - - n - a f o 2 N

* e:() h pcraest ffopat/asr.e.()

2"'."." protons. " -" ()."- nucleus';'"-"of'"-helium"-."/(4) . ' - " ""'"""""''"' -" medium n-,'-e."ies." ,"-"V"
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Table 3.6. Flows and the integral doses of proton radiation/emission

during the solar flare on 12 November, 1960.non 1P0 160 1" bA
3h eprsu e. . fov rpT14UKr.h

p/sa aOIA , pad

30<E<80 8,45. 10" 1790
80 <E<440 6.10"4 62

440<E<6. IU' 3,5.10"4 0,11

HToro 9 . 0"1 1852

Key: (1). Energy E, MeV. (2). Flow of protons R/m2. (3). Integral

dose, rad. (4). Altogether.

1 0-' ,

X ~ 1 0 ' 0 " 1 ( . ) 7 0 1

> *pa)5M ,),5

Fig. 3.13. Probability of appearance of flashes/bursts of different

power in years of maximum of solar activity.

Key: (1). Probability of the appearance of flashes/bursts in the

week. (2). proto-N/m2 .

.%
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* Table 3.7. Doses of primary space and high-energy solar radiations.

(1) (2-) (33 (41) roAo~asi Ao~a HonsLEzlB8. pad feoO
3sepruu qccu,=. Lmaua npoera. ((S) 

30 gea I uonpxHocmru C.moA 1o § l O 1 /1 2 ell !0 Ke/m

3 CT aaIlw 6Oab MO 3 se pr H, a opo 4aeHH be cojH eqHoA ocni MK 0

r poToaI (3) 21. - l _100' 103_10 10=_10 4  102_10

3nexT Rp;Z) :5- 10' 10-' 105-07 (?) 105-0 () 0

Topuo3soe 3JAy'e- _5- 104 1-10' -10' (?) 10- (?) 1-10' (?)
sze 1 ") - . -nloam, 1oa coamet- I05-10, (?) l- 7 (?) -- tOsiO ?

aoro .nyes.

llepsuqMoe KoCesU eCKoe H3JayqeHse

,o_,o0I >1 1-10 1-10 1-10

Note. The sign of a question designates the not entirely

precision determination of the values indicated.

Key: (1). Type of radiation/emission. (2). Energy of particles, eV.

(3). Mean free path, kg/m. (4). Annual dose of ionization, rads/yr.

(5). surface layer. (6). layer in io kg/m. (7). High energy

particles, generated by solar flare. (8). Protons. (9). Electrons.

(10). Bremsstrahlung. (11). Complete dose of solar radiation. (12).

Primary cosmic radiation. (13). Protons.

-. . . . . . . . . . . . .

-..-. . . . . . . . .
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Thus, the data, met in the press/printing, about the possible

intensities of radioactivity of primary space and solar radiations

can essentially be distinguished. According to the data of

survey/coverage [3) Table 3.7 approximately/exemplarily with an

* accuracy to one order (in the opinion of the authors of

survey/coverage) gives maximally possible annual doses of primary

space and solar radiations.

The indicated-iTable 3.7 values gives for the surface layer, the

. layer in 1.10 - 2 kg/m 2 (1 mg/cm 2) and 10 kg/m (1 g/cm2 ) on the

ionizing effect.

Natural earth radiation belts.

Natural Earth radiation belts are the vast regions of the
%I

near-earth outer space, in which exist intense flows of elementary

particles - electrons and protons.

At present it is customary to assume that there are to Java

zones of radiation around the Earth:

- equatorial belt high(ly)-and particle densities (internal
J,

• \p
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radiation belts),

- external radiation belts.

In Fig. 3.14, according to the data of Van Allen - Vernov, the

picture of the location of radiation belts with respect to the Earth

is shown. The same figure gives the lines of the equal particle flux

densities, recorded with the aid of a Geiger counter,

arranged/located after the protective shield with a thickness of 12

kg/m2 [3, 23, 26).

The spatial distribution of the charged/loaded particles, which

form radiation belts, seems in the form of tori/Torr that the linin

of the magnetic field of the Earth depends on the configuration of

power ones. At large distances from the surface of the Earth (from

0.5 to 7-10 radii) the magnetic field is well the field of dipole. At

"*" the low altitudes, approximately/exemplarily to 2000 km, the magnetic

field strongly differs from dipole. In view of this field of the

cosm.c radiation of natural radiation belts have very complex

configuration, and the flows, the densities of flows and the

* differential spectra of elementary particles, which depend, in

essence, from the processes, which occur in the Sun, are the complex

functions of the space coordinates, whose value is known only at the

4 isolated points of outer space.

4 I

.4h * * . I' * * . '* * 2< - j-
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Internal Earth radiation belt consists, mainly, of protons with

the energy to hundreds of mega-electron-volts. It is arranged/located

symmetrically relative to magnetic equator and is limited by magnetic

.* lines of force, "proceeding" from the Earth on the geomagnetic

* latitude of approximately 450 . Lower boundary of inner belt depending

* on geographic latitude is located from the surface of the Earth at a

* -distance from 600 to 1500 km. This scatter is connected with the

bias/displacement of dipole relative to the center of the Earth up to

the distance of approximately 500 km. Upper boundary of belt/zone

stretches to the heights/altitudes of 5000-10000 km.

External radiation belts consists of electrons with the kinetic

energy to 4-5 MeV. A large part of the electrons has kinetic energy

on the order of hundreds of kiloelectronvolts.

a

.2

"' "" -"" - - " " - -.-* .. '. . ..°-- - .- •-. -. . . -. . ° °. . ... . .' .,• . . . °. .-
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1000:w u \

Fig. 3.14. The geometric structure of natural Earth radiation belts

(N, .S- geographical of the pole of the Earth; N., S. - magnetic of the

pole of the Earth).

Page 101.

External radiation belts is included between two surfaces, formed by

the lines of force of the magnetic field of the Earth, "proceeding"

from its surface on geomagnetic latitudes of 69±2' and 65±20

respectively for the northern and southern hemispheres. Belt/zone at

the heights/altitudes of approximately 10000 km (near the geomagnetic

equator) begins and it stretches depending on solar activity to the

heights/altitudes of 60000-85000 km.

-.4.
, .* . ,. - . ... . . - ., . . . :., _ - , , - -0 . -_ , -3 " ' : - . - . , . . . . . . ., . , ' . - . . : . : . : , . - . . - , . - . - : , , , . . -, - " " : - % Y " ,' " . _
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" Composition, densities of flows and energy spectra of particles
in the radiation belts depend on the time variations, connected in

essence with the processes, which occur in the Sun. Therefore changes

in the intensities of radioactivity, which occur in the internal and

external earth radiation belts, with difficulty yield to account. For

the orientation Fig. 3.15 gives the sufficiently approximate

average/mean probable particle flux densities to the dependence on

the geomagnetic latitude and the distances from the center of the

earth [4, 23]. The energy spectra of these radiations/emissions can

be calculated according to the approximation empirical formulas.

:0 "
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1#00 130* 120' 110' '00' 90* 80* 70@ 60- 50 40,

/Soo-", 300

0700

.. . .:. 0 .... _ ... 70ofmo ja 177 1

140' 1300 I20' 1100 fO0O 90 800 70' 60' 50' 40

Fig. 3.15. Densities of the electron streams and protons depending on

height/altitude and geomagnetic latitude. To the left in the figure

reduced densities [part./m2-s] of the flows of protons with the

energy of more than 40 MeV, to the right - the densities of electron

streams with the energy are more than 20 keY.

Key: (1). Magnetic equator. (2). Earth. (3). Protons. (4). Electrons.
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* -. For the internal (proton) radiation belts the spectrum of

protons in the range of energies from 1 to 700 MeV is calculated from

formula [143

. *:., ,. . .. .* . ,* '. ., .-.. " * -, "" : - "- ,
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*(dE 1,14E-L,,dE protons/s cm2.MeV04 ,. (3.17)

For the external radiation belts the differential energy

spectrum of electrons for the energy range from 0.05 to 5 MeV is

equal to [14, 282

g(E)dE-2, O'0E-dE. (3.18)

During the determination of the degree of the effect of proton

and electronic radiations/emissions on the equipment and its

completing articles, arranged/located after the protective shields,

7 it is necessary to consider secondary radiation, formed in the

material of protection. According to available experimental data

£293, the absorbed dose from secondary particles (in essence,

neutrons), which appear in aluminum with a thickness of up to 200

kg/m 2, is approximately 5-10% of the complete dose of proton

radiation/emission. In the case of applying the protective materials

with the large atomic number, the dose of secondary radiation can

reach 30-40%. The relative contribution to the total absorbed dose of

secondary particles grows/rises with an increase in the thickness of

protective shield.

Electrons with the energy spectrum to 5 MeV make an

insignificant contribution to the total dose after the shell of space

object. However, during interaction of electrons with the atoms of

substance appears the bremsstrahlung, whose penetrating power

°. "
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considerably higher than penetrating power of electrons.

The spectral distribution of the quanta of bremsstrahlung during

calculations easily is determined on the relative contribution X to

the density of the bremsstrahlung of different spectral components

[14] (see Table 3.8).

The percentage of density for the specific energy range Table

3.8 gives in the calculation with respect to the complete density of

the flow of 7-quanta of bremsstrahlung.
-J

[............... . . .
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Table 3.8. Relative contributions of different spectral

components to the density of the flow of the bremsstrahlung of

monoenergetic electrons.

hvI. ,% %

0-0.1 26,9 0,5-0,6 6,5

, 0,1-0.2 20,5 0,6.-0,7 4,5

0,2-0,3 15,8 0,7-0,8 2,8

0,3-0.4 12,1 0,8-0,9 1.5

" 0,4-0,5 9,0 0,9-1,0 0,4

Table 3.9. Dependence of allowance for the buildup factor of the

scattered 7-quanta from the energy of electrons

Be 'Umi M

0,05 2400 1,00 100
0,10 650 5,00 15

0,30 200

Key: (1). MeV. (2). Allowance, %.

-- ,
,-,,"
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Table 3.10. Rates of the doses of braking and electronic

radiations/emissions depending on the thickness of shielding

spherical screen from graphite, mrad/h.

Md Ii° - ' W

3aewTrr 0 say- 29 200 13600 2340 394 0,08 0 0
4eH~e ta )20

-opuM e WAye- 230 200 140 107 82.3 48,6 17,9
Mie L4&4

Moe% iAy.4e e 29430 13800 2480 601 182,4 481,8 17,9

Key: (1). Thickness of screen, kg/m. (2). Electronic

radiation/emission. (3). Bremsstrahlung. (4). Complete

radiation/emission.
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Table 3.11.

Doses of the ionizing radiations/emissions of internal and external

Earth radiation belts.

Note. The question mark means a not quite precise determination

of the indicated values.

('iroAoeas AwnE gROEllx pOa/ead

AA)va upo~era (o)
T m iw I~ r e i 3 H p r u x , ac T H , a s "3C Tm .,,,A/ A

ToBepXHOT A j ioE cOfi a I "10". El/CM' C.O 10K /nS

ElyTpeHHi paaHauHoHH1A -osc

10' 7lO0 1 -S 11 0

*3jiexo,- A <2.10- 1.1o. O-,-to 1o,(?) lo 0

Topum o e maye- <2.10 - 1.10' 1 - 10' l0"(?) 10' ]05 - 10'
Hite

"o"moe "-myweme 10 (?) 1012 10 - 10'

BAeWHHA pa a ifU0oHHIA noc

3ne)pou 2-104-5-10, t0-.-310 10"- 10" 10"- 10" 10'

ToPM03 RWe M- 2.10 
.5- 10@ 10-10 105 100 10 - 10 10'-10

"me

roSL ayn lel 00-10, 0"- 10" 4O- 10

Key: (1). Type of radiation/emission. (2). Energy of particles, eV.

(3). Mean free path of particles, kg/m 2 . (4). Annual dose of

ionization, rads/yr. (5). surface layer. (6). layer in kg/m.

(7). Internal radiation belts. (8). Protons. (9). Electrons. (10).

Bremsstrahlung. (11). Complete radiation/emission.

Page 105.
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For evaluating the contribution to the total power table 3.10

shows the doses of electronic and bremsstrahlung (taking into account

--. correction for the buildup factor of scattered 7-quanta, Table 3.9)

for the comparison of the power coefficient of exposure doses after

"- the protective shields of the spherical form of different thickness,

prepared from graphite.

It follows from these data that with the screens with the

thickness of less than 10 kg/m2 the basic contribution to the total

power of dose give the electrons, and with the thicknesses more than

10 kg/m 2 the 7-quanta of bremsstrahlung give.

In conclusion Table 3.11 gives for information tentative data

(with the accuracy approximately one order) of maximally possible

annual doses of the ionizing radiations/emissions internal and

external radiation m of the belts/zones of the Earth [31.

Radiation of the artificial belts/zones of the Earth.

Artificial radiation belts are formed as a result of nuclear and

thermonuclear explosions at high heights/altitudes. The volume of

"[ space, occupied by artificial belt/zone, is determined by the power

of ammunition and depends on the coordinates of the center of

4explosion.

*A1

.V.

.. o.,*
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Artificial belt/zone, in essence, consists of electrons. Fission

fragments, which are the unstable isotopes of different chemical

elements, subjected to /3-decay, are the sources of these electrons

predominantly.

% a%

b".4

.......................................................................................
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Table 3.12. The integrated spectrum of the electrons, which are

formed with the A-decay of fission fragments.

3IeprmR qjie9Tpo- 0 1 2 3 .4
NOB E, Mka

"Ve~TrNoBoc 100 47 20 7.7 2,7
9"eprmieA 6oaee

3.epIR i n eLTpO- 5 6 7 8 9

,IR'I eKTPONOB1 C 0,84 0,24 6,0.10-6 .,01241-
3NepriteA 6O~nee 3.0'240

Key: (1). Energy of electrons E, MeV. (2). Portion of electrons with

*'" energy is more than E, %.
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The energy spectrum of electrons (characteristic for the A3-decay of

fission fragments stretches to the energies of 10 MeV. The integrated

spectrum of the electrons of fission fragments is given in Table

3.12.

S..,

The density of electron stream depends on the explosive force,

sizes/dimensions of belt/zone and capture efficiency of electrons by

magnetic field. During the determination of possible electron streams

it is necessary to consider that the intensity of the

*3I
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radiation/emission of the seized particles cannot exceed the density

of magnetic energy.

A radius of the dispersion/divergence of fission fragments

* determines the sizes/dimensions of artificial radiation belts. A

maximum radius of the dispersion/divergence of fission fragments in

the direction, perpendicular to the magnetic intensity of the Earth,

can be calculated from formula [22)

r3

R = 51,2'i. (3.19)

II

where R radius of the fragmentation pattern, kmn;

q -power of ammunition, kmn;

B magnetic induction, G.

A aduHowever, not all fission fragments participate in the

. formation/education of artificial Earth radiation belt, since only

the particles, which have sufficiently large slope angles between the

particle speed and the line of force of magnetic field, are seized by

the magnetic field of the Earth. Thus, for instance, during the

nuclear explosion, carried out as a result of operation/process

"Starfish", by magnetic field the Earth were seized ly several

percentages of a total number of chosen electrons.

B antcinutoG
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The rate of the A-decay of fission fragments, which determines

the rate of formation of artificial radiation belts, it is estimated

with the aid of following approximation [41]:

N,.z( (.96+ 1,17t)-le -0.018t

where N, - quantity of electrons;

t - time after explosion, s.

The lifetime of artificial belt/zone is determined by the

lifetime of electrons. According to the estimation conducted .he

lifetime of the electrons of artificial belt/zone can comprise to one

even more than years [30, 313.
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The first artificial radiation belts was formed as a result of

three nuclear explosions with the TNT equivalent 1-2 kt at the

height/altitude of approximately 500 km. According to the

calculations the density of electron stream in this belt/zone

comprised approximately/exemplarily 3.10' electrons/s.m2. Belt/zone

existed several months [32-34].

The most powerful/thickest artificial radiation belts was formed

on 9 July, 1962, at the height/altitude of 400 km as a result of
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conducting the operation/process "Starfish" (explosive force 1.4 Mt.)

[31, 35-39]. The maximum density of electron stream with the energy

of above 40 keY reached the values approximately/exemplarily 101 3

electrons/s-m2.

I...2.
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Fig. 3.16. Change in the density of the electron stream and power of

exposure dose in the time after nuclear explosion with power 1.4

at the height/altitude of 400 km (for the circular polar orbit).

Curve corresponds to the expected average/mean value.

Key: (1). rads/day. (2). electron/m'-s. (3). Time, days.
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The middle part of the belt/zone was found in the 'a<

geomagnetic equator at the height/altitude of

approximately/exemplarily 800 km; its edge were -

approximately 300 km. The thickness of be '. zc'--,

-*" . .
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650 km, width - about 6500 km.

Artificial belt/zone poured with the inner belt of natural

radiation at the height/altitude of approximately 1100 km. As a

result of forming this belt/zone the region of maximum electron

density was displaced from the height/altitude, which corresponds to

maxim.um electron density in the external radiation belt, to the

height/altitude of 1100 km. From 9 July to the endZlead of August of

1962 the density of electron stream in the belt/zone was lowered by

4% 50*. The character of a change in the density of the electron stream

and power of exposure dose in the time after explosion is shown in

Fig. 3.16 [39, 401.

From the analysis of existing knowledges about it is ionized X

cosmic radiation evident that at present on the basis of these data

it is possible to produce only the rough estimate of the intensities

of radioactivity, which can act on radio-electronic equipment of

space objects.

Page 109.

4. Change in the properties of materials and elements/.et-s of

radio-electronic equipment under the effect of the ionizing

radiations,'M-iser+'-64.
.4e "

a, j~
.4 ;Zj ;'r .' o ."" ,. ." % ' .' ..- ' -'-' .. '-' ...-.. " ... 1. " .
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Radio-electronic equipment, which is located in the zone of the

effect of the ionizing radiations/emissions, can substantially change

its parameters and go out of order. These damages occur as a result

of changing'the physical and chemical properties of the radio

engineering (semiconductor, insulating, metallic, etc.) materials,

parameters of instruments and elements/cells of electronic

engineering, articles of electrical engineering and radio-electronic

circuit devices/equipment.

The ability of articles to fulfill their functions and to retain

the characteristics and the parameters within the limits of the

established/installed norms during and after the effect of those

ionizing radiation/emission is called radiation durability.

The degree of radiation damages in the irradiated system depends

both on the content of energy, transmitted during irradiation, and on

the speed of transmissiori of this energy. A quantity of absorbed

energy and the speed of transmission of its in turn depend on form

and parameters of radiation/emission and nuclear physics

characteristics of the substances, from which is prepared the

irradiated object.

I..
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Let us examine the processes, which occur in the materials ' and

the radioelements under the action of different forms of the ionizing

radiations/emissions. In this case by materials are implied the
substances, from which ate prepared the elements of the

constructions/designs of radio-electronic equipment, and the

substances, which form part of the environment (for example, air,

etc.).

FOOTNOTE '. For the purpose of reduction subsequently we will use

term radioelements or simply elements/cells, implying by it

instruments and elements/cells of electronic engineering and article

of electrical engineering. ENDFOOTNOTE..
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4.1. Radiation damages in materials and elements/cells of equipment.

Defects in the materials under the influence on them of the ionizing

radiations/emissions.

All forms of electromagnetic and corpuscular radiation, passing

through the substance, interact either with the atomic nuclei or with

the orbit electrons, leading to a change in the properties of the

irradiated substance.
iC..,'

A_'
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The primary and secondary stages of this process usually are

distinguished. Primary stage, or direct effect, consists of the

electron excitation, of the atomic displacement from the lattice

points, in atomic excitation and molecules and in the nuclear

conversions. Secondary processes consist of further excitation and

damage of structure, dislodged/chased (displaced) "of their places"

by atoms, by ions and with elementary particles as a result of

primary processes. Laws, by which they are subordinated, the same as

the laws, which control the primary stages of process. Thus,

particles or high-energy quanta can cause cascade process with the

formation/education of a large number of displaced atoms, vacancies,

ionized atoms, electrons, etc.

The contemporary interpretation of changes in the properties of

substances, which appear as a result of interaction of the ionizing

radiations/emissions, is based on the examination of the process of

forming different defects in the material.

Radiation changes in the materials are the following: vacancy

(vacant sites); impurity atoms (admixed atoms); collision during the

substitutions; thermal (thermal) peaks; the peaks of

bias/displacement and ionizing effects. Physics of these processes is

54

.5

C.
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described in labor/works [1-6]; therefore let us pause briefly at

their characteristic.

Vacancy is the lattice point, in which atom or ion is absent.

Vacant sites can be formed during the collision of high energy

particles with the atoms of solid body as a result of the what in the

lattice latter they can be formed empty places.

Page 111.

If energy of displaced atom is sufficiently great, then atom during

the subsequent collisions creates the supplementary empty places in

the lattice. Consequently, primary collisions can produce the

cascade/stage of the collisions, which lead to the formation of

vacancies (to initiate).

Interstitial atoms - these are the atoms, which, after being

displaced from their equilibrium, stable positions in the lattice,

are braked in the intermediate or nonequilibrium positions. If they

do not recombine immediately with the adjacent empty place, then they

can remain in the intermediate, unstable position.

A question about the form of the existence of surplus,

dislodged/chased from their normal positions in the lattice, atoms is
I. ,

'I . . ... •. . . • " - ,. - . . ' . . . x v ', -'" ' '-'-' , "-'. " , . ' ' " .. .. 2 '

* *r € r ', r I , .. %, , -Ii,- %-.; ,., ": ,; . ,,'' , € ; , .c , ,, ,'. ,. ." ' ". ''¢""/.
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sufficiently difficult. Thus, for instance, in tight packings,

characteristic for the metals, there is no sufficient space for

* positioning/arranging these excess atoms. Therefore their location

inside the cell leads either to a sharp increase in its volume with

the retention/preservation/maintaining of form or to the distortion

of the form of cell; the latter can cause the disturbance/breakdown

of the stability of the surrounding this cell configuration. There

were the assumptions that in this case the surplus atom displaces one

of the atoms of adjacent cell so that both of them together occupy

the place of one structural lattice point. It is assumed in the

* representation about so-called crowdions that the intermediate atom

is included in the composition of the atomic series/row of tight

packing, i.e., in certain section/segment of this series/row instead

of the n atoms it is placed n+l atoms, the atoms of series/row

testing/experiencing appropriate relaxation [6].

Vacancies and interstitial atoms can move in the crystal.

Vacancy is moved via transfer of adjacent atom into the vacancy. The

motion of interstitial atom can be more complicated. For example, in

the solid solutions the interstitial atom of solute jumps of one

interstice into the adjacent. The formed defects can aggregate, i.e.,

to form vapors or complexes, which contain several vacancies.

Vacancies and interstitial atoms can be associated with the edge

dislocations or the boundaries of complicated dislocations. In this

'4
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case they form steps/stages on the dislocation line. Such

steps/stages have opposite directions and can be moved along the

dislocation line until they are encountered and eliminate each other.

Page 112.

Vacancies and interstitial atoms can also form the "atmospheres"

around the dislocations. Furthermore, vacancies can be connected with

the interstitial atoms. Such connected vacancies retard the diffusion

of some admixtures/impurities.

The atoms of different admixtures/impurities are formed as a

result of the nuclear reactions, which take place in essence during

irradiation by neutrons, and also by introduction to solid body of

the fragments, which are formed in the process of division. Nuclear

reactions lead to the formation of the atomic decay products,

radioactive and stable isotopes. Being introduced in the lattice of

the irradiated substance, they can considerably change its

properties. For example, gaseous decay products (helium, xenon, etc.)

WI are accumulated/stored in the form of pores and bubbles in the

substances, as a result of which the form of one or the other article

even changes, and hermetic sealing/pressurization can be destroyed in

the hermetically sealed elements/cells.

.5 - -- I
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Collisions during the s.ubstitutions. If the collision between

those moving by the taking root atom and atom of the lattice point

leads to the fact that the latter escapes from its stationary

position, and interstitial atom loses kinetic energy to this value,

which is insufficient for the removal/distance of this atom from the

vacancy formed by it, then interstitial atom recombines with the

formed vacancy.

In this case it scatters its kinetic energy - in the form of

thermal lattice vibrations. In this case does not appear new defect,

but occurs the atomic substitution, which leads to the disordering of

crystal lattice.
Vq

Thermal peaks. The appearance of this damage of structure is

caused by the oscillations of the lattice points. These oscillations

appear along the path of motion of fast particle (fragment from the

nuclear fission, or charged/loaded, dislodged/chased from its atom

site of lattice) in crystal lattice. The atom, which during the

collision obtains the impulse/momentum/pulse, sufficient only for an

increase in the amplitude of its oscillation around the point of

lattice (but insufficient for its bias/displacement from the

node/unit), it transfers energy to the adjacent atoms, which in this

case become highly excited. The release of considerable energy occurs-a

.as a result in the limited volumes of substance (on the order of

L.. z5..7 1.°

I 5 . . . . .5 % - . . . . . . . . . .
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The conversion of this energy into the heat can in the region, which

contains several thousand atoms, lead to the large overheatings

(approximately/exemplarily to 10000 K), which exist during from 10-1

to 10- s. The region of excitation is expanded subsequently, which

leads to a sharp temperature drop.

This process is called also thermal wedge, since in this case

rapid heating occurs and hardening/quenching the insignificant volume

of substance. The fact that they stimulate the diverse

physicochemical processes, which require under the normal conditions

of high-temperature heating, is the distinctive special

feature/peculiarity of thermal peaks.

The peaaks of bias/displacement can be formed at the end of the

landing run of the moving/driving atoms, when kinetic energy of atom

becomes less than the transition energy (which depends on atomic

number) atom into the new state; the mean pathlength of the mean free

path between the collisions, which lead to the biases/displacements,
by order of value it approaches an interatomic distance. Thus, each

collision leads to the formation of displaced atom and the final part

ofsbtne hefc htte stmuat the- diverse *
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of the path of the landing run of the moving/driving atom is the

region, which contains from thousand to tens of thousands of atoms,

in which during the very short time interval occurred the local

melting of the lattice of substance and turbulent mixing.

They assume (l] that the vacancies and the taking root atoms

will be "reconstructed" in this region, being mutually recombined,

and lattice imperfections in the form of the loops of dislocations or

small disoriented regions will remain. Such phenomena, called also

wedges of bias/displacement, have a value, probably, only in the

processes, which occur in the heavy metals.

Ionizing effects. All ionizing radiations/emissions, passing

through the substances, cause ionization and electron excitation.

The ionization, caused by the effect of the ionizing

radiations/emissions, is the process of the formation of

electron-hole pairs, free ions and electrons in the substance as a

result of the interruption/discontinuity of interatomic bonds,

disruption/separation of electrons from the electron shells.

Page 114.

Simultaneously with the ionization continues the process of

.................. ...................
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recombination of ions, i.e., the formation of neutral atom from the

positive ion and the electron. The more are formed the charged/loaded

particles, the greater the possibility of their collision, and

consequently, the process of recombination more rapidly continues.

Therefore during irradiation by const t dose rate in some

substances (for example, in the gases) cay e observed the

equilibrium of positively and negatively c ged/loaded particles, in

which a number of newly forming ion pairs will be on the average

equal to a number of recombined ions (particles). In particular, in

the atmosphere of the Earth because of the effect of natural of those

ionizing radiation/emission with the gaseous products are always

ions, whose content composes order 10-1011 ions in the cubic meter

"-2 (102-104 i ons/cm1 ).

The processes of ionization in turn in some substances can lead
to the bond breaking and the formation of free radicals, the chemical

reactions, the luminescence, the emergence of the diverse color

centers, photoconductivity, an increase in the temperature, the

change in the crystalline anisotropy and other changes in the

• properties of substances.

S..

All disturbances/breakdowns examined in the materials will

depend on the character of the interaction of different forms of

" 4 , % -' '' % " '" , ? ' , A . ''' ' ' ,,'' v ,.- - .. .. , - .. ,,. . , , - -
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radiation/emission with the atoms of one or the other substance.

Forms of radiation damages.

The radiation damages, which lead to the reversible

(temporary/time; and irreversible (residual/remanent) changes in

their electrical ones, etc. of the parameters (Fig. 4.1), appear as a

result of the effect of the ionizing radiations/emissions in the

materials, the elements/cells and the schematics of radio-electronic

equipment.

The reversible changes incl-de the changes, which attack in the

materials, elements/cells and diagrams simultaneously since the

beginning of the irradiations, which are preservable in the period of

irradiation and virtually which disappear after the break-down of the

ionizing radiation/emission or its sharp weakening (Fig. 4.1a). The

reversible changes, as a rule, are the consequence of the ionization

of the materials and the environment.
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The common picture of the effects of ionization under the influence

of different forms of the ionizing radiations/emissions is shown in

Fig. 4.2. The quantitative estimation of the reversible changes can

-""
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be determined on the effect of ionization. Under the influence of

different forms of the ionizing radiations/emissions the effect of

ionization depends on state of aggregation of substance. The

-2- average/mean values of energy for one ionizing event for the

-" substances in the gaseous state are given inTable 4.10, for the

solid dielectrics

or the semiconductors the medium energy of ionization is

-, - approximately/exemplarily equal to the triple value of width of

forbidden band, for the metals - about 10-20 eV.

The reversible changes become apparent in an increase in the

concentration of the current carriers, leading to the increase

leak/leakage and a reduction in resistance in the insulating,

semiconductor, conducting materials and the gas-filled gaps. The

ignition voltages in gas-discharge instruments decrease as a result

of these changes, anode current in vacuum-tube instruments

grows/rises, decrease resistances of resistors, inverse currents in

-.[ semiconductor devices grow/rise, increase (due to the supplementary

radiation heating) winding impedances of transformers, engines, etc.

The quantitative values of changes in the electrical parameters

of each type of element/cell are determined by rate of dose or by

radiation flux density and depend on the pulse duration.

.1:
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Fig. 4.1. Forms of changes in the properties of materials and

radioelectronic elements under the influence of the ionizing

* radiations/emissions: a) reversed, b) not reversed, c) the partially

restorable changes.

Key: (1). Rate of dose or flow. (2). Duration of irradiation.
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Under the radiation effect the recombination of charge carriers

simultaneously with the ionization occurs, which leads to the

decrease of their density. After the break-down of radiation/emission

occurs a reduction in the density of charge carriers, the velocity of

decrease in which is determined by the properties of the materials,

used in the elements/cells.

Recovery time of the parameters also depends on the rate of dose

or radiation flux density. As a result of the ionizing processes (at
'Il

Vo°g
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the specific densities of flows) the reversible changes in the

radioelements and the materials can lead to the temporary/time or

total loss of efficiency of equipment. For example, with the intense

radiation can occur the erroneous starting/launching of thyratron,

etc.

The degree of a change in the parameters also depends on the

relationship/ratio between the duration of irradiation and the

relaxation time, i.e., the spontaneous recovery rates of the

properties of material. If the duration of pulse irradiation is less

than the relaxation time, then these changes are determined mainly by

K.- rate of dose or by radiation flux density (7].

-
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d) E

Fig. 4.2. Effects of ionization under the influence of the ionizing

radiations/emissions on the materials. Gamma-quanta: a) photo effect,

b) the Compton effect, c) the effect of pair formation electron -

positron. Neutrons, protons, electrons; d) ionization with the atomic

displacement (during the collisions of neutron with the nucleus), e)

ionization during interaction of the charged/loaded particles with

the electrons of atom.
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Irreversible changes - this of a change in the electrical

parameters of radioelements, materials and circuits, that appear

simultaneously since the beginning of the irradiations, which

increase with an increase in the absorbed energy of

.1

;, /
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radiation/emission and which are preservable partially or completely

after the cessation/discontinuation of irradiation (Fig. 4.1b).

Irreversible injuries are connected with changes in the structure of

the materials, from which are prepared the radioelements. The effect

of the ionizing radiations/emissions on the organic materials leads

- . mainly to the transformation of molecules in these materials, which

is accompanied by the chemical reactions, which call the irreversible

changes in nature of substance.

In the semiconductor and inorganic materials the changes under

the effect of irradiation are explained mainly by the damage of the

structure of crystal lattice of substance. Data of

disturbance/breakdown are, apparently, consequence in essence of the

formation/education of defects in crystal lattice. The graphic

representation of the mechanism of atomic displacement in crystal

lattice is given in Fig. 4.3.

Defects in crystal lattice usually are evaluated according to a

number of displaced atoms in the material. A quantity of displaced

atoms per unit of volume of material under the influence of different

forms of the ionizing radiations/emissions, in accordance with the

conventional theory of the formation/education of simple point
biases/displacements, can be calculated by the formula, given in work

[15], namely:

%' '~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~...... ..... _, . .,... ,.-. . .. •..... . . , .. -. -, - . . ,.,
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Nj p (E) tq 3, (E) v(Ef) d E, (4.1)

where Nd - number of the displaced atoms, which appear per unit of

volume of substance under the influence of the flow of the ionizing

radiations/emissions;

-(E)dE - density of the flow of the ionizing radiations/emissions

with the energy from E to E+AE;

q'- number of atoms per unit of volume of substance;

V(E) - an average number of displaced atoms to one report/event of

interaction of the ionizing radiation/emission with the substance;

t - duration of the irradiation of substance.

'
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Integral in formula (4.1) is taken along entire energy spectrum

of the affecting radiation/emission. In the radioelements frequently

the effect of irreversible injuries is determined with respect to a

change in the parameters of materials, most sensitive to this form of

radiation/emission. In works [8-10] shown that the irreversible

changes in the materials depend only on absorbed energy (absorbed

*dose or radiant flux and its energy), i.e., they carry cumulative

character. However, these conclusions/outputs are insufficiently

precise.

S,

In a number of cases the irreversible injuries of radioelements

can depend on the rate of dose or density of the flow of the ionizing

radiations/emissions. Thus, for instance, at the large exposure rate

can occur the breakdown of air gap, which is located under high

voltage, the burning of the contacts of relay, etc.

During irradiation of lubricating oils at high temperatures it

* was established/installed (11], that the resistance of oils to

oxidation depends on the power of the exposure dose of

II
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gamma-irradiation in the identical total exposure dose, equal to

1.2"101 R.

The rate of the course of chemical processes in the

high-molecular organic matter depends on the concentration of free

radicals, which in turn depends on the rate of required work, i.e.,

the power of the absorbed dose.

The irreversible changes lead to the partial or total loss of

efficiency of radioelements and diagrams.
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Fig. 4.3. The defects of bias/displacement under the influence of the

ionizing radiations/emissions: a) the atomic displacement of lattice;

-I b) the formation/education of energy levels; 1 - atom of lattice, 2 -

vacancy, 3 - introduction, 4 - interacting particle, NEU - the lower

electrical level of the zone of conductivity, VEU - the upper energy

level of valence band, DEU - donor energy level, AEU - acceptor

energy level.
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They also can lead to a deterioration in such important

characteristics as service life, period of storage, thermo- and

hydrostability, reduction in the mechanical strength, reliability,

etc. Thus, for instance, disturbances/breakdowns of shielding

insulating ones coating radio parts and glass cylinders of

vacuum-tube instruments (appearance of microcracks, difficultly

detected in the process of irradiation) can lead to a noticeable

change of the properties of elements/cells in the process of

operation.

40
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Is feasible the third form of a change in the properties of

materials and radioelements (Fig. 4.1c). A change in the properties

begins simultaneously since the beginning of the irradiation, is

developed with an increase in the absorbed energy and in the specific

time after the termination of irradiation partially or completely

disappears. For example, after the irradiation of organic materials

* by the impulse/momentum/pulse of penetrating radiation with the power

of the exposure dose of 10' r/s [12] the restoration/reduction of

conductivity occurred: to 10% of equilibrium value for polyethylene

after 3 min, for the polytetrafluoroethylene after 6 hours, for the

polystyrene after 3 hours and for the polymethyl methacrylate after

10 hours; to 1% of equilibrium value for the same materials after 30

min, 35, 20 and 50 hours respectively.

Thus, the degree of the effect of the ionizing

radiations/emissions on the materials, the radioelements and the

diagrams under given conditions for operation and electrical

modes/conditions depends on the form of the affecting

radiation/emission, dose or flow, rate of dose or particle flux

density (quanta), energy distribution of radiation along the

spectrum, and also on nature of the irradiated object (structure of

substance, construction of element/cell, its technology of

°4.
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production) and the environmental conditions (temperature, pressure,

humidity, etc.).

Depending on the form of radiation/emission and its energy the

processes in the radioelements and the materials can occur throughout

entire volume or in the surface layer. In particular, neutrons and

7-quanta possess high penetrability and therefore the changes caused

by them in the specific volumes prove to be distributed on entire

object, i.e., they carry volumetric character and, naturally, they

can produce surface effects. The effects of a-particles and fragments

of nuclei, as a result of a small mean free path in the substance,

have surface character.

Page 120.

The depth of the effect of protons and electrons in the substance to

a great degree is determined by their energy and processes of

emergence in this material of the secondary ionizing

radiations/emissions (neutrons, 7-quanta, etc.), and consequently,

defects in the materials can appear in the surface layer and

throughout entire volume.

Together with the direct damage of the structure of materials

during irradiation by their ionizing radiations/emissions, a change
*J

.1
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in the properties occurs also as a result of different kind of the

physicochemical processes, which most strongly become apparent during

irradiation. A number of such processes includes: radiation heating,

emergence of color centers, change in the anisotropy of the

properties of crystalline substances, oxidations, structuring and

destruction (in the polymers), decomposition of materials,

luminescence, etc.

Heating radioelements occurs as a result of the conversion of

absorbed energy of the ionizing radiation/emission into the thermal.

V A quantity thermal energy, that remains (isolating) in the article,

proportional to the density of the flow (dose rate) of

radiation/emission and for the case of short-term irradiation can be

*1 determined from the expression

-KV K - (4.2)
1=1 1= i

where Q - quantity of isolated thermal energy, W;

4J

S- particle flux density (quanta) of the ionizing

radiation/emission, part./m2-s;

"4" V- volume of the i material, m;

m1 and P- mass and the density of the i material;

. .... . . . . . . . * ~ .. 44 * **
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K- coefficient of the heat release of the i material, W-s/m-part.;

n - quantity of materials, entering the article.

For the case of the prolonged irradiation of article in the

vacuum conditions a quantity of thermal energy, which remains in the

article, can be determined from the expression:

n..~~ ~ =Q-,o:,o:= K, L -a,,o:-s,,3T. (4.3)
" .%.,14
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Here e, and e - emissivity from external m and internal surface of

article;

T, and T, - temperature of the external and internal surface of

article;

a-5,78.10-6 W/m' "h'K.

The coefficient of heat release for this form of the ionizing

radiation/emission depends in essence on nature of the irradiated

material. Thus, for instance, during irradiation by penetrating

*1'".- .; '.., . '-','-'-'-" -'- -" . -:. . , -"- . . - - . , . - - . . , , - . , - . , . . . . .
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gamma-neutron radiation (with the fission spectrum) of articles made

-.-o-of the heavy materials (in particular, metals) determining is

-'.. gamma-component of radiation/emission. For the polymeric (especially

connections with the high content of hydrogen), borate, cadmium

materials the effect of neutron component (in essence of slow and

thermal neutrons) of radiation/emission on their heating becomes

commensurable or even exceeds the effect of gamma-component, since a

smaller quantity of neutrons is compensated by the larger value of

their absorption cross-section.

As a result of the energy absorption of radiation/emission and

, its conversion into the thermal the radioelements and equipment as a

whole can be heated to the sufficiently high temperatures (order of

2000) and go out of order due to the thermal breakdown. Especially

large overheatings are observed during irradiation of massive

articles. Therefore use/application in the equipment of different

kind of heat-transferring elements will contribute to its heating,

and consequently, to a reduction in the service life and reliability.

The oxidation of contacts and surfaces of electrodes can occur

as a result of chemical reactions. Gases of the environment in the

connection with the moisture during irradiation form acids, which

also can exert harmful effect on the materials.

...............................................
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In the articles made of the organic materials are possible two

forms of the transformation of the molecules of the substance:

destruction and join. During the destruction the

interruption/discontinuity of the main chains of the molecules of

polymer occurs. Due to the destruction in these materials can occur

the following changes in the properties: softening, decrease of

tensile strength, increase in elongation at rupture, decrease of

resistance by the shear/section, reduction in the melting point,

increase of solubility.
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Because of the processes of cross-linking in polymers occurs cross

linking, and consequently, the creation of the branched molecules. As

a result of the intermolecular crosslinking can be observed the

increase of hardness and brittleness, an increase in the value of

Young's modulus, an increase in the melting point, a decrease of.

solubility, an increase in the density.

In the presence of the chemical reactions, which occur during

irradiation in the inorganic and organic materials is possible the

generation of gas n in the organic materials the formation of

dust-figurative products. Liberation of gas in the closed volume can

W lead to the mechanical damages of the articles of radio-electronic

.1V.
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equipment, and in the vacuum-tube instruments - to poisoning of

cathodes.

The entry/incidence of dust-figurative products to the contacts

causes the disturbance/breakdown of contacts in such elements/cells

as relays, potentiometers, switches, etc.

During irradiation of inorganic insulation their volume

expansion can be observed. Thus, for instance, in work [13) it is

shown that during irradiation by neutron flux 1024 n/m2 insulation

are expanded by 1*.

i
In the process of irradiation also change spectral

characteristics and mechanical strength of glass. so, the optical

transmission of glass can already noticeably deteriorate with the

exposure dose of 7-radiation 10'-10' r and the neutron flux of

1 0 s-1i0. 1  n/m2 . A change in the optical transmission of glass can

affect, for example, the sensitivity of photocells. Lead and

. .. phosphate glass are most stable, less stable - silicate and

especially borate glass, which have large neutron-capture cross

section [14].

And finally it is necessary to note the possibility of

formation/education in the materials of the radioelements of the

V%
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admixtures/impurities of the radioactive materials, which will be the

sources of the ionizing radiations/emissions and they can exert

influence on a partial change in the electrical parameters of

radioelements and circuits, and also impede repair and operation of

equipment. The duration of the luminescence of radioactive elements

can continue for months and even for years.
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Greatest induced radioactivity acquire the articles, prepared from

the materials, in which are included boron, manganese, cadmium and

Q other substances with the high value of the transverse capture of the

ionizing radiations/emissions. Table 4.1 as an example gives the

periods of half-life and energy of the 7-radiati,,i of some

radioactive chemical elements, which are formed as a result of

capture reactions of neutrons.

After the examination of the possible forms of damages in the

S. materials and the elements/cells, prepared from these materials, let

us pause briefly at the character of interaction of those ionizing

radiation/emission with materials and elements/cells of electronic

devices.

4.2. Character of interaction of neutrons with the substance.
•" .-"
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Neutron bombardment causes sufficiently complicated and deep

changes in the structure of substance.

-

.1. In the absence of electric charge electromagnetic interaction of

'neutrons with the electrons and coulomb field of nucleus is

insignificant. It is possible to consider that interaction of

neutrons and electrons is not reflected in the behavior of neutrons

Sutand it is unessential for describing interaction of neutrons with the

substance.

(
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Table 4. Activity of the materials, which are formed as a result of

capture reaction of neutrons.

WM~~y~r MCIUAAUv 3.prA.u neap.TsU
M630?Ona. %

AIIOu...* (5) 100 2,3 .(L 1,8
,Keeso () 0,34 47,1 A£NX( 0,2; 1,1; 1,28
Kaabw i (4) 0,0032 4,3 AX 1,4
Ha pIT A (4) 100 15 ,ac ,4; 2,8
KaiIA (1) 6,9 12,5 ,accu 1,5
MaruA (ra) 11,3 9,4 A.ux 0,84; 1.06

Maprae e 04) 100 2,6 ' a ) 0,85; 1,8; 2,13
KwjopoA CI') 0,2 27 cm'1.) 1,2

Key: (1). Designation of element/cell. (2). Content of

activated/promoted isotope, %. (3). Half-life period. (4). Radiant

C energy, MeV. (5). Aluminum. (6). min. (7). iron. (8). day. (9).

Calcium. (10). Sodium. (11). hour. (12). Potassium. (13). Magnesium.

(14). Manganese. (15). Oxygen. (16). s.
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Neutrons can exist comparatively for a long time in the

equilibrium with the nuclei of substance, as a result of which they

sufficiently easily penetrate to the nuclei (up to the heavy ones).

The very strong interaction, caused by nuclear attracting forces,

appears at short distances from the nucleus (about 10-1' m) between

the neutron and nucleus.

C-
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- With the passage of the neutrons through the substance can m

-" occur their following reactions with the nuclei of different

elements/cells [5, 16-18]:

- elastic scattering according to the reaction (n, n) with the

time of scattering 10-11-10-11 s;

".

- absorption (capture) of neutrons with the formation of

compound nucleus. The formed compound nucleus will be found in the

excited state. Excitation energy is approximately/exemplarily equal

to the sum of kinetic energy of absorbed neutron and its binding

energy in the formed compound nucleus.

During the elastic neutron scattering loses the part of its

kinetic energy (its rate it decreases), transferring to its atomic

nucleus of the bombarded substance, and it differs from initial

direction of motion. In this case total kinetic energy and

impulse/momentum/pulse of the colliding particles is not changed.

This process is analogous to the process of the shock of two elastic

bodies, for an example of billiard spheres. In this case the nucleus,

with which the neutron had interaction, is usually called "recoil

. nucleus".
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The excited compound nuclei, which were being formed as a result

of neutron capture, exist during 10-12-10 - Is s. The transition of the

excited nuclei into the normal state occurs by the neutron emission,

gamma-rays, protons, alpha- and other particles or with the

formation/education of fission fragments.

Capture reaction of neutron with its subsequent emission of form

(n, n) outwardly does not differ from elastic scattering. In I

actuality it in contrast to elastic scattering occurs with the

formation of the composite/compound excited nucleus and, therefore,

the duration of this process is into millions of times more than the

duration of the process of elastic scattering. If as a result of this

reaction the energy state of nucleus coincides with its initial

energy state (to neutron capture), then this process of interaction

of neutrons with the atomic nuclei of substance also is

conventionally designated as elastic scattering.

-S, Page 125.

There can be such case, when nucleus after neutron emission

-.l remains in the excited state; in this case the part of the kinetic

energy of the bombarding neutron will be expended/consumed on the

4..!
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excitation of nucleus and as a result of reaction total kinetic

neutron energy and nucleus after collision will be less than their

total energy to the collision. Such phenomenon, when the part of

absorbed energy of the falling/incident (bombarding) neutron is

-. converted into the internal energy of nucleus, and the emitted

". neutron has smaller energy in comparison with that falling, they call

the inelastic scattering of neutrons and conditionally write/record

" in the form (n, n'). In this case the energy excess of the excited

nucleus, as a rule, is emitted in the form of 7-quantum.

The course of the reaction of inelastic scattering is possible

only with the neutron energy, which exceed the energy, necessary for4p
-the excitation of nucleus. Therefore the process of inelastic

scattering is virtually feasible for the fast neutrons.

Other processes of capture by the nuclei of neutrons in contrast

to the processes of scattering are accompanied by the nuclear

reactions, which lead to the formation of new nuclei in the

substance. They include:

- reactions of radiation capture of the type (n, 7), accompanied

by emission by the excited nucleus of one or several 7-quanta;

- cleavage reaction throated of the charged/loaded particles of

qI

............................................. . '.
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the types (n, d) (n, p) (n, a) and others;

- reaction throated of several neutrons (n, 2n) (n, 3n) and so

. forth;

- fission reaction of heavy nuclei (n, f).

In the conventional designations of the reactions examined, and

also subsequently in the text are accepted the following

designations: n - neutrons, 7 - gamma-rays, p - protons, a - alpha

particles, d - deuterons, f - fission fragments; the first letter in

the brackets - particle, which interacts with the nucleus, the second

- particle, which is formed as a result of the occurring nuclear

reaction.

The new nuclei of substance, which appear as a result of capture

reactions, can be stable and radioactive.

Page 126.

The probability of the processes of interaction of neutrons with

the nuclei depends mainly on neutron energy and nature cf target

nuclei (mass number, etc.). This probability they quantitatively

characterize with effective interaction cross section.

4
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By cross section a it is accepted to understand the area of the

circle, circumscribed around target nucleus, upon falling of neutron

in which is realized the reaction of this type. If the neutron flux,

equal to tL',, falls GA plate with thickness X, which contains in 1 m3 a

number of nuclei q., then a number of nuclear processes (N) can be

determined from the following expression:

N=-D~qoXa,

whence

N - (4.4)
aq

where q=q.X - number of nuclei, which are contained in the irradiated
[%. ..'

. . volume of plate from this material.

Thus, the value of cross section is the probability of

interaction of neutron with the substance when to each square meter

of the irradiated surface with walks one nucleus. It is measured in

the units of area. One measurement is the barn:

-.- " I barn -I0 -28 M2 i-'0-2' c.92.

Complete effective interaction cross section designate o or It is

the sum of all effective ones interaction cross section with the

nuclei of this substance, i.e., the section of elastic and inelastic

Ia°

o. 1'l

:.-. . . . . . . . . ..............
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scattering a. and a'.. the radiation-capture cross section a,, of

sections ay and a. reactions (n, p) and (n, a), section a of

division (n, f) and so forth:

a,-0-04+01,+ aQ. (4.5)

where

i.e. a. designates effective reaction cross-section, as a result of

which are absorbed the neutrons.
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C" I The complete effective interaction cross sections of neutrons

with the nuclei of the substances at present are known almost for all

chemical elements/cells and wide interval of neutron energy and are

most fully given in handbooks (17]. The sections of the separate p

reactions of interaction of neutrons with the atomic nuclei,

especially scattering cross section, are known with the smaller

accuracy. p

For the neutrons with the kinetic energy from 10 keY to 20 MeV

the value of effective interaction cross section approximately equal

to the cross-sectional area of nucleus it is target (17] a=rr2 , where

r - nuclear radius.

5.

% . . ' . . . . . .. '. .. . - . "%° "2 ° . . . . . ._____
" °
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The cross sections of the separate forms of chemical elements

for the wide energy spectrum of neutrons range from 10-  to 10 -  m2

(10-2-10' barn). For the separate most widely used types of chemical

elements Table 4.2 gives the effective capture cross-sections and

scattering for the thermal neutrons and the neutrons with the energy

1 MeV. Some data over the interaction cross sections of neutrons with

the energy from 0.01 eV that of 10 MeV with the atomic nuclei of

-. ' hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, lithium, boron and cadmium are

shown in Table 4.3.

.-

1111.~
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* . Table 4.2. The cross sections of chemical elements (in the barns).

Hmnuosamne e weilPORM k)fI-pouui a 9aeprme*IMAd"

- amenes rA ~c Ceq d cc-gqem"

-BOAOPOAi (N) 0,33 36.0 -4,3

YrAuePOA t0) 0,0045 5,0 -2,6

- .A30T (1) 1,78 13.0 0,01 1,5

KwmOoA (1) <0,0002 4,2 - 8.0
AMaaWuiu 66) 0,21 - 1.4 0.00037 2.5
KpeawwA (11 0.13 1.7 - 4.56
Mapruten 414) 12,7 2,3 0,0038 3,0
K06aMT (I 35.4 5.0 0,0011 3,1
Me~b (14 3,6 7,2 - 3.5
MarHHR (le) - 3,6 -

Key: (1). Designation of element/cell. (2). Thermal neutrons. (3).

Neutrons with energy 1 MeV. (4). capture cross section. (5).

scattering cross section. (6). Hydrogen. (7). Carbon. (8). Nitrogen.

(9). oxygen. (10). Aluminum. (11). Silicon. (12). manganese. (13).

Cobalt. (14). Copper. (15). Magnesium.

*1
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Table 4.3. Interaction cross sections of neutrons with light nuclei

and cadmium in the range of energies 0.01-10' eV.

Ceqemvhe a3agumOencesRR. 5apii 11(" A')

010 494 54 ,00 30

0ue!1 27i 4,8o~ - 11,5 r 3,836 8050

10 20 , - 0 - 3, 4__ 36 -

100 490 4, 9,15 - I ,8 01002 -730

10 279 4,6 -11, 1, 37 6 30 30

10 12 - 4,8 - 40 3,4 - 12 10,6 23

10 203 - 2,6 - 1 0 0-01 3,0 - 0, 36

10? 0.95 - 4,

Ke:(1). Neutron energy, ev. (2). Interaction cross section, barn

(10-24 m2). (3). hydrogen. (4). carbon. (5). nitrogen. (6). oxygen.

(7). lithium. (8). beryllium. (9). cadmium.

Page 129.

Together with the effective interaction cross section of

neutrons with the substance, for calculating weakening the density of

......................................
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the directed neutron fluxes during their propagation (passage)

through different materials is used the concept about the macroscopic

cross section Z (more frequently they say macroscopic cross section

or simply macroscopic section). Dimensionality of macroscopic cross

section 1/m (m-1). This value is analogous to the linear coefficient

of weakening 7-radiation.

The value, reciprocal to macroscopic section, is the mean free

path X of neutron in the material, namely:

-- i

The numerical value of the quantity of mean free path is equal

to the layer of the material, with passage of which the neutron flux

is weakened/attenuated in e (approximately/exemplarily into 2.7) of

times. Thus, for instance, mean free paths in the water for the

neutrons with different energy are equal to: 0.28 cm for the thermal

neutrons with the energy 0.025 eV; 2.45 cm for the neutrons with the

energy 1 MeV and 11 cm for the neutrons with the energy 10 MeV.

In actuality in electronics we deal concerning the materials,

which consist of the mixture of natural chemical elements; therefore

4 during the determination of cross section a or macroscopic cross

- section E it is necessary to consider the atomic (more precise

nuclear) composition of material.

44
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..60 It follows from the known data over the effective cross sections

" . that the processes of elastic scattering and radiation capture

energetically can occur with any neutron energy almost for all

nuclei.

For the fast and intermediate neutrons (with the kinetic energy

from 0.5 eV to 20 MeV) the elastic scattering is the most important

process of interaction with the substance. The probability of

capturing the fast neutrons is into hundreds of times less than the

. probability of scattering. True, with the neutron energy 10-20 MeV

the penetration probability of the reactions of inelastic scattering

and nuclear reactions is compared with the probability of elastic

scattering [17].

Page 130.

For some light nuclei (lithium, boron, helium and nitrogen) during

interaction with the intermediate neutrons most probable are

exothermic capture reactions of neutrons with further

formation/education of the charged/loaded particles of the types (n,

a) and (n, p), in particular:

AP.

".it,-

,-
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" 2

N."+ no - p', + Cj

Similar type reactions for other nuclei of substance are

considerably less probable.

In connection with the fact that the charged/loaded particle

with the escape from the nucleus must overcome the potential Coulomb

barrier of the excited nucleus, reaction with the emission of the

charged/loaded elementary particles, as a rule, are endothermic

(reactions, which take place with the energy absorption) and they are

possible with the neutron energy, which exceed certain specific

*. threshold value. Energy of the potential threshold is proportional to

the reference number of atomic nucleus to degree of 2/3 (Z2/3) [17].

Reactions with the emission of the charged/loaded particles are most

probable during interaction of neutrons with the high energy (as a

rule, more than 1 MeV) with the nuclei of light elements (A<25).

The probability of the r . tions of inelastic scattering (n, n')

---is also insignificant. The course of it is possible for the

neutrons with the energy of more than energy of the first excitation

" ' , - " " ."; ;" '" '" ".- .'-'". ''"-" , .'".'"-" '"-'"," ." -' ¢; .".'-;-'"." "..'-, ""," " ". - .. . "."v- "
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level of nucleus. For the light nuclei the first excitation levels

have energy on the order of 0.5-5 MeV, for heavy nuclei (A>80) - not

more than 100 keV.

Finally, reactions throated of several neutrons and

charged/loaded particles, i.e., types (n, 2n) (n, 3n) (n, np), are

possible during the bombardment of the atomic nuclei of substances

with neutrons with the energy 20 MeV and more [17], with exception of

reaction (n, 2n), which can flow/occur/last with the neutron energy

of approximately 9 MeV [193. The nuclear reactions throated of

r-mesons are possible for the neutrons with the energy 140 MeV.

Page 131.

During the elastic collisions the energy, transferred to atomic

nucleus, is within the limits from zero (during grazing collisions)

to maximum value&'.M1.. On the basis of the laws of the conservation of

energy and moment of momentum

E, 4m.M E. Co0, (4.6)- E.--(M. + MY,

where E,- energy, transferred to the nucleus of substance;

i,- mass of neutron;

4.o

M- nuclear mass of atom;

.* V.

- .%v*... * .. . . . . .. %
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E,,- neutron energy;

8 - angle between the initial direction of neutron and the direction

Of the motion of "nucleus from the giving".

The differential cross section of the energy transfer from E to

E+dE can be calculated according to the formula

do= "- dE, (4.7)

where oh- complete neutron cross section, when the cross section is

wholly determined by elastic collisions. Medium energy E, transferred

during the elastic collisions (under these conditions), will be equal

to RL-

As a result of processes of elastic scattering on the nuclei of

substance the neutrons transfer the part of their energy and,

64 naturally, stall. A decrease in the velocity and, consequently, also

kinetic neutron energy depends on the nuclear mass of substance, and

also on the value of scattering angle. It is evident from formula

(4.6) that the less the nuclear mass and the greater the scattering

angle, the more energy the neutron loses. Energy losses to the

elastic scattering are insignificant for the heavy elements. Thus,

for instance, for reducing the kinetic energy of fast neutrons to the

oii
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energy of thermal neutrons it is necessary to 18 collision with the

nuclei of hydrogen (mass number equal to one) and 2000 collisions

with the nuclei of lead (mass number equal to 207).

As a result of gradual moderation of neutrons acquires an energy

of the thermal agitation of atoms of substance, i.e., energy 0.025 eV

at a room temperature.
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By the most probable reactions during capture of thermal and

( slow neutrons the nuclei of substance are the reactions of radiation

capture, for example, reaction throated 7-quantum with the energy

2.23 MeV of the type HI (n, 7) H2. The reactions of radiation capture

lead, as a rule, to the formation of beta-radioactive isotopes.

Capture reaction of thermal neutrons with the subsequent emission of

the charged/loaded particles the sufficiently rare.

Fission reactions are characteristic for the heavy nuclei (for

example, uranium-233, uranium-235, plutonium 239, etc.) and occur

under the influence both of thermal and fast neutrons, but it is most

characteristic for the neutrons with the kinetic energy into several

mega-electron-volts. These reactions are accompanied by release of

high energy (approximately/exemplarily 200 MeV to each fission) and

9

t~
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by neutron emission [17, 19).

As was already noted above, neutron, being electrically neutral

particle, virtually does not interact directly with the electrons of

atoms, in connection with which it relates to the indirectly ionizing

particles. The ionization of substance in transit through it of

neutrons is conducted due to the effect of "recoil nuclei", which

appears during the elastic scattering, and also due to the effect of

the charged/loaded particles and gamma-quanta, which appear in the

presence of capture reactions. Furthermore, it is necessary to note

that as a result of displacing the nuclei, the latter carry along

- with themselves their electron cloud, but in this case the peripheral

electrons, which have the orbital speeds of less than the rate of

"recoil nucleus", they can "fall behind" the nucleus. It is obvious

that such processes also lead to the ionization of substance.

If "recoil nuclei" and charged/loaded particles even in the thin
layers, as a rule, are absorbed by the completely irradiated

material, then the scattered neutrons and 7-quanta (appearing in the

presence of the reactions of radiation capture) can leave the

attenuating material, having incompletely consumed its energy.

During the nuclear explosions and from nuclear reactors on the

elements/cells and schematic of electronic engineering will act
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simultaneously the neutrons of different energy. The spectra of these

neutrons will depend in essence on the form of emitter, character of

. the media or retarder, through which are passed the neutrons.
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Therefore in each specific case for determining the probable

disturbances/breakdowns in the radio engineering materials it is

necessary to calculate neutron distribution on the basis of energies.

But in certain cases during the rough estimates they use the medium

energy of this neutron spectrum, which can be determined according to

formula (1.2). In this case it is only necessary to demarcate the

effects of the action of slow (with the kinetic energy of less than

0.1 MeV, including of thermal ones) and fast neutrons (with the

energy of more than 0.1 MeV).

The majorities of the articles of radio-electronic equipment are

made from the nonfissionable materials, on which fast neutrons act in

essence, since the effective capture cross-sections of slow neutrons

in them are insignificant in comparison with the interaction cross

sections of fast neutrons. Therefore the action of slow neutrons

during the practical estimation of the majority of radio engineering

articles can be disregarded/neglected.

% ItN
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Thus, during the evaluation of the effect of the action of

neutrons on the materials, used in the radio-electronic equipment, it

is necessary first of all to consider the effects of

bias/displacement. During the calculation of a number of

A' biases/displacements for each concrete/specific/actual material is

accepted specific energy threshold Ej, equal to energy, which it must

transfer neutron to recoil atom so that the latter could leave the

node/unit of crystal lattice. Thus, for the atoms of silicon and

germanium this energy is equal to approximately/exemplarily 15 eV.

A number of displaced atoms per unit of volume of material can

be approximately determined according to the formula

ANd = .Vt

where q - number of atoms per unit of volume of material;

•- neutron flux density;

- average number of biases/displacements to one report/event of

interaction of neutrons with the medium (when Ea<X--<2Ed a number

bias/displacement V7=1);

t -duration of irradiation.

.,

*During irradiation of materials by the gamma-neutron flow, which

• .'
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appears as a result of fission reactions, they usually disregard the

contribution to the ionization from the neutrons.

Page 134.

As already mentioned, during irradiation by the neutrons of

materials in the latter the admixtures/impurities can be formed. The

formation/education of such admixtures/impurities is connected with

the processes of the radiation capture of neutrons of the type (n,

7). The section of this reaction is inversely proportional to square

root of neutron energy, i.e., I/. The maximum of the section of

( this reaction is located in the region of thermal neutrons. In the

-.-. series of elements (gold, indium, boron, silver, cadmium, etc.) with

the specific energies are observed the resonance peaks, with which

the values of effective radiation-capture cross section reach hundred

. and thousand barn.

The formation of radioactive nuclei occur.s as a result of

radiation capture. In the process of decomposing/decaying these

nuclei occurs the radiation, which can lead to a change in the

characteristics of materials. Therefore during the investigation of

the action of neutrons on the materials, the elements/cells and the

schematics of radio-electronic equipment it is necessary to consider

the effect of thermal and slow neutrons and the action of induced

-. ,
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radioactivity, and with the work with the irradiated radio-electronic

equipment it is expedient to apply protective measures.

4.3. Interaction of the charged/loaded particles with the substance.

With the passage of the charged/loaded particles through the

substance they produce ionization, directly interacting with the

electrons of atoms.

The nuclear reactions or nuclear scattering occur as a result of

colliding of elementary particles and atomic nuclei. The degree of

interaction of the charged/loaded particles with the atomic nuclei

depends on kinetic energy of incident particles, potential of nuclear

forces, and it is also determined by the potential threshold of

nucleus (by forces of Coulomb repulsion). During the collisions of

the charged/loaded particles with the kinetic energy of less than the

potential threshold with the nuclei the scattering occurs mainly.

During the elastic scattering the sum of energies of the colliding

particles and nuclei before and after collision does not change. When

the part of the energy is expended/consumed on the excitation of

nucleus, then such an interaction is carried to the inelastic

scattering. In this case the excited nucleus usually emits 7-quanta.

Page 135.
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The charged/loaded particles with the energy, which exceeds the

potential threshold, penetrate directly the zone of action of the

nuclear forces, as a result of acting which occur the nuclear

reactions.

Electron collisions, ions, atoms, molecules with the energy not

more than l04-i0s eV carry usually to the collisions atomic. The

charged/loaded particles with this energy interact, in essence, with

electronic atom shell of the substance (effect of nuclear forces on

them usually is not considered). Atomic collisions also are elastic

and inelastic. During the elastic collisions the direction of motion

changes, But the internal state of the charged/loaded particles is

not changed. A change in the internal energy of particles occurs as a

result of inelastic collisions, which leads to secondary radiation.

During the atomic collisions can occur the change in the particle

structure, caused by ionizing effects, by the processes of

overcharging, etc.

Let us pause briefly at the processes of interaction of protons

and electrons with the substances.

Ci.t

8Character of interaction of protons with the substance. .

,°
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The effect of protons on the substance is caused, on one hand,

by electromagnetic interaction, and on the other hand, by the

absorption of protons by the atomic nuclei of substance. From the

point of view of protection from proton radiation/emission these

processes are in detail examined in [21]. Let us pause only at some

general laws, characteristic for describing interaction of protons

with the materials of radio engineering articles and diagrams.

Electromagnetic interaction of protons can be with the electrons

and with the atomic nuclei of substance. With electromagnetic

interaction with the atom occurs excitation both the ionization of

atoms and the formation/education of the delta-electrons, which in

turn cause the ionization of atoms. During electromagnetic

interaction of proton with coulomb field of nucleus the elastic

scattering occurs.

Page 136.

Energy, transferred to the electron of atom by the bombarding

proton, which passes at the distances from the nucleus, large by the

proton, which passes at the distances from the nucleus, ionization.

.

--
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The degree of ionization, during electromagnetic interaction of

protons with the substance, depends on the energy, absorbed in the

material.

For the protons with the energy from 2 to 10 MeV (with the

range of energy, most characteristic to cosmic radiation), which can

produce essential disturbances/breakdowns in the radio-electronic

diagrams and the radioelements, Table 4.4 gives computed values of

the ionizing energy losses of protons in the beryllium, carbon, air,

aluminum, copper and lead. The calculation of these losses for

different energies of protons was conducted according to the method

of Sternheimer [221.

When proton passes at the distances from a nucleus less than the

size/dimension of atom, it tests/experiences Coulomb scattering in

the nuclear field. Energy of proton in this case noticeably is not

changed, i.e., it is possible to consider that the elastic

electromagnetic scattering occurs. The probability of scattering in

the field of the electrons of atom substantially less and it usually

is not considered.

The divergence of protons in the nuclear field occurs, as a

rule, it is repeated to comparatively small angles. Scattering the

initial beam of protons with its passage through the substance occurs
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as a result of repeated divergence.

Elastic and inelastic scattering can occur as a result of the

. . proton bombardment of the nuclei of substance. Elastic scattering is

the consequence of interaction, as soon as which was noted, Coulomb

forces, nuclear forces, and also by the consequence of optical

properties of nuclei £21]. Inelastic collisions lead to the course of

the following intranuclear processes:

- the inelastic scattering of protons of the type (p, p');

- the nuclear reactions of types (p, n) (p, d) (p, a), etc.;

- reaction of the overcharging of a proton of the type (p, n);

- cleavage reactions, which occur with the emission of a large

number of particles of the types (p, pn) (., 2n) (p, p2n) and so

forth, and also the nucleon groupings of types H' H', He3, He';

- nuclear reactions, leding to the formation/education of

0 nuclear fragments with atomic number 3 it is more (Z 3) or the

so-called fragmentations.

-Si
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Table 4.4. Ionizing energy losses of protons in the substances.

(I" 1) HotH,3a4Hanobae norepH. M../x.ms a:

2 13,19 14,06 11,08 7,893 4,114 13,4

3 9,745 10,44 8,316 6,183 3,462 9,986

4 7,806 8,397 6,744 5,127 2,985 8,053

5 6,559 7,074 5,719 4,408 2,636 6,800

6 5,669 6,126 4,984 3,873 2,365 5,899

7 5,015 5,428 4,438 3,471 2,154 5,232

8 4,503 4,881 4,009 3,150 1,981 4,711

9 4,099 4,447 3,667 2,804 1,840 4,296

10 3,763 4,087 3,380 2,677 1,718 3,951

20 2,138 2,334 1,970 1,591 1,073 2,266
1-

. 25 1,780 1,946 1,652 1,142 0,9163 1,893

30 1,534 1,679 1,431 1,168 0,8050 1,635

* . 35 1,353 1,482 1,267 1,038 0,7203 1,444

40 1,215 1,332 1,141 0,9383 0,6548 1,298

• - 45 1,105 1,212 1,041 0,8584 0,6020 1,182

s0 1,016 1,114 0,0584 0,7925 0,5681 1,087

, 55 0,9412 1,033 0,8902 0,7378 0,5213 1,009

60 0,8788 0,9645 0,8325 0,6914 0,4900 0,942

65 0,8254 0,9062 0,7831 0,6514 0,4629 0,8852

70 0,7791 0.8556 0,7402 0.6167 0,4391 0,8360

75 0,7380 0,812 0,7026 0,5861 0,4181 0,7928

80 0,7026 0,7719 0,6693 0,5690 0,3998 0,7546

90 0,6424 0,7061 0,6132 0,5133 0,3882 0,6804

100 0,5933 0,6526 0,5674 0,4760 0,3424 0,6382

-" 110 0,5527 0,6079 0,5292 0,4449 0,3209 0,5960

120 0,5187 0,5706 0,4973 0,4187 0,3027 0,5687
'""""," -" ."".- -. '.-.-
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130 0,4896 0,5388 0,4700 03961 0,2870 0,5276

140 0,4644 0,5112 0.4464 0,37G7 0,2734 0,5007

150 0,4424 0,4872 0,4258 0,3591 0,26 16 0,4773

200 0,3647 0,4016 0,3522 0,2989 0,2189 0,3942

250 0,3173 0,3497 0,3072 0,2616 0,1924 0,3434

300 0,2853 0,3148 0,2771 0,2366 0,1747 0,3093

350 0,2625 0,2896 0,2555 0,2185 0, 19 0,2848

400 0,2453 0,2709 0,2392 0,2049 0,1323 0, 2666

450 0,2321 0,2563 0,2268 0,1945 0,1448 0,2524

500 0,2215 0,2448 0,2169 0,1863 0,1390 0,2413

600 0,2059 0,2278 0,2022 0,1741 0,1305 0,2249

700 0,1950 0,2159 0,1921 0,1658 0,1246 0,2136

800 o, 1871 0,2074 0,1849 0,1598 0,1205 0,2055

900 0,1812 0,2009 0,1795 0,1555 0,1175 0,1995

1000 0,1767 0,1960 0,1754 0,1522 0,1153 0,1950

1500 0,1649 0,1833 0,1649 0,1443 0,1104 0,1838

2000 0,1608 0,1791 0,1618 0,1422 0.1099 0,1809C 2500 0,1595 0,1778 0,1611 0,1422 0,1108 0,1808

3000 0, 0,1778 0,1615 0,1429 0,1121 0,1818

4000 0,1604 0,1793 0,1635 0,1452 0,1150 0,1851

5000 0,1621 0,1813 0,1659 0,1478 0,1178 0,1889

6000 0,1638 0,1834 0,1682 0,1502 0,1204 0,1924

7 000 0,1655 0,1854 0,1704 0,1524 0,1227 0,1958

8000 0,1670 0.1873 0,1724 0,1544 0,1248 0,1989

9000 0,1685 0,1890 0,1743 0,1562 0,1267 0,2017

10000 0,1699 0,1905 0,1759 0,1579 0,1284 0,2044

25000 0,1822 0,2050 0,1913 0,1729 0,1436 0,2296

50000 0,1915 0,2156 0,2027 0,1839 0,1546 0,2499

100000 005 0,2257 0.2134 0,1941 0,1648 0,2687
- -- - - -

Key: (1). MeV. (2). Ionizing losses, MeV/kg.m2  in. (3). Beryllium.

(4). carbon. (5) aluminum. (6). copper. (7). lead. (8). air.
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The process of division occurs also under the action of

high-energy protons in the heavy nuclei.

The probability of different processes of interaction of protons

with the nuclei depends in essence on energy of protons and nature of

the nuclei of substance. This probability, as for the neutron

radiation/emission, it is characterized by the effective interaction

cross section of proton with the nucleus of the bombarded substance.

Complete effective interaction cross section is equal to the sum of

the effective sections of all interaction of protons with the nuclei

of the substance

a-o-a=.+ aa. (4.8)

In formula (4.8), it is analogous with designations for the

cross sections of neutrons in expressiDn (4.5), byeo and a

understands complete cross section, by Os - elastic-scattering cross

section, the characteristic "blurring" of the directed flow of

protons, and a.- the cross section of all reactions, in the presence

of which occurs the absorption of protons, i.e., section, which

characterizes knocking out of protons from the incident flux.

Effective elastic-scattering cross section can reach the value,

equal to the geometric cross section of nucleus, i.e., a,== 2, and

generally it, as a rule, always is less than this value. Sometimes

a, -3,2 a'r2
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The value of the cross section of inelastic nuclear interaction

determines, in the first place, the process of absorbing the protons,

and in the second place, characterizes the output of secondary

particles from the substance. It if energy of protons several times

of more than the value of Coulomb barrier, approximately/exemplarily

is equal to [21]

. ., .=,(1,3. 10 -'A'1'  (4.9)

Consequently, a change in the properties of substance will

depend on the direct effect of protons, and also on the effect of

secondary particles, which were being formed as a result of

interaction of protons with this substance.

4:': .,,:.' . .- ;, -, .:, :? i , . -: .- .-. .----... -.-: _. . -,.. - .-..< -. . .- -:.: ::...;-.-:.°
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During interaction of protons with the energy, which does not

exceed 100 MeV, the radiation/emission of secondary particles is

small and their energy small. With an increase in the energy of

protons grows/rises a number of secondary particles and their energy.

The formation/education of secondary low-energy and high-energy

particles [21] is characteristic for the protons with the energy of

more than 500 MeV. Secondary particles with the energy of less than

100 MeV, which consist in essence of the neutrons, the protons, the

deuterons and the more heavy nuclei, carry to the low-energy ones.

Particles the energy 100 MeV and more consider high-energy. They

consist mainly of neutrons, protons and r-mesons. The latter have

sufficiently great possibility of decomposition/decay to two quanta.

Formed secondary particles in turn can interact with the

-i substance, causing nuclear reactions and ionization. The development

of cascade nuclear process determine high-energy secondary particles,

which are spread in the direction, close to the direction of the

bombarding proton, being gradually scattered with the passage into

the depths of the substance.

*1

*p ". -I--

.

% "i e e " '* " " ,'I ' . .. "'" ' ' " ""' '"" ". " " ""' " ' :," -'-" " -'." -.- '.' .%- " .. -"
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The role of nuclear interactions in comparison with the ionizing

processes with an increase in the energy of the primary incident

protons and thickness of substance (for example, the material of

*.-° .. protective shield) grows/rises. Therefore during the calculation of

- the absorptions of a number of protons in the material it is

necessary to consider nuclear interactions.

As an example Table 4.5 gives the relationships/ratios between

nuclear and electromagnetic interactions of protons in carbon and

lead depending on the thickness of material with the energies from

100 .to 1000 MeV [21]. It is evident from these data that for the

' radioelements, whose thickness is equal to the landing run of protons

or more its (thickness of landing runs they are given to table 1.2),

nuclear interactions they can play the significant role. Furthermore,

it is necessary to note that the probability of nuclear interactions

considerably grows/rises with an increase in the depth of penetration

*of protons into the materials and barely depends on their energy in

the range of energy from 100 to 1000 MeV.

Page 141.

But during the evaluation of the effect of protons on the substances
S.

f,' r-

_ A .

* ..- * ** p --. ~
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and the radioelements it is necessary to consider the effect of

* .secondary particles of the radiation/emission; especially it exerts a

substantial influence under the influence of the protons of high

energies, which can cause also intranuclear cascade processes.

As a result of the energy absorption of incident proton it is

consistently transferred to the separate nucleons of nucleus. The

latter can also adjacent nucleons of nucleus, transferring by them

energy. In turn, secondary recoil nucleons act on the following

nucleons of nucleus, etc.

N .
N' p

N

- .b* *** '- • . . .
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Table 4.5. Probability of nuclear and electromagnetic interactions

depending on the depth of penetration of protons into the substance.

(~s)(S) KojUa'eCTMU Uporola (%).gIiqfl.IS.Uae
".T 1W A140 11j1111R."', 1 T1H#"-G3.H ,,w,, ,U.. r.,s ,,., ,,.. B ) y,.,,p,,,,, u, , nu.,,..

f IflhkW 11111 I RJLCpl air u r r

100 50 5 95 2 98
150 50 5 95 2 98
150 100 10 90 5 95
300 50 5 95 2 98
300 100 9 91 4 96
300 500 39 61 20 80
600 50 5 95 3 97'

600 100 10 90 5 95
600 500 42 58 23 77
600 1000 67 33 41 59
600 1500 81 19 54 460 1000 50 5 95 2 98

1000 100 10 90 5 95
- 1000 500 40 60 21 79

1000 1000 66 34 38 62
1000 1500 80 20 51 49

1000 2000 88 12 62 38

Key: (1). Energy of proton, MeV. (2). Depth of penetration, kg/m.

(3). Quantity of protons (%), which experienced interaction. (4). in

carbon. (5). nuclear. (6). electromagnetic. (7). in lead.

. Page 142.
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Thus, occurs avalanche-type process, or the so-called intranuclear

cascade. The nucleons, which have a sufficient energy for the escape

S-".

.-.2'

. .
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from the nucleus, are called cascade particles [21].

The formation/education of cascade particles as a result of

inelastic collisions of protons with the nuclei of substance and

their relationship/ratio depend on energy of the bombarding proton

and characteristics of atomic nucleus.

Some information about the average/mean values of the outputs of

cascade protons, neutrons and r-mesons (r°, r+ and r-) depending on

energy of that falling heating, from which it follows that the output

of cascade particles increases with an increase in the energy of the

K bombarded proton, they are given in Table 4.6. Output of cascade

particles decreases for the bombarded protons with the energy of less

than 800 MeV with the increase of mass number, and with the energies

of more than 800-1000 MeV an increase in the output of cascade

particles is noted. Kinetic energies of cascade particles can reach

the values of energies of the bombarded proton. The lower limit of

energy spectrum is determined for the protons by the Coulomb barrier

of nucleus, for the neutrons the spectrum somewhat soft, since to

their output from the nucleus Coulomb barrier does not exert effect.

After the output of cascade particles the nucleus remains in the

excited state, since the part of absorbed energy was transmitted to

S_ recoil nucleons, which did not escape from the nucleus. This

.
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excitation energy is redistributed between the nucleons of nucleus

and as a result of the fluctuation can be transmitted to one or

several nucleons, which can in view of this leave nucleus. This

process by analogy with the process of evaporating the heated drop of

liquid was named the evaporative stage of the inelastic nuclear

interaction of proton, and the emitted particles - by evaporative

particles. Evaporative particles consist in essence of neutrons

(about 50%) and protons (about 25W), and also there are among them

deuterons, triton, helium-3 and a-particles. Heavier particles are

formed in a larger quantity at high energies of the bombarding

protons.

C,
The energy spectra of evaporative particles, as a rule,

especially for the charged/loaded particles, little depend on energy

of the bombarding proton.

Page 143.

Thus, for instance, during the nuclear bombardment of nickel, silver

and gold by protons with the energy 190 MeV the energy spectrum of

evaporative neutrons is spread to 10-15 MeV (maximum with the energy

of approximately 1 MeV), in evaporative protons and deuterons the

maximum is shifted into the range of energies 5-10 MeV, in

.i / a-particles - into the range 10-15 MeV (21].

i ...,.-'-' ... .... - -....- ... . ....... ... . . . .
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"-:" The information about the outputs of evaporative and cascade

particles from the nuclei of substance during the bombardment with

* "their protons of different energies at present are very

insignificant. Consequently, it is possible to only very tentatively

rate/estimate the effects of disturbance/breakdown in the materials

and those in the elements of construction/design and the electronic

circuits under the influence on their proton radiations/emissions.

*Character of interaction of electrons with substance

Electrons, passing through the substance, interact with the

electrons of atoms or with coulomb field of nucleus.

*"..

N

,," %
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Table 4.6. Output values of' cascade protons, neutrons and r-resons,

that fall for one inelastic interaction of proton with the target

nucleus.

(, Beum'oisa @MWOAS

3 np~ IeT %-4! 1Io. 4rt. XMe IPOTO. 7. . @
1109 potion 301105 Ho0lt poll0a 301105 No0s POK O so

82 0,80 0,67 - 0,6 0,63 - 0,18 0,39 -

158 - - - 0,87 0,83 0,41 0.82 -

239 1,37 1,03 - 1,15 1,07 - 0,65 1,05 -

q90 - - - 1.27 1,27 - -- -

460 1,9 1.5 0,144 1,63 1,67 0.110 1.00 1,94 0,106
690 - - - 2,13 2,17 0,308 - - -

940 - - - 2,46 2,8M 0,540 1,76 3,54 0,430
1840 3,5 3,22 1,170 3,77 4,23 1.056 2,83 5,90 1,017

C v ey: (1.Energy of proton, MeV. (2)1. Value of output from. (3).

aluminum-27. (4) . protons. (5). neutrons. (6). r-mesons. (7). copper

64. (8). uraniuxn-238.
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During the elastic interactions with the electrons of atoms the

energy of the passing electrons is not lost-, but- direction of their

motion sharply changes, which l~eads to the dissipation of energy and

weakening of flow. During inelastic collisions the passing electron

transfers the part of its energy to the bound electrons of atom.

Depending on a quantity of transmitted energy occurs excitation or
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the ionization of atoms. The secondary electrons, pulled out from the

atom, have in the majority of the cases energy several hundred

" electron volts, sufficient for the ionization of the adjacent atoms.

- -Such electrons are called a-electrons.

With low energies of electrons the losses are almost completely

V%  ionizing.

In transit through the substance of electrons with the high

energy, simultaneously with the ionizing losses, occurs the energy

conversion of electrons into the braking electromagnetic radiation.

These, so-called, radiation losses compose the significant part of

the total losses of energy, when the velocity of electrons is close

to the speed of light. According to Bethe and Heitler the ratio of

the radiation energy losses to the ionizing losses is described by

the expression

____ ____ EZA = 0(4.10)

Key: (1). rad. (2). ioniz. (3). ms2.

where E - the wave energy of electron;

- Z- the atomic number of the substance of absorber.

t . . - - . . -..- . -* ........... . .i i i ( i.i
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Table 4.7 gives for some materials the critical values of energy

of electrons, which correspond to A=I.

For the light-density materials, when energy of the

falling/incident electrons does not exceed several million electron

volts (for example, the electrons of external and artificial Earth

radiation belts), radiation losses are only certain correction to the

total loss of energy. For the heavy materials this correction can be

essential.

¢ > Page 145.

With thE passage of the fast electrons through the substance the

direct excitation of lattice vibrations occurs, but the energy losses

of electrons in this case are insignificant in comparison with

ionizing losses [15]. is possible also the direct drive of energy to

the atoms of substance, which under certain conditions leads to the

emergence of structural defects.

I-

*..*S.*..J[............--
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Table 4.7. Critical values of energy of electrons.

, .M, (S')XM&. c( I Am Hjo- [ 3H4e..e ,meprm
XHMMeCK0 sjleMeHT MCP apa A=1, M d

(4) Ajuo.mmrk 13 273

(5) KpeMHi d 14 58,6

C(s)epma.Ha 32 25,6
.) O aoo 50 16,4

(l)Casmea ,0 10,0

Key: (1). Chemical element. (2). Atomic number. (3). Value of energy

%- with A=l, MeV.

4.4. Character of interaction of X-ray and gamma-radiation with the

substance.

Energy of X-ray ones and gamma-quanta with their passage through

the substance is expended/consumed on interaction with the electrons,

the nucleons, the field of electric charges and the meson field of

atomic nucleus. The possiblt rorms of the effects of absorption,

elastic and inelastic scattering are given in Table 4.8 [28].

The absorption and scattering of 7-quanta occurs as a result of

these interactions. During the energy absorption of 7-quanta

".0 completely is converted into other forms of energy, while during the

elastic scattering a change in the direction of propagation of

radiation/emission occurs. Inelastic scattering leads to a change in

", ,,*'.,.,.-._.- , . -
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the direction of propagation of quantum and to the partial absorption

of energy.

In 7-quanta with the energy to 10 MeV are observed three

processes of interaction of 7-radiation with the substance:

photoelectric absorption (photo effect), Compton effect (Compton

effect or the Compton effect) and effect of the formation of

electron-positron pairs or is simple the effect of the formation of

the pairs (see Fig. 4.2).

Page 146.

They usually disregard the processes of nuclear photo effect,

nuclear scattering, etc. with the energies of 7-quanta to 10 MeV.

With the high energies of the primary 7-quanta, characteristic for

the cosmic radiation, these processes can give the significant

contribution to the general/common/total effect of the action of

-" 7-radiation on the substance. Thus, for instance, if quantum energy

exceeds energy of binding of nucleon in the atomic nucleus, then

during interaction of quantum with the nucleus the extraction of the

nucleon (this process by analogy with the photo effect of atom is

called nuclear photo effect) can occur.

As a result of interaction of 7-quanta with the substance occurs
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the absorption of their energy and emergence in the substances of

secondary radiation namely: fluorescence, bremsstrahlung,

annihilation radiation/emission. The appearing charged/loaded ions

can lead to the formation of atomic defects (intermediate

* atom-vacancy).

* Photoelectric absorption is characterized by the process of

interaction y-quantum with the electron of the atom, with which

7-quanta it is absorbed by atom.
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Table 4.8. Classification of the possible forms of interaction of

7-radiation with substance.

I ~ 8H~na aweccoa

CTUIS []r rowe He aie pccceuidle

i pacce in PaCCCHHHe
3AeKTp haX

Hyc..aoHb ((0) 5Aepbafl woTO- KiiaccmqecKoe -
.(" eKT (It) pacceaaHe Ha

Hpax_____ _

KyaoHowcxoe none 06pa3oaaHHe PacceRnHe -
nap Ueiib6p1oKa

Mesonwo noine (i)Meaoanoe siaamuoeA-

Key: (1). Object of interaction. (2). Forms of processes. (3).

Absorption. (4). Elastic scattering. (5). Inelastic scattering. (6).

Atomic electrons. (7). Photo effect. (8). Classical scattering on

- electrons. (9). Compton effect. (10). Nucleons. (11). Nuclear photo

effect. (12). Classical scattering on nuclei. (13). Coulomb field.

(14). Pair formation. (15). Scattering Delbruck. (16). Meson field.

(17). Meson interaction.
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Energy 7-quantum is expended/consumed on the communication/report to

electron of the speed (it converts/transfers into the kinetic energy

of electron) and on overcoming of electron-binding energy in the

atom. Consequently, energy 7-quantum must be compulsorily more than

-'. ,
'"4 p. , ,' ,+ ,t ,- .- ,. ,. , : '"," ,' ", -"" - . .''"". , ._," " ' - ""'+''-, - ' -. " " " ". "' ' ...- -. ,
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electron-binding energy in the atom.

The formation/education of vacant place (empty level) at the

appropriate energy level of electron shell is the consequence of

photo effect. In this place it can in turn pass electron from another

energy level, which leads to the emission of the quantum of

characteristic radiation/emission. The transition of electrons to the

empty levels causes the isolation/liberation of the energy excess,

which can be the consequence of the Auger effect - escape from the

atom of electron from the external electron level.

Thus, with the photo effect energy of 7-quanta is

expended/consumed on the extraction from the atom of photoelectrons

and Auger electrons and communication/report to them of kinetic

energy, and also in insignificant quantities for the

formation/education of the quanta of characteristic
JqZ.

radiation/emission.

The degree of the energy absorption of --radiation is considered

with the aid of the photoelectric absorption coefficient. Linear

photoelectric absorption coefficient r is equal to the sum of the

linear coefficients, which consider energy conversion of 7-quanta

into the kinetic energy of electrons v. and energy of characteristic

radiation/emission '", namely:

T.14 + .. (4.11)
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It is possible to accept in the majority of the practical cases

for the radio engineering materials that during the photoelectric

absorption entire/all energy of 7-radiation converts/transfers into

the energy of photoelectrons.

Compton effect occurs on the electrons of atom. In this case

7-quanta loses the part of its energy and is changed direction of

motion, i.e., occurs the process of scattering; the energy,

transmitted to electron, is expended/consumed on the electron

detachment from the atom and the communications/reports to it of

speed (kinetic energy). Quanta can be scattered in any directions.

Page 148.

The greater the energy 7-quantum, the less the mean angle of its

divergence from the initial direction. Electrons from the atom can

escape in the limits of angle (25)

+>>-

The scattered 7-radiation is formed as a result of processes of

Compton interaction of 7-quanta with the substance. If the

4 -.

* : . .. . . . . . *.*.*.
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sizes/dimensions of dissipative material are sufficiently great, then

the value of quantum energy descends as a result of repeated

processes of scattering also the effect of photoelectric absorption

occurs finally.

With the decrease of energy the 7-quantum decreases and the

portion of its energy, lost by the scattering, since photo effect

becomes more probable.

The linear coefficient of Compton interaction a can be

represented in the form

'(4.12)

where a,{ and , - linear interaction coefficients, which determine

energy conversion 7-quantum into the energy of recoil electrons and

energy of the scattered quanta respectively.

The effect of the formation of electron-positron pairs is

observed during interaction of 7-quanta with coulomb field of

nucleus. As a result of this interaction of 7-quanta completely loses

its energy and is formed the pair of particles positron-electron.

Consequently, this effect can occur with the energy the 7-quantum,

which is more than total rest energy of positron and electron, i.e.,

it is more than the doubled rest energy of electron 2mos 2=l.02 MeV.

The remaining part of the energy 7-quantum (minus energy 2m0s!) is

V.

"9 , :' " " . " " - ' .. , , , . ., " - / , ." . ." . , , , '' ,, , '' " " * . , .. . ' .
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converted into the kinetic energy of electron and positron. Positron

in turn interacts with the electron of medium; this interaction leads

to the formation of two quanta of annihilation radiation/emission.

This secondary radiation occurs with the larger probability in the

*positrons, which were retarded to the kinetic energy, close to zero,

i.e., energy of 7-quanta will be equal to approximately 0.51 MeV.

Page 149.

During the calculation of the effect of pair formation they use

the appropriate coefficients. The linear pair-production coefficient

it is accepted to designate K or x, and the part of the coefficient,

which characterizes energy consumption 7-quantum, that proceeds with

communication/report to electron and to the positron of kinetic

energy, designate K and calculate from relationship/ratio [26]

K, (4.13)

where E- energy of primary 7-quantum.

In the practice under the influence of 7-radiation on the

articles of electronic engineering they usually deal concerning the

flow of 7- quanta of different energy, which, as a rule, interact

with different substances. Therefore the absorption of y-quanta in

the articles of electronic engineering will occur simultaneously as a

-%".

.7 .."2
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result of the course of the processes of photoabsorption, Compton

effect and effect of pair formation. The relationship/ratio between

these effects depends in essence on the energy radiation spectrum and

atomic number of substance.

Fig. 4.4 shows the regions of energies of elements/cells with

different atomic numbers, in which predominates one or another the
.-)%

effect. The dividing lines are carried out so that the probability

for the adjacent processes is identical along these lines.

For 7-quanta with low energy characteristically photoelectric

absorption. with an increase in the atomic number of substance

*i increases the range of energy of 7-quanta, with which predominates

• -the probability of photo effect (region A Fig. 4.4). For example, in

lead with Z=82 this process predominates to the energy 0.5 MeV.

lie.

V;-i[-

.+- .7
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60f.. A

0,0 0 4 ASI S107 50100

Fig. 4.4. The regions of energies, in which predominate different

basic processes during interaction of 7-quanta with the substance

(according to Evans): A - photoelectric effect; B -'pair formation B

- Compton effect.

Key: (1). MeV.
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The effect of pair formation is predominant for 7-quanta with

the high energy and its probability increases with an increase in the

atomic number of the irradiated substance (region B Fig. 4.41).

Compton effect is most characteristic for the light substances,

i.e., substances with the small atomic number, in the sufficiently

broad band of energies of 7-quanta (region B Fig. 4.4). The

probability of interaction of 7-radiation with the substance, and

also the probability of weakening the flow of 7-quanta are

characterized by the linear coefficient of absorption (weakening), by

• : . , . . . . -
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cross section, mass coefficient of weakening, by electronic and

. atomic absorption coefficients [5, 16, 26, 27).

The linear coefficient of weakening A for y-quanta, and for the

[. particles of the straight/direct ionization is also the probability

of interaction of quantum (particle) with the substance per unit of

the length of its path in this substance. For the monoenergetic beam

of 7-radiation the linear coefficient of weakening is calculated from

the formula

(4.14)

Dimensionality ts is expressed in reciprocal values of length

(mW  cm" , etc.).

The value, reciprocal to the linear coefficient of weakening,

l1/, is called mean free path 7-quantum (or any other particles) in

this substance or medium.

The complete cross section of interaction of 7-quanta

' designed for one atom, is equal

:@+ +, =77++ (4.1,5)
q q q q

where q - number of atoms in 1 m3 of substance.

/The mass coefficient of weakening A/p is the probability of

'r . eA
qi
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interaction of quantum (particle) with the substance and has a

dimensionality m2 . kg -' or cm2.g-'.

Consequently, the mass coefficient of weakening - these are a

number of interactions of quantum (particle) with the substance with

the passage by them the unit of the cross-sectional area of substance

from the mass assigned by one.

Page 151.

The mass coefficient of weakening consists of the sum of the

coefficients

.- - -p T,(4.16)

where and - mass coefficients of weakening due to

photoelectric absorption, Compton effect and the effect of pair

formation respectively;

" - substance density.

The mass coefficient of weakening in the substance can be

determined also according to the formula

~& I dPIFV''. -j 7 (4.17)

where N- number of 7-quanta, which fall normally to the layer of the

0L:
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substance with a thickness of dx and density p;

dN - number of 7-quanta, which are found in interaction with the

atoms in this layer of substance.

Dependence (4.17) is valid during the determination of the mass

coefficients of weakening for the photo effect, the Compton effect

and the effect of pair formation. in this case dN corresponds to a

number of 7-quanta, which interact in tne layer of substance

according to the reactions, characteristic for this effect.

K The values examined, as already mentioned earlier, characterize

the total probability of interaction of 7-radiation with the

substance, but they do not give the possibility to determine the

value of transferred in this case energy of y-quanta. The transferred

energy includes the energy, transmitted to electrons in the processes

* of photo effect, scatterings and pair formation. The energy, expended

for the formation/educations of the quanta of characteristic and

annihilation radiations/emissions, and enerQies of the scattered
*" quanta are not considered.

@4
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Thus, the mass coefficient of weakening y-radiation is equal to

. . ..
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the sum of two coefficients, namely:

- - -- "  (4.18)

where -i- part of the mass coefficient of weakening, which considers

the energy conversion of 7-quanta into the energy of secondary

quantum radiation/emission (scattered quanta, characteristic

rays/beams, annihilation radiation/emission);

part of the mass coefficient of weakening, which considers

the conversion of energy of 7-quanta into the kinetic energy of

electrons.

in accordance with the recommendations of international board

for radiological units and to measurements they call the mass

conversion factor of energy, while pg. - by linear gear

ratio/transmission factor of energy [27). Sometimes in the

scientific-technical literature coefficient p, is called the

coefficient of proper absorption and they designate w. or by the

coefficient of electronic conversion (7).

The mass conversion factor of enery considers the transmitted

energy of primary y-quanta to the electrons of substance and

therefore it can be also determined from the relationship/ratio
*. dE,,= p (4.19)p Edx'

where E - sum of energies of y-quanta of the primary

0l
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radiation/emission, passing through the layer of the substance with a

thickness of dx, arranged/located normal to the direction of

propagation of radiant flux;

dE, - sum of initial kinetic energies of all charged/loaded

particles, which appear as a result of interaction of 7-quanta with

the substance in the layer with a thickness of dx.

It is necessary to consider that the energy, transferred by

y-radiation to substance, can be expended/consumed in turn not only

on the communication/report to the electrons of kinetic energy, but

also on the bremsstrahlung.

Page 153.

Therefore the mass conversion factor of energy can be more than the

coefficient of energy absorption, and consequently, it will not

. always characterize absorbed energy.

---- (--), (4.20)

where -- - mass coefficient of the energy absorption of quanta;

- - coefficient, which considers the lost energy of secondary

charged/loaded particles to the bremsstrahluno in this subsr-rn.

-. -.......... I
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Coefficients - - and -" virtually have identical values, unti!
P P

kinetic energy of secondary charged/loaded particles more or is

compared with their rest energy. Usually energy of bremsstrahlung in

the substances with the atomic number less than 15 with the energy of

primary 7-radiation of below 10 MeV are disregarded. If with the

energy of initial 7-quanta to 10 MeV virtually it was possible to

consider that kinetic energy of the formed charged/loaded particles

is completely transferred to the medium (they disregarded radiation

losses), then at the values of energy of 7-quanta, large 10 MeV,

energy consumption per bremsstrahlung plays the significant role.

This is explained by the fact that during interaction with the

substance of 7rquanta with the energy in several ten-hundred million

electron volt are formed electrons and positrons from the somewhat

smaller values of energy. The latter, passing through the substance,

convert the significant part of the energy into the bremsstrahlung,

which in turn leads to formation of pair electron-positron and so

forth (Fig. 4.5) [26).

With the bremsstrahlung annihilation radiation/emission

simultaneously occurs. The increase of particle flux to quanta

7 depends on the irradiated substance, its thickness and initial energy
of 7-quanta. Consequently, energy of initial y-quanta is

expended/consumed on the avalanche-type flow of an enormous number of

positrons, electrons and 7-quanta. in this case the energy of the

J .%.7
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subsequent particles and quanta decreases. The photoelectric

absorption of 7-quanta occurs finally.

Page 154.

Since the large part of the energy of positrons and electrons is

converted into the quantum energy of bremsstrahlung, the transmitted

energy of primary 7-radiation cannot be the equal absorbed energy.

Thus, as a result of the effects examined in the substances

occurs the formation of electrons. Energy of the generatrices of
" .. electrons is expended/consumed on ionization and atomic excitation

and molecules, also to an increase in the temperature of substance

and to the energy of bremsstrahlung. During interaction of primary

electrons with the atoms and by molecules are formed the secondary

electrons and positive ions. With the energies of secondary ones,

- . .itertiary and so forth of the electrons lower than ionization energy

o -they decelerate to thermal energy of the motion of the atoms of

substance and can be connected to neutral atom or molecule of

substance, forming negative ions. If energy of the electrons higher

than ionization energy of the atoms (usually them they call

6-electrons), then they produce ionization.

*: For the 7-radiation, which appears in the processes of the

,<. e- e:e- 6
.7,,

., ..- . .

0 . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * *
.. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .
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artificial divisions of uranium and plutonium isotopes, during the

practical calculations of absorbed energy in the .substance only the

coefficient of Compton effect is considered. Table 4.9 gives the

values of the medium energy of the Compton electrons, which appear

during the bombardment of substance with 7-quanta.

The ionizing action of electrons and 7-radiation in this

substance usually is evaluated according to the medium energy of the

ionization (sometimes is applied term "average/mean ionization

potential"), expended for the formation/education of one ion pair.

1

{t

e
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,.''."(I) nlepuw ,~d

Fig. 4.5. Diagram of the formation/education of avalanche-type

radiation/emission.

Key: (1). Primary of 7-quanta.

Page 155.

Medium energy for the formation/education of ion pair in the gas

is equal to

W(4.21)

where E - energy, spent on the ionization and excitation. The value

of absorbed energy of 7-quanta represents for the 7-radiation E;

Vw- average number of forming ion pairs under the condition of

the complete retardation of the charged/loaded particles in the

substance.

During the calculation of the medium energy of ionization it is
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assumed that during the braking in the substance of particle the

number of ion pairs, proportional to its wave energy and which does

not depend on the type of particle, is formed; this energy loss to

the formation/education of ion pair depends only on nature of gas.

/%

'V'4I
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Table 4.9. The medium energy of the Compton electrons, which appear

in the substance during irradiation by 7-quanta.

(1) 3aIeprim 4 NUN. 1(1CPeANSM s..Pr..' 13HeprHa G CPCAHMM sIorpIIs
Ton . &S lOufTOhK 4O8clO(O 7 -MaTOO, Nmoun YnoH Cra

M 'KTpOa, ,D . MdeaaTpofta MO.

0,010 0,0002 1,50 0,742
0,015 0,0004 2,00 1,061
0,020 0,0007 3,00 1,731

0,030 0,0016 4,00 2,428

0,040 0,0027 5,00 3,140
0,050 0,0040 6,00 3,864
0,060 0,0056 8,00 5,338
0,080 0,0094 10 6,835

0,100 0,0138 15 10,65

0,15 0,0272 20 14,53
0,20 0,0432 30 22,42

0,30 0,0809 40 30,4
0,40 0,124 50 38,8

0,50 0,171 60 460
0,60 0.221 80 62,9
0,80 0,327 100 79,4
1,00 0,440

Key: (1). Energy of 7-quanta, MeV. (2). Medium energy of Compton

electron, MeV.

Page 156.

The numerical values of the medium energy of ionization for the gases

little change in the range of energies from several kiloeectronvolts

and it is above and in effect for different gases they are within the

limits from 27 to 42 eV (Table 4.10) [24].

-°
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According to the experimental data it is established/installed

[262, that the medium energy for the formation/education of ion pair

in air is constant in energy range from 20 keY to 3 MeV and is equal

to in average/mean 34 eV. Table 4.11 gives the average/mean values of

ionization energy in air for some forms of the ionizing

radiations/emissions.

Besides the processes of ionization under the influence of

7-radiation on the substance, as a result of elastic collisions of

primary electrons with the nuclei occurs the atomic displacement.

v--

4
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- - Table 4.10. The medium energy of ionization for different gases under

*the influence of the charged/loaded particles.

(I) r,,- (' ,. .CI =.ea o. r4.Jo..,,.

8N~5J~a, d I*prHM, o#

BOOPO,. (3) 36,.3 Uo3,,yx (') 35.5
rerHA (5) 42,7 Kic.opo, ((o) 32,5
HeoH (1) 36,8 AaT (1) 36,6
AproN (0k) 26,4 MeraH ((O) 29,2

KpHnToH (i1) 24,1 3rnmet ((') 28,0
YraeK .a.wA ra3(1L5) 34,5 3rie 1(c4) 23,0

Key: (1). Gas. (2). Medium energy, eV. (3). Hydrogen. (4). Air. (5).

Helium. (6). Oxygen. (7)" Neon. (8). Nitrogen. (9). Argon. (10).

Methane. (11). Krypton. (12). Ethylene. (13). Carbon dioxide. (14).

Ethane.

. . . . .

-.:.-.
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Table 4.11. The medium energy of :he ionization of some types of

radiation/emission for air.

Cpe.',; .,eproH

() Tkin H"W1qeHnfl CtOHHNIUINH. 10

3JleKTpoHb1 c iHepriiek:
9- 17, 5 Maa d - 34,3
I1-34 ,Mas . 33,8

c ) raMmaw-KuaHTL C 3aieprmeA 2 Vf. d 33,9

((r) flProiTuI C meprmeA 340 M.a 33,6

Key: (1). Type of radiation/emission. (2). Medium energy of

ionization, ev. (3). Electrons with energy. (4). MeV. (5).

Gamma-quanta with energy 2 MeV. (6). Protons with energy 340 MeV.

Q Page 157.

The probability of the occurence of displaced atoms as a result of

direct i.nteraction of 7-quanta with the nuclei of substance is very

small (for the energies of 7-quanta to 10 MeV).

Thus, for instance, energy of bias/displacement for the

substance with an atomic weight of 30, transferred by y-quantum with

the energy 1 MeV by means the photoelectron, there will be only 36

eV. It is necessary to note that the dominant -ole in the atomic

displacement, just as with the ionization, plays Compton interaction

of 7-radiation with the substance. For 7-quanta from the energy 1 MeV

. -%
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and less a number of atomic displacements rapidly falls from an

increase in the atomic number of substance. Table 4.12 gives some

values of the value of the effective cross section of atomic

displacement under the action of 7-rays as a result of the Compton

effect; threshold energy of bias/displacement was accepted equal to

25 eV [3].

Atomic biases/displacements in the substance due to the

conversion of energy of electronic excitation into the 2:.ergy of

bias/displacement are possible also under the action of 7-quanta.

These mechanisms must be especially characteristic for insulation.

According to Seitz's assumption [291 during irradiation of

7-quanta are formed exciton-localized regions of electronic

excitation.

. ..I- ...i ' ' ' . .--. ---. . -" ..-- , ' .' .. ' .-
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Table 4.12. Calculated values of the effective cross section of

atomic displacement under the action of 7-radiation by the Compton

mechanism.

SIM prija T-asRod ,". D~iNMJ 1011

11TOM011, " pos

04) 0,5 0,02
Y rmepoA 1,0 0,14

2.0 0,43
0,5 0

Meab 1,10 0,046
2,0 1,40

0.5 03OTO 1,0 0

. Key: (1). Element/cell. (2). Energy of 7-quanta, MeV. (3). Effective

transverse displacement of atoms, barn. (4). Carbon. (5). Copper.

(6). Gold.

Page 158.

Excitons move in the crystal until they meet any lattice

imperfection; here exciton energy is transferred to lattice and local

hot region is formed. This transmission of energy can be in the

places of inequalities in the dislocation lines, which will produce

the short-term heating of lattice in these places and the attachment

of dislocation, i.e., on such inequalities can occur the "boil-off"

of vacancies. Possible also that the free electrons and holes will

recombine and free/release energy in these places.
4

""4 '" , " " '' " ' " ""- " " . . ., , _. . . . .. " .. ,", ,v. ,-5 "r .,
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Varli [30], examining substances with the strong ionic bonds, it

assumed that during irradiation by 7-quanta, by X-rays and by the

charged/loaded particles some negative ions will be deprived of two

and more than electrons and as a result of this to acquire positive

charge. The formed positive ion under the effect its of other its

positive ions can be ejected into the interstice, where it acquires a

sufficient quantity of electrons for the neutralization. The emergent

vacancy lattice can take electron and become into the f-center.

Interstitial atom will remain in the interstice or it will diffuse

and finally it will prove to be any seized defect.

In the case, most the frequently encountered in the practice,

simultaneous effect gamma- and neutron radiation/entission with the

approximately/exemplarily equal energies and the densicies of flows

the contrib, tion of y-quanta to the total effect of bias/displacement

it is possible to disregard.

4.5. Radiation durability of materials.

O In the radio-electronlc equipment are apolied the

elements/cells, in w.iich are included the following four casses

materials: metals, :norganic materials (mainly dielectrics ,

* . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .

I ,.................
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semiconductors and different organic compound-dielectrics, resin,

fillers, etc.

Among these materials the metals are least sensitive to the

radiation, since the high concentration of free carriers is

characteristic to metals, and, at the same time, the properties of

metals little depend on the presence of lattice defects.

Semiconductor and organic materials are most sensitive to the effect

of- radiation.

,.
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Table 4.13. Maximum permissible neutron fluxes and exposure doses of

7-radiations for the radio engineering materials.

0A M arTe pta am oCi OIt b It H3KO A Pa A HaILMHouIf 
CTO A 0C Tb 10

Mm)fO~ynPOOAIC 10"4-10" 101-108
(0n0AKI~TePaqVroP-SriuAe 10". 10-10
(MKpeuawiA-oprawtqecKoe ma- 7. 1017-..3-10s 10.

COMTAMTaKPIaT (OpraHE- Lois too
lieweo creKAo)

(MATePHSAn C HH3KOI P8AmaituoMHHof
CTO A KOCTb 10

.5,(jiftiemr.,emniosaa (dywara) 1 1019-1012 5.104-4-101
fflebaecuojw (6wa Ha- 7.101" 101C . u~wmn'em)

(%flonumpmh 4.10"8 7.104
C(WI1JAUNRMNAP1WA 1068 1oo

((q4 MA'rOPHAW CO CPGAHSI P&AISIZVOKOA
N CTO AKOCTb 10

O14oinrue 1021 to@
*(tVCTeiXnM8aah 10" 108

(AHuipozK 5.10'

(20haTepwaauW C BhICOKO* PaAH8IN1u H0A
CT 0 AcOCTbh 1

M CTexAo 102-10" I 3.10'
(3ACWua 1083 10"0
(1ICT"PoA 102-101 5.10.

(OPMaTOPURAn C Oqg11b BMdCOKOA P&A AI&H~O N 11
CTOA XOC~bIG

(%)Kmpm ol 10 O
(*XdTeNAOCRna low 10st
( 1[(epema (eTEiT) 10" l0ss

~*ti3Jai 011-1088

Note. By maximum permissible by flow and by dose are understood

*such flows (doses), with which the characteristics of materials

bI
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deteriorate to 25%; these flows (doses) were determined at the

density of flows 101'-101' n/s-ml and the rate of dose 10'-10' p/s.

* Key: (1). Form of material. (2). Permissible neutron flux, n/m. (3).

Permissible exposure dose of gamma-irradiation, p. (4). Materials

with very low radiation durability. (5). Semiconductors. (6).

Polytetrafluoroethylene. (7). Silicon oil. (8). Methyl methacrylate

(organic glass). (9). Materials with low radiation durability. (10).

Cellulose acetate (paper). (11). Phenolic resin (without filler).

(12). Polyamides. (13). Polyvinyl chloride. (14). Materials with

average/mean radiation durability. (15). Phenolic resin with organic

.> filler. (16). Polyethylene. (17). Fiberglass fabric. (18). Epoxy

varnishes. (19). Nitrate dope. (20). Materials with high radiation

durability. (21). Glass. (22). Mica. (23). Polystyrene. (24).

Materials with very high radiation durability. (25). Quartz. (26).

Glass-mica. (27). Ceramics (steatite). (28). Metals.

CC
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As a result of the effect of the ionizing radiations/emissions

on the semiconductor materials change their following fundamental

characteristics: conductivity, lifetime of minority carriers,

mobility of carriers and Hall coefficient. Under the influence of the

ionizing radiations/emissions on the organic insulating and

dielectric materials such parameters, as electrical conductivity,

dielectric constant and loss tangent change.

Inorganic materials (ceramics, glass, quartz, etc.) are less

sensitive to the effect of radiation than organic materials. For the

inorganic dielectrics under the effect of those ionizing

radiation/emission it is also characteristic a change in electrical

conductivity, dielectric constant and loss tangent.

4W.
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Table 4.14. The exposure doses of the space ionizing

radiations/emissions, during which occurs a noticeable change in the

properties of materials.

Maiepi.~ C8noicma AUM s..UNJISIA6M
* puzd

noan'e4n'opiTxe ("-MeXaH.,ec.e H 3.ieK-
T4H'IeCKHe:

S (tia boWAyxe 10'- I0'
(zJ6e3 Bo0Ayxa 107- 10 .

~pyrue n cmac,,.c (4)OnTuqecaR tipospat- 1O'-I"
~JLOCT,-

(Mexa 'liecwe it 3j...x- 101-I011

TpHwiecaue

h Racm H cMa23H ()CWM oq.ele KOIICHCTelIT- 10-I101
00) HOCTb

Keparnca. crez;,aom O rtec~aR npo3peq- 10-lOs

(I993eKTpHqeCKle > 1011

fljazattNA Kuapit 1(!)OnTqer-aag npowpai- 107_10"1

" ["[O.IIoay ni1.p oA. iHK H (")H e st ax~ wOil i . e K'TPX~nP- 10 81 0 4EO)AIIOTh
MerTama S.feppoWarHeCTmM IOS

(yMexa s csiatexe . uept- >10o"
TPMteCKNe

Key: (1). Material. (2). Properties. (3). Exposure dose of

ionization, rad. (4). Polytetrafluoroethylene. (5). Mechanical and

electrical. (6). in air. (7). without air. (8). Other plastics. (9).

Optical transmission. (10). Oils and lubrication. (11). Lubricating,

.. conistency. (12). Ceramics, glass. (13). Mechanical. (14).

Electrical. (15). Vitreosil. (16). Semiconductors. (17).

Nonbasic/minority electrical conductivity. (18). Metals. (19).

Ferromagnetism.

dI
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Table 4.15. Change in the properties of materials under the effect of
the space ionizing radiation/emission (time of radiation effect from

several months to several years) [311.

INR MUO S Oosc ove o p. ANmRes IM2Lw-

×1) (A.) I×I - _ 0 mTY

3. 0 Are/ TA 2 g'd Ca 1 e oiO am

qeRue,:
("' n , Ew .y.e X x X X - ->12: OC wem. e. ' X ++ X - XI - -

Ayr x + x + - -

mom a U e. gaucreir- X - - -? -

I, 
/ee 

ae

prctca zcangqese are otbseved

r~~wEi~ Onmqeaas Upagamcm X + X + -2

fl~upsnuu(0a MecuX 3aeKrPO- X ) +4 X? + -

np3oao rb,. T PGp o - X + - --

flerim cppoamruemaN. saw -? -

The conventional designations:

-- practical changes are not observed;

*" + - radiation/emission does produce change in the properties in

especially sensitive materials;

+ + -radiation/emission does produce change in the properties in the

S.
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majority of materials of this type;

X - properties of materials do have substantial changes;

? - not entirely precision determination of the values indicated.

Key: (1). Material. (2). Properties. (3). Internal radiation belts.

(4). External radiation belts. (5). Solar radiation. (6). Primary

cosmic radiation, layer to 100 kg/M 2 . (7). surface layer. (8). layer

10 kg/m 2 . (9). Polytetrafluoroethylene. (10). Mechanical and

electrical. (11). in air. (12). without air. (13). Other plastics.

(14). Optical, mechanical, electrical. (15). Oils and lubrication.

(16). Lubricating, conistency. (17). Ceramics and glass. (18).

Optical transmission. (19). Vitreosil. (20). Semiconductors. (21).

Nonbasic/minority electrical conductivity. (22). Basic electrical

conductivity. (23). Metals. (24). Ferromagnetism, electrical,

mechanical.

Page 162.

Together with a change in the electrical parameters of materials

% : a change in their mechanical, optical and other properties occurs in

.°. a number of cases, as already mentioned. Therefore the sensitivity of

radio engineering materials to the effect of the ionizing

E°,b%
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radiations/emissions it is desirable to define both with respect to

the change in the electrical parameters and with respect to a change
V. in other properties, which can lead to a change in the parameters of

radioelements, prepared from these materials.

Table 4-13 gives the tentative information about the maximum

permissible neutron fluxes and the exposure doses of

gamma-irradiation for the radio engineering materials; information is

g-rouped on the durability of materials, determined with respect to a

change in the electrical and mechanical parameters'.

The exemplary/approximate estimated values of the exposure doses

of the space ionizing radiations/emissions, during which are observed

changes in the mechanical, electrical and optical properties of

materials, according to the data of work [31) are shown in Table

4.14.
%..

According to the degree of a change in the parameters of

-' .,materials and expected intensities of radioactivity it is possible to

.4 4 determine the degree of the damage of materials in the process of

* their operation under the actual conditions. As an example Table 4.15

gives possible changes in the properties of materials under the

effect of the ionizing radiations/emissions of the Earth radiation

belts, solar and cosmic rays. Table is comprised according to the

*4I %
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results of the comparison of the conditions of the work (see Table

3.7, 3.11) and the radiation durability of materials Crhble 4.14).

4.6. Radiation durability of radioelements and electronic devices.

The reaction of electric vacuum and semiconductor devices, radio

parts, radio components and articles of electrical engineering to the

effect of the ionizing radiations/emissions is more complicated than

the reaction of materials.

FOOTNOTE 1. For insulation the data in essence are cited according to

O (the results of the foreign materials, generalized by Z. A.

Zharkovskaya. Data using other materials are cited in [2, 4, 33).

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 163.

This is explained by the fact that in each element/cell are included

several forms of different materials, in which different processes

can occur under the effect of the ionizing radiations/emissions, in

this case the effect of one process on another is possible.

Consequently, in the radioelements under the radiation effect a

change in almost all electrical and operating characteristics, which

depend on the course of the processes of ionization and damage of the

structure of materials, is possible.

........S. .:S.S .'"- " ' ".. .. . . -" -" .. .. . . . . . . . . . .
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at the rate of the dose, greater than 107 rad/s. Letters characterize

the degree of the authenticity: A -good, B - incomplete, C -

insufficient. 1 - transistors; 2 -diodes of the general purpose; 3-
Zener's diodes; 4 - Esaki's diodes; 5 - rectifiers; 6 - magnetic

materials; 7 - solar batteries; 8 - phosphoruses; 9 - optical

instruments; 10 -the optical glasses; 11 - elements/cells of IR

technology; 12- photocells; 13 - resistors; 14 - electron tube; 15-
thyratrons; 16 spark dischargers/gaps; 17 battery; 18
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dielectric materials; 19 - organic materials; 20 - ceramic materials;

21 - air; 22 - capacitors/condensers; 23 - aluminum chemical

capacitors; 24 - tantalum capacitors; 25 - polyethylene terephthalate

capacitors/condensers; 26 - mica capacitors; 27 - paper capacitors;

28 - microcircuit; 29 - semiconductors; 30 - integrated circuits of

the type TMM.

Key: (1). Components. (2). rad/s.
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* Table 4.16. Electrical parameters of radioelements, most

susceptible/most critical to the effect of the ionizing

radiations/emissions.

(t) t NPUTURNWO naPaaicrf& 11PH IIPOKxcNfAu
BIIAM 8 KAGCCbM a &AemeNTaz

TpaH~c~opw TOKH 4epe3 o6paTr- oo)EelTymiHR

HocMeLueHHbie nepexo- o6paTHWA KojineKToptMbA
TOK

n0W OSAH TOK CWeHHx, O6ata (y rePWaHie-
kombie AwHAbi npnmoe rna~eHHe Hanpx- aix) H flpRman (y Kpem.

)KeHHN HHeabux) BeTfib BOJflbTau-
riepHoA Xap8KTePHcTHKH

Pe3CT~bl .n-HwetieHe (oco- CorlPOTHeflHe
6eHa y 8biCOKOOMHUbX)

AIHLH, TaHreHc yrfia Hue H30JIRIIHH
2IH3JieKTp",4ecKmx nlo-
Tepb

remepaTopubie, TOKII yTe,4K mec24U1 TOK 3MHCCHH KA3,
MOlYARITOPHbie H1 3JeKTpolaaMH, 9aleKTPHt- TOK amoanf, KprTH3Ha xa-

nteo-YCMAH- qecxaR ilPoqHocm -r~p~'HKH
Tetmbae Jlaunbi

*ra30Peaj Astbnle 3neKTCpw eIaRnpoq(. HanpqmeHHe 3a*HraHHN
*UPN60PI HOCTb (HanpowceHue- *aHI-KaTogL, ce~tlgb1

%3axoramn~) TOK 3a)KHraHHR, ceTOqffoe
oTnmpaiowee HanipmneHme,
najierne HaripR4CCHHR
*cmTa-KaTOA', *aHOA-

KaTOA'

* OTOC~lPOTH8IIe. TewHoae conpomHS- H0b;IhT qylCBUM
"us JICHue TejtbHocTb, TemHoBwe co-

UPOTHsMCH4

OT Tow K n~m
Te~nbHOCTb

.9"~xq- Cop~be~ H30- conRIHHe M3JAN
CKNO 93AJUNS MNN, *AeKTPu'ICXa. LWIl, H9Il0C~yCT0A'4HUOCTb,

npO'INOCTb K1TSKT1406 COflpOTUMS-
H

. . . . . .. . .
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Key: (1). Forms and the classes of elements/cells. (2). Most

susceptible/most critical parameters at passage in elements/cells.

(3). reversible changes. (4). irreversible changes. (5). Transistors.

(6). Currents through reverse-biased transitions. (7). Amplification

factor, opposite collector current. (8). Semiconductor diodes. (9).

Saturation current, straight/direct voltage drop. (10).

Reverse/inverse (in germanium ones) and straight/direct (in silicon

ones) branch of volt-ampere characteristic. (11). Resistors. (12).

Resistance (especially in high-impedance ones). (13). Resistance.

9- (14). Capacitors/condensers. (15). Insulation resistance, dielectric

power factor. (16). Capacity/capacitance, insulation resistance.

C i  (17). Generator, modulator and receiver-amplifier lamps. (18).

Leakage currents between electrodes, dielectric strength. (19).

Emission current of cathode, current of anode, mutual conductance.

(20). Gas-discharge instruments. (21). Dielectric strength

* (voltate-ignitions). (22). Ignition voltage "anode-cathode", grid

current of ignition, grid triggering stress/voltage, drop in voltage

"space charge grid" "anode-cathode". (23). Photoresistors. (24). Dark

resistance. (25). Volt sensitivity, dark resistance. (26).

Photodiodes. (27). Leakage current. (28). Integral sensitivity. (29).

Electrotechnical articles. (30). Insulation resistance, dielectric

strength. (31). Insulation resistance, wear resistance, contact

resistance.

9. o

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..° . . . . . 5 ~~. -

................................................. °.-. ~
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The basic electrical parameters, which determine the radiation

durability of the radioelements of different forms and classes, are

given in Table 4.16.

Presents some generalized work [32) data according to the

results of the investigation of a change in the electrical parameters

of radioelements under the effect of neutron and 7-radiations in Fig.

,.. 4.6-4.8.

On the diagram, given in Fig. 4.9, the radiation stability of

silicon and germanium transistors with the different thickness of

"I.., basis is shown. Data relate to 28 types of transistors. The left
boundaries of rectangles correspond to the values of the neutron

fluxes and exposure doses, in which become noticeable the

-[ irreversible changes, caused mainly by the decrease of the lifetime

of minority carriers, and right boundaries - values of flows and

S-.. doses, in which the characteristics of transistor are located on the

face of suitability [33].

, -.,

5",

.S *',.S. *
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() KoMnowe~mbI

- A2 A

A

9 C
10 .,0C

17 '-5 0 C
18 8 j

5.1

Fig. 4.7. Change of the parameters of materials and radioelements in

the dependence on the neutron flux (designation the same as in Fig.

4.6. Arrow/pointer to the right - change is observed with the flows

indicated). 1 - transistors; 2 - germanium if transistors; 3-

germanium hf transistors; 4 - silicon if transistors; 5 - silicon hf

transistors; 6 -diodes; 7 -the silicon diodes of the generalI
purpose; 8 - germanium diodes of the general purpose; 9 - Zener's

diodes; 10-- Esaki's diodes silicon; 11 - Esaki's diodes germanium;

12 - resistors; 13 - rectifiers; 14 - magnetic materials; 15-

supermalloy; 16 - iron s ticide; 17 - solar batteries; 18 - electron

tube (glass).

Key: (1). Components. (2). n/cm .

Page 166.
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From Fig. 4.6-4.9, it follows that the radiation stability of

radioelements oscillates in the large range of the flows (doses) of

the ionizing particles. Therefore by the correct selection of the

nomenclature of elements/cells it is possible to increase

substantially the radiation stability of radio-electronic equipment.

Thus, for instance, by the specialists of firm Bendix [341 was

studied the advisability of using the vacuum-tube instruments as more

radiation-resistant, instead of the semiconductor devices in the

equipment of spacecraft with the nuclear power plants aboard. In this

case the estimation of the advisability of replacement according to
-.4

the total weight of equipment and protective shields was produced.

Table 4.17 gives conditions, with which this replacement can be

-% acknowledged advisable.

4,.

,-I .. : .; : < ; :.i;: . ;:.. •..-,.-..:- . .- - - ..- .. .
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A9--- 8 ----- A

A72 A
* 514-Ao A

17 8

Fig. 4.8. A change of the parameters of materials and radioelements

in the dependence on the exposure dose of 7-radiation (on carbon)

(designations are the same as in Fig. 4.6 and 4.7). 1 - phosphoruses;

2 - optical instruments; 3 - the optical glasses; 4 - elements/cells

O mof IR technology; 5 - photocells; 6 - resistors; 7 - electron tube; 8

- battery; 9 - dielectric materials; 10 - teflon; 11-

polyester/polyether; 12 - polystyrene; 13 - polysulfide rubber; 14 -

ceramics; 15 - capacitors/condensers; 16 - capacitors/condensers

tantalum; 17 - capacitors/condensers polystyrene; 18 -

capacitors/condensers mica; 19 - ceramics.

Key: (1). Components. (2). rad.

Page 167.

The recommendations (for the exceptional cases) given in Table

LICo-
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4.17 are designed for the following conditions: radio-electronic

equipment is placed at the most end/lead distant from the reactor of

the instrument container of space object and the distance between the

equipment and reactor is not less than 5, 10 and 15 m for SNAP-2,

SNAP-8 and SNAP-50 respectively; protective shield consists of

hydride of lithium and tungsten.

Thus, the radiation stability of radio-electronic equipment,

first of all, depends on the stability of the elements/cells used in

it, and also the circuit and design concept. The radiation stability

-; of semiconductor devices (transistors, diodes, photoresistors,

-.- rphotodiodes), some types of capacitors and resistors and gas-filled

instruments is determining in this case.

-- !

a...

S . .. . ., . , . .
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- mao"a

Fig. 4.9. Stability of silicon and germanium transistors with the

different thickness of basis under the conditions of the effect of

gamma-neutron radiation/emission.

Key: (1). Silicon transistors. (2). Basis. (3). thick. (4).

average/mean. (5). thin. (6). Germanium transistors. (7). (n/cm2 ).

Table 4.17. Conditions of replacing the semiconductor devices.

T ,,meu mM - . &9DOU u. ... .
no lw3 own I Pjm U. Wt.:

SNAP-2 3 4000
SNAP-8 30 10000
SNAP-O 300 20000

Key: (1). Type of nuclear reactor. (2). Heat output of nuclear

reactor, kW is not less. (3). Number of active elements/cells, with

which is advisable replacement of semiconductors by vacuum-tube

instruments, pieces is not more.

-p :
-p °

4:i
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If changes in the parameters of radioelements are known to

dependence on the intensities of radioactivity, then the output

;* parameters of circuits, assemblies, blocks/modules/units and

radio-electronic devices/equipment (under the condition of the normal

law of distribution of a change in the parameters of elements/cells

in the dependence on the radiation) can be determined from the

expression:
i .Yi y -- f (Xt, Xb, .. x0), (4.22)

"{ where i - output circuit parameters;

j - electrical parameters of elements/cells.

Here the electrical parameters of elements/cells are the random

flow values (dose) of the ionizing radiation/emission.

The random functions of random arguments are determined from the

relationship/ratio
.4.
4Y.(<)=fifX,(cD), X2(0), , (<D) (4.23)

In formula (4.23) mathematical expectation and root-mean-square

divergence are calculated from the following expressions:

qm
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,, (4P) = fj jm ({Ira, in). (..) ..... m1 ('b)J +
IM" , M, -p ,

2 t' I

a i/.. ( .

whlere met,~(")%- dependence of the mathematical expectation of the

Output i circuit parameter on the flow (dose) or the density of the

flow of the ionizing radiation/emission;

'Vj(O)- dependence of the root-mean-square divergence of the output 1

circuit parameter from the flow (dose) or the density of the flow of

the ionizing radiation/emission;

~ m - mathematical expectation of the electrical parameter of the j

element/cell at the assigned flow (dose) or the-density of the flow

of the ionizing radiation/emission;

'S.l

jl - root-mean-square divergence of the electrical parameter of the

jelement/cell at the assigned flow (dose) or the density of the flow

of the ionizing radiation/emission;

SI,

• -= : . ' )
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v I, 2, ... , n - number of basic electrical parameters and

elements/cells in the equipment;

Co() - the flow (density of flow) of the ionizing radiation/emission.

Page 169.
4,

The results of the experimental studies of some electronic

devices are given in tables 4.18 and 4.19 [35-37]. Table 4.18 shows a

change in the output parameters of transistor circuits depending on

the neutron flux of pulse radiatiorn/emission. Table 4.19 gives the

*' results, obtained during the continuous gamma-neutron irradiation on

nuclear reactors of aircraft radio-electronic equipment.

These data attest to the fact that the equipment, designed with

the use/application relative to radiation-resistant semiconductor

devices, does not go out of order with the neutron fluxes to

101'-1011 n/m2 , but equipment on the vacuum-tube instruments reliably

works with the flows 1016 n/m2 .

It is evident from the data examined on the radiation stability

of equipment and radioelements that a change in the parameters of

#41'..,,-," 3 " : -,>--,:4..';.;:;',-..-.->,- -..-.-.- .-. -,. ''. -.-.:.. -,. -.- ' ,-... ..:..
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* radio-electronic devices/equipment can occur over a wide range of the

flows (doses) of the ionizing radiations/emissions. Therefore the

-. need for taking measures for increase in the radiation stability or

weakening of the effect of the ionizing radiations/emissions on the

equipment appears in a number of cases.

Page 170.

Toward a number of basic actions, directed toward weakening of

the effect of the ionizing radiations/emissions on the

radio-electronic equipment and its elements/cells, can be attributed

the following:

1) use/application in the equipment of radiation-resistant

elements/cells and materials. Fulfilling this requirement is

especially important for the elements/cells, arranged/located out of

the protection from the ionizing radiation;

2) use/application on the objects of the special passive

screens, which shield equipment from the straight/direct effect of

the ionizing radiations/emissions, or active protection from the

effect of the flows of the charged/loaded particles. Sometimes, for

the protection of equipment from the ionizing radiations/emissions

can be used the elements of the construction/design of the object, on

4". -,. ., ,",." ' ".'":, . ..,'' ' -.". -".< '. .'-'.-""" . ""''''"" " " ". ' ' "" ' ' " . .:
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which is established/installed this equipment;

3) the use/application of diagrams, it is small the electrical

parameters of elements/cells susceptible/critical to the changes,

* also, with the low constant values of the time of separate circuits.

Use in the diagrams of feedback, nonlinear elements/cells and dual

elements/cells, whose parameters under the effect of radiation change

in opposite directions;

4) the decrease of the sensitivity of switching circuits to a

change in the amplitude of input signals and supply voltages and

. 0' bias/displacement.

U.,

-.-

4,

.

*.,
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Table 4.18. Results of changing the electrical characteristics of

radio-electronic devices/equipment under the influence on them of the

pulse neutron irradiation (for the pulse duration of less than 1 ms).

. ( ~ ~ 4Pa O i n~~ man BeAM4KHA abZOflhOro KAIUPRIe-
8.4 ACZ~.Ai uMIu a % np. not0oaX .. Ipo.o. nIA

10" 10" lost 0 10,'

(Wreeparop cHHycOu Ia.bHbX 100 100 100 100
Koae6aHHA Ha Tpamm1Crope TH-
na 301
f,)YcMATeAb Kimcca A Ha 100 100 80--90 50--60
TpeMroax 2N138 m 2N30
()BwucoKoqacTOTSA BinpRm.- 100 85-95 30 15--20
,e~Ab (coqeraHne reiteparopa
McOKOA qacToM C eBlanpgNK-
re.neu) ma TpaH3HCTope 2N 105 (7)

(&Yrpurrepu Ha TpBHsRcTopBX Cpa6ambisaloT
-unon 302 it 2Na

Key: (1). Form of diagram. (2). Relative value of exit stress/voltage

( in * with neutron fluxes n/m2 . (3). Sine wave oscillator on

transistor of type 301. (4). Amplifier of class A on transistors

.-*; 2N138 and 2N30. (5).-High-frequency rectifier (combination of

high-frequency oscillator with rectifier) on transistor 2N105. (6).

Triggers on transistors of types 302 and 2N35. (7). They

operate/wear.

I' . • . . . . " : - ' - . - ' - , : , .- - . .. .. . - . . . - . '''' ,.. " ' .
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Table 4.19. Some data on the radiation resistance of radio-electronic

equipment to the effect of continuous gamma-eto raitoI-

&MAUi a tzn upM~~ehx-fo'iiroO K~~LBUa
Tim Amm"TPUyw ,.,,,,,,vmezxemw

epoK-O1~Tx Hammoi ymmmwL

an MlCO Wynwoaon~sxoe 1,2-1018 9-10' aAOJ~c ~ ~ -
-' CT2MUMOflO3HaUS.EB UP6Oa 3ierukd ~

omeTliu CBC'reN& onw- 3mKxrpoxyymmwe 2- 10's 8. 104 Sea aeMWTHX §aaPY~UMM
UP80PUPeOrocnoco~aocm

SOPO~aR PaAOCTBD.3 3M9eu4 'snmume 5,4. 1017 5-10 B n po6ome

K juA IN69

QuneTHOe UeperosDp- 3aeKfjxyyMen 2.1018 107 15e3 ameiebi upyMME-
-~ yerpokn~o Upoo POOTO~tmcoftocrz

Key: (1). Type of equipment. (2). Forms and types of elements/cells

*used. (3). Total flux of neutrons n/rn2. (4). Exposure dose, r. (5).

Results of tests. (6). Interrogator-responder of identification

system. (7). Semiconductor devices. (8). Decrease of effectiveness

was observed. (9). Responder of identification system. (10).

Vacuum-tube instru -- s (11). Without noticeable

disturbances/breakdowns of efficiency. (12). Onboard radio station.

(13). Vacuum-tube instruments, quartzes and diodes 1N69. (14).
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*[ Failure. (15). Crew intercommunication equipment. (16). Without

noticeable disturbances/breakdowns of efficiency.

Page 172.

For decreasing the probability of the ignition of the gas-discharge

instruments of discrete/digital action, which are found up to the

moment/torque of the effect of pulse radiation in the waiting

mode/conditions, it is necessary to decrease the feeding voltage on

the anode and to increase the negative bias/displacement of grids or

to utilize protection circuits;

5) the guarantee of actions for the protection from the false

responses at the moment of the effect of pulse radiation by

use/application blocking or compensating for spill currents and the

stress/voltage of diagrams;

6) the use/application of different devices/equipment of those

* turning off/disconnecting electronic circuits, but in certain cases

and the network elements, on the period of the effect of pulse

radiation;

7) the use/application of different kind of the fillings, which

do not conduct current during irradiation, that prevent the

%..
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possibility of inleakage with ionization environment;

8) an increase in the distances between the elements/cells,

alive load, a reduction in the operating stresses/voltages on them;

the selection of form and material of the current-conducting

surfaces; the control of thermal and electrical loads on the

elements/cells and an improvement in the distribution stress/voltage.

Taking the enumerated actions is conducted in such a case, when

the radiation stability of equipment is lower than the conditions, in

which it must work. Possible radiation conditions during the

" operation of equipment can be determined on the basis of data, given

in the preceding/previous chapter.

.............
:o. \ . . . . - - . -
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Appendix I.

Wilson's nomogram for the approximate determination of energy

according to range.

a,'

On the left and right scales are deposited/postponed the ranges

in g/cmI and kg/ma respectively: on the average/mean scale - kinetic

energy in MeV; on the scales a, p, r, u - atomic number Z of the

iK inhibiting substance. Appropriate energy, landing run (left scale)

and atomic number are arranged/located on one straight line.

a..

5.%'
°- 5%

~. 5 ,,.,

a,..
's-a. ', e , ,,', , . ,, - -. ,. . " ' .. . . ..... , -..- '," , v . . ... . . .-.'. .--. . ..-.-. V -. . . -. . . . . . -. -,. -.. .. .
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* Key: (1). Range, g/cm2. (2). Range, kg/rn2. (3). MeV. (4). Energy.
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Appendix II.

Dependence of the buildup factor of dose 8,(04) on energy E of point

,., source of quanta with the passage of 7-radiation in the infinite

medium for the water, aluminum, iron and lead.

'44

p
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SH21WiXu 061OIIW M&IIM.u* AG
i 
M T (Br i ct1nlua pR

"__I- 2 1 4 t 1 16 1Iw

0,255 3,09 7,14 23.0 72,9 166 456 982
0,5 2.52 5,14 14,3 38,8 77,6 178 334
1,0 2,13 3,71 7,68 16,2 27,1 50,4 82,2

. 2,0 1.83 2,77 4.88 8.46 12,4 L9,5 27.7
* BouAa 3.0 1.69 2,42 3,91 6,23 8.63 12.8 17,0

4.0 1.58 2:17 3:34 5,13 6.94 9,97 12.9
60 1,46 1,91 2,76 3.99 5,18 7.09 8,85
8,0 1,38 1,74 2,40 3,34 4,25 5,66 6,95

9 10.0 1,38 1,63 2,19 2,97 3.72 4.90 5,98

0,5 2.37 4,24 9.47 21.5 38,9 80,8 141
1.0 2.02 3,31 6,57 13.1 21,2 37,9 58,5

L5) 2,0 1.75 2,61 4,62 8,05 11.9 18,7 26,3
AJIimHHA 3.0 1.64 2.32 3.78 6,14 8.65 13,0 17,7

4.0 1,53 2,08 3.22 5.01 6.88 10,1 13,4 S
6,0 1,42 1.86 2,70 4.06 5.49 7,97 10,4
8.0 1.34 1,68 2,37 3,45 4.58 6,56 8,52

10.0 1.28 1.55 2,12 3.01 3,96 5,63 7,32

0,5 1,98 3,09 5,98 11,7 19,2 35.4 55,6
1,0 1,87 2,9 5.39 10.2 16,2 28,3 42.7 -

00) 2,0 1,76 2,43 4.13 7,25 10,9 17,6 25,1
- )Ke.meo 3,0 1,55 2,15 3,51 4.85 8.51 13.5 19.1

4,0 1,45 1.94 3,03 4,91 7,11 11.2 16,0
6.0 1,34 1.72 2,58 4,14 6.02 9,89 14.7
8,0 1,27 1,56 2,23 3,49 5,07 8,50 13,0
10.0 1,20 1,42 1,95 2,99 4,35 7,54 12,4 "

0,5 1.24 1,42 1,69 2,00 2,27 2,65 2,73
1,0 1,37 1,69 2,26 3,02 3,74 4,81 5,86
2,0 1,39 1,76 2,51 3,66 4,84 6,87 9,00

.sel 3,0 1.34 1,68 2,43 3,75 5,30 8.44 12.3
6,0 1,18 1,40 1,97 3.34 5.69 13.8 32,7
8,0 1,14 1,30 1,74 2.89 5,07 14.1 44,6
10,0 1,11 1,23 1,58 2,52 4,34 12,5 39,2

Key: (1). Substance. (2). Quantum energy E, MeV. (3). Buildup factots

of dose at the distances MR. (4). Water. (5). Aluminum. (6).

Iron. (7). Lead.

_9,I

9, .9
• . - . .. ... .." • ... . - -. .- .-€ '-'. '.. .-'.'. .- .- ".- .-'-'# '.- -'-', .-'- "" "" *;'= ", ', e = '' "J '@ ' '.' ,.9
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Pages 176-177.

Appendix III.

Coefficients of absorption and mean free path of 7-quanta in

different media.

0.1 0.153 0.197. 10-8 50.8 0,171 0.171 6,86 0,169 0,467 2,19 0,370 2,88 0,347 5,46 01,7 0,0142

A0,16 0,133 0,172-10-O-  66,2 0.151 0,151 6.63 O0.138 0.372 2,69 0,196 1.53 0,664 1.92 21.7 0,0461

.q -l

-0,4 0,1)96 0.14.10- 80. 6, O UO * 0, M 9,44 0,U927 0.250 4,0( 0,0M30 0, 73i 1.36 0,220 2,4 0,4W

i . 0.5 0.067 0,1I12.10-1 80,;J 0,0967 0,. 0.3 O; 0,0544 a.,= 4.38 0.01w4 0,&5 I.6 3 0,162 1. n 0.6411

0.6 0.01 0,104.10-1 lJb.2 O.Ud4 U.OW4 11.2 u,0779 0,210 4.77 I.N o.uuu I.U? U, II 1.34 0.4I

0.8 0,071 0, UV15,10 -' I9 U015b00,07M 12.7 OU W3 0,154 5,44 0.01iWi 0,621 1,14 0,0%M6 0,978 1,03

1.0 0,:: 0.061d.10-4 122 0,07W 0,0706 W2 0,014 0,46 0.02 ,0 .8 0,407 2 ,14 0,076W .T 1.20

I's 0,0515 0,0M14.10-4 151 0,0670 0,11675,17.4 OOO7. 0,01 7.42 0,0 8 0.3 78 4.2 ,4

2,0 0,043 0.I'4.10-' 178 0,0493 0,0493 20.3 0,0431 0.216 8.63 0,0422 0,32931,04 0.04H 6 0,15 1,04

3,0 0,05 0,0462.10- 221 0.0397 0,0397 25.20 0,0144 0,0963 0.5 0,0369 0.200 3.57 0,0413 0,46 2.14

4.0 00.0)5 O .ie.10-4 254 0,0339 0 .03 29.5 0.0310 0,037 11,9 0,030 ).258 1.87 0.041W 0,470 2,13

..0 0.0270 0,064.10-' 287 0,0302 0,0302 33.1 0,0254 0.0767 3,.0 0,0484 0.278 2 ,0430 0,40s 2.0

1.0 0,W246 0.0316.10-' 316 0.7 0.0,71 361 0,0201 0.1813.9 0.06 0,4238 1.20 0.0445 0.507 1.99

8,0 0,0220 0,0264.0' 2 0,0392 4 0,0, 0,0242 36 0,0 15 0,036 0,2=0 4,3, 0.0471 0,46 2,

10.0 0.0200 0,0258.10-S 316 0.0221 0.0221 46.2 0,023 ,0627 ,169 0,03W00 0,234 4.27 0,0M 018"6 1,71

Note. g/p - mass coefficient in the glazings, g - linear

absorption coefficient, X - mean free path.

4.%

.1
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Key: (1). Quantum energy, MeV. (2). Air (0.00129 g/cm3). (3). cm2 /g.

(4). Water (1 g/cm3). (5). Aluminum (2.7 g/cm '). (6). Iron (7.8

g/cmz). (7). Lead (11.3 g/cm3).
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Appendix IV.

Values *-" II . ______-______ _______
3 ,j eeii z e-

0 1 0.062 0,93988 0,215 0,8065 0.425 0.6538

0,00001 0.99999 0,064 0,96800 0,220 0,8025 0,430 0,6505

0,0001 0.99990 0,066 0,93613 0,225 0,7985 0,435 0,6473

0,0002 0,99980 0,068 0,93426 0,230 0,7945 0,440 0,6440

0,0003 0,99970 0,070 0,93239 0,235 0,7906 0,445 0,6408

-0.0004 0,99960 0,072 0,93053 0,240 0,7866 0,450 0,6376

.0,0006 0,99960 0,074 0,92867 0,245 0,7827 0,455 0,6344

-0.001 0,99900 0,076 -0,92682 0,250 0,7788 0,460 0,6313

.0 0,002 0,99800 0,078 0,92496 0,255 0,7749 0,465 0,6281
0,003 0,99700 0,080 0,92312 0,260 0,7710 0,470 0,6250

0,004 0,99601 0,082 0,92127 0.265 0,7672 0,475 0,6219

0.006 0.99501 0,084 0,91943 0,270 0,7634 0,480 0,6188

.. 0.006 0.99402 0.086 0,91759 0,275 0,7596 0,485 0,6157
0,007 0.99302 0,068 0,91576 0,280 0,7558 0,490 0,6126

0 ,O0 0,99203 0,090 0,91393 0,285 0,7520 0,495 0,6096,

0,009 0,99104 0,092 0,91211 0,290 0,7483 0,500 0,6065.

0,010 0.99006 0,094 -0,91028 0,296 0,7445 0,51 0,6005-

0,012 0,9807 0.096 0.90846 0,300 0,7408 0,52 0,5945

0,014 0,"610 0,098 0,90665 0,306 0,7371 0,53 0,5886.

0.016 0,96413 0,100 0,90484 0,310 0,7334 0,54 0,5827"
0.018 0,98216 0,106 0,90032 0,315 0,7298 0,5 0,5769-

0,020 0,980M0 0,110 0,8983 0,320 0,7261 0,56 0,5712:

0, 9724 0,115 0,89136 0,325 0,7225 0,57 0,5655-

0,024 0,7m 0,120 0,88692 0.330 0,7189 0.58 0,5599

002 0,97434 0,125 0,88249 0,335 0,7153 0.59 0.5543

Om 0.97239 0,130 0.87809 0.340 0,7118 0,60 0,5488

0i 0,f7m 0,13 0.67372 0.345 0,7M8 0,61 0.5434

.
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0.032 0,96851 0.140 0,86936 0,350 0,7047 0.62 0,5396

0.034 0,96657 0,145 0,86502 0,355 0,7012 0,63 0,5326

0,036 0,96464 0,150 0,86071 0,360 0,6977 0,64 0,5273

0,038 0,96271 0.155 0,83642 0,365 0,6942 0,65 0,5220

- 0,040 0,96079 0,160 0,85214 0,370 0,6907 0,66 0,5169

* 0,042 0,95887 0,165 0,84789 0,375 0,6873 0,67 0.5117

0,044 0,95695 0,170 0,84366 0,380 0,6839 0,68 0,5066

0,046 0,95504 0,175 -0,83946 0,385 0,6804 0,69 0,5016

0.048 0,95313 0,180 0,83527 0,390 0,6770 0,70 0,4966

0,060 0,95123 0,185 0,83110 0.395 0,6737 0,71 0,4916

0,062 0,94933 0,190 0,82695 0,400 0,6703 0,72 0,4868

0,064 0,94743 0,195 0,82283 0,405 0,6670 0,73 0,4819

0,056 0,94554 0,200 0,8187 0,410 0,6636 0,74 0,4771

0.058 0.94365 0,205 0,8146 0.415 0.6603 0,75 0.4724
0,060 0,94196 0,210 0,8106 0,420 0,6570 0,76 0,4677

0.77 0,4630 1,40 0,2466 2.65 0;0707 6,6 1,360-I0-3

0,78 0,4584 1,42 0,2417 2,70 0,0672 6,7 1,231

0,79 0,4538 1,44 0,2369 2.75 0,0639 6,8 1,114

0,80 0,4493 1,46 0,2322 2,80 0,0608 6,9 1,008

0,81 0,4449 1,48 0,2276 2,85 0,0578 7.0 9,119-10--

0,82 0,4404 1,50 0,2231 2,90 0,0550 7.1 8,251

0,83 0,4360 1,52 0,2187 2,95 0,0523. 7.2 7,466

0,84 0,4317 1,54 0,2144 3.00 0,0498 7,3 6,755

0,85" 0,4274 1,56 0,2101 3,t 0,04505 7,4 6,113

0,86 0,4232 1,58 0,2060 3.2 0,04075 7.5 5.531

0,87 0,4190 1,60 0,2019 3.3 0,03688 7,6 5.005

0,8 0,4148 1.62 0,1979 3.4 0,03337 7.7 4,528

0,a 0,4107 1,64 0,1940 3.5 0.03019 7,8 4,0974

4,

4,,
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0.90 0.4066 1,66 0,1901 3.6 0.02732 7,9 3.7074

0,91 04023 1,68 0.1864 3,7 0,02472 8,0 3,355

0.92 0,3985 1,70 0,1827 3.8 0,02237 8,1 3,035
0,93 0,3946 1,72 0,1791 3,9 0,02024 8,2 2,747

0.94 0,3906 1.74 0,1755 4,0 0,01831 8,3 2,485-

0,96 0,3867 1,76 0,1720 4.1 0,01657 8,4 2,247-
0,96 0,3829 1,78 0,1686 4,2 0.01500 8,5 2,035-

0,97 0.3791 1,80 0,1653 4,3 0,01357 8,6 1,841

0,98 0,3753 1,82 0,1620 4,4 0,01228 8,7 1,666

0,99 0,3716 1,84 0,1588 4,5 0,01111 8,8 1,50T

1,00 0,3679 1.86 0,1557 4,6 0,01005 8,9 1,364-
1.02 0,3606 1,88 0,1526 4,7 0,00910 9,0 1,234-
1.04 0,3534 1.90 0,1496 4,8 0,008230 9.2 1,010
1.06 0.3464 1,92 0,1466 4,9 0,00745 9,4 0,827
1.08 0,3396 1,94 0,1437 5,0 0,006738 9.6 0,677.10-'
1,10 0,3328 1 96 0,1408 5.1 0,006097 9.8 0,555
1,12 0,3253 1,98 0,1381 5.2 0,005517 10,0 0,454
1.14 0,3198 2,00 0,1353 5,3 0,004992 11,0 1,670-10-'
1,16 0,3135 2,05 0,1287 5,4 0,004517 12 0,614
1,18 0,3073 2.10 0,1225 5,5 0,004087 13 0,226
1,20 0,3012 2,15 0,1169 5,6 0,003698 14 0,08316
1,22 0.2962 2,20 0,1108 5,7 0,003346 15 0,03069
1,24 0,84 2,25 0,1064 5,8- 0,003028 16 1,125.10-1
1.26 0,2837 2.30 0.1003 5.9 0,002739 17 0,4140

1.28 OU) 2,35 0,0954 6,0 2,479.10-8 18 0,1523
1.30 0,25 2.40 0,0"iM 6.1 2,243 49 0,0560
1,32 0.871 2,45 0,0853 6,2 2,029 20 2.06.10-"
1.34 . ,SI8 2.50 0.01 6.3 1.836 25 13,89.10-"2
1,36 . O 2,55 6.0981 6.4 1,662 30 0,094.10-m
1,38 $0,Sl6 2,40 0,0743 65 1,503 35 1.10-"

.06
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